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International Groups React to Yugoslav Crisis 

EC Group Goes to Belgrade 

40 2800155791 Paris AFP in English 1544 GMT 
28 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg. June 28 (AFP}—A delegation of 
three European Community (EC) foreign ministers left 
here Friday for Belgrade to try to prevent civil war in 
Yugoslavia and restore the government's links with its 
break-away republics. 

Foreign Minister Jacques Poos said the mission had been 
mandated by EC leaders meeting here to encourage 
dialogue between the federa!] government and the break- 
away republics of Slovenia and Croatia. 

Mr Poos. representing the Luxembourg presidency of 
the FC. was accompanied on the trip by Italian Foreign 
Minister Gianni de Michels and Dutch Foremgn Min- 
ister Hans van den Broek. 

EC Ultimatum to Slovenia 
1.D3006143291 Madnd RNE-1l Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Telephone interview with Spanish Foreign Minister 
Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez by unidentificd studio 
announcer on 30 June. first three paragraphs read by 
studio announcer—tive or recorded] 

[Excerpts] The game of the war of harangues and threats 1s 
maintaining the tension in Yugoslavia. [passage omitted] 

The military ultumatum has been reyected without hesi- 
tation by the authorities of Slovenia. The EC has given 
the authorities of the republic a deadline of 1800 to 
clanity—to confirm or otherwise—the suspension which 
they officially announced of their declaraiion of inde- 
pendence. [passage omitted] 

We highhght that nem of news just in which we 
announced, which we translated. at the beginning of this 
report. The EC has asked Slovenia to confirm the sus- 
pension of the declaration of independence and to do so 
before 1800. Good afternoon, Minister Francisco 
Fernandez-Ordonez 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] Hello. Good afternoon. 

[Announcer] Do you think there will be an affirmative 
reply” 

|[Fernandez4rdonez] Well, for some time | have not 
made predictions about this kind of thing. as you might 

imagine. We have asked them for three things in our 
action by the trovka. The first 1s respect for the cease-fire 
and a return by the armed forces to barracks, not 
forgetting that the command of the Army falls to the 
president of the Republic. but that there 1s no presiden' 
The second pornt 1s the suspension of the application of 
the declaration of independence, which 1s the point to 
which you are referring. The third port is that the 
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Serbian president should give his vote to Mr. Mesic. to 
the Croatian president. permitting the rotation. 2 point 
which ts not clear esther om these corcumstiunces. That 1s 
to say. I think that... [changes thought] We have con- 
vened a mecting of our polstecal directors for Monday in 
the Hague. now under the Netherlands’ presidency. and 
we will make a decision as to whether or not the CSCE 
mechanism 15 sect in mot’ m by Wednesday. knowing the 
limitations which we have, because fs 1s a matter of 
helping insofar as one can to negotiate what | would call 
a rational way out of thes crisis. as far as 1s possible. 
because the elements of irratvonality, which came up in 
your correspondent’s excellent report, are many 

[Announcer] Yes. undoubtedly you learned at first hand 
about that «wrationality through the members of the 
Community troiwka. What 1s the attitude and the feeling 
of the politecal leaders of the two sides’ It appears that 
no one 18 prepared to concede anything 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] Well. we shall see. because words 
generally do not coincide with deeds. and the CSCE 
mechanism 1s a mechanism which the English call mech- 
anisms or medicines for fair weather. Bul of course here 
the politecal weather 1s wory bad. It 1s truce that we. the 
EC. have a certain authority to try to prevent what could 
be the catastrophic way out of the crisis and seck a 
rational way out. But it 1s difficult to impose rationality 
ai the present time. | do not conceal my concern. | have 
had «t for a long time. Furthermore. the case 1s not 
limited to these two republics. there are others nearby 
So we are going to cxpernience moments of convulsion 
there. for which we already have a framework for what 

we might call helping to handle the crisis, but which 1s 
very difficult, that 1s clear 

[Announcer] The fact that no one in Yugoslavia appears 
to remember yesterday's promise to the EC supports 
pessimism 

[Fernandez-Ordonez} Well, we shall see One never knows 
We are sending... [changes thought} Right now the pres- 
dency of the CSCE 1s held by Germany. which 1s 4 country 
which has influence there. of course. There have been 
several messages this morning. Several ministers have 
called cach other. We shall see. We shall see on Monday — 
Monday 1s tomorrow—on Monday the political directors 
will be there. the Spanish munister has just now left for the 
meeting in The Hague. and | spoke with him. This 1s one of 
those questions in which there 1s. unfortunately. no alter- 
native to (*proceeding) im this way and trying to be 
positive. That is to say, the EC must do what 1s possible to 
help find what | call the ratronal way out of thes cresis, 
because history shows us that there are irrational ways out 
Therefore, we must pay attention to what history has 
taught us on other occasions. | think it 1s very good that i 
comceided with the mecting of heads of government. where 
it was rapidly decided to send the trouwka. This is an 
example of active diplomacy and not declarations, which 
18 an example that Spain was among the first to be during 
our presidency with regard to the Middie East. This active 
diplomacy 1s the one we are pursuing. We shall see what 
results it produces 



t~ 

[Announcer] Mr. Fernandez-Ordonez. we shall put our 
trust in diplomacy. Thank you and good afternoon. 
[passage omitted] 

Council Demands End to Fighting 

LD2I80617°3691 Helsinka Suomen Yieisradio Network 

in Finnish 1600 GMT 28 Jun 9! 

[Text] Parhamentanans of the Council of Europe today 
demanded an immediate end to all military activity in 
Yugoslavia and supported a crisis meeting of the CSCE 
countries to solve the dispute. The 25 member states of 
the Council approved a statement at the end of the 
summer mecting in Helsinki, condemning the use of 
violence that followed Croatia and Slovenia's declara- 
tions of independence and demanding European med)- 
ation to solve the country’s constitutional crisis. 

CSCE To Meet by 2 Jul 
10 2006104391 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radio Network 

in German 1000 GUT 30 Jun 91 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Alors Mock by Micha! 
Kerbler in Vienna on 30 June—recorded] 

[Text] [Announcer] Following today's events in Slove- 
nia, Foreygn Minister Mock has implemented the second 
stage of the CSCE crisis mechanisms. He explained what 
(his means om an interview with Michael Kerbler 

{Mock} Because of this decision, which | made about 45 
minutes ago, the representatives of the 3$ CSCE states will 
meet in Vienna within 48 hours, that 1s, by Tuesday [2 
July} at the latest, to deal with the new massive military 
measures by the Yugoslav People’s Army. This is an 
intensification of the political treatment of this conflict 

[Kerbler] How do the EC states veact as a result of the 
new. changed situation” 

|Mock] | arranged with them that the political procedure 
of the CSCE. which was claimed by the EC one or two 
days after Austria [as heard], will take place in Prague on 
Wednesday. This means that on Wednesday the 35 
CSCE states will meet in Prague, where the seat of the 
CSCE Secretariat 1s 

[Kerbler] Slovene politicians have requested that EC 
observers be sent to the area. Have you discussed this 
with EC representatives” 

|Mock] | discussed this with FRG Vice Chancellor Gen- 
scher and recently effered massive support for this idea 
Since Genscher enthusiastically advocates this, | assume 
that there 1s a chance of making an operational if not 
concrete contribution so that the military conflicts do not 
escalate even more than they, tragically, have already 

[Kerbler] Mr. Minister, 1s Austria considering sending 
observers to Slovenia or Croatia” 
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[Mock] Look, we are certainly ready to do this The 
important thing 1s what 1s decided as the polsicalls 
appropriate measure. We are willing to do that 

Mission “Excellent Initiative’ 

LD2W06112291 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Enelish 1113 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Repon by Chris Moncrieff and Geoff Meade. in Lus- 
embourg] 

[Text] The European summit was set to end on a high 
note today, flushed with the success of the EC's first 
serious mediation effort on the world stage. EC Icaders 
were claiming a triumph in bringing about the suspen- 
sion of hostilitves om Yugoslavia thanks to a dramatx 
peace mission to Belgrade by three Community forcign 
ministers who were dispatched directly from the Luacm- 
bourg Euro-talks yesterday afternoon 

Reports of fresh fighting in Slovenia invols ing gunfire at 
Skofiye on the fronteer with Italy and the destruction of 
five Federal Army tanks by Slovenian defence forces 
failed to dampen the mood 

Today Luxembourg’s foreign minister Jacques Poos. 
who led the delegation and returned in the carly hours of 

this morning. reported to the summit leaders on the five 
hours of talks with Yugoslav authorities and leaders of 
the breakaway republics of Slovenia and Croatia. For- 
eign Secretary Douglas Hurd hailed the mission to 
Belgrade and Zagreb as: “An excellent muitiative at the 
right moment.” 

“We didn't return with negative answers. sand Dutch 
Foreign Minister Hans van den Brock. “We have good 
hopes bul it has to be translated into deeds and that 

remains to be seen.” 

Danish Foreign Minister Uffe Ellemann-Jensen said 
“When we try to pull our act together, we can get some 
results” 

Europe's shuttle diplomacy. which followed a threat 
from the summit to suspend hundreds of millions of 

pounds of EC ard to Yugoslavia, overshadowed the lack 
of any real progress at the summit on key internal rssucs 

A final declaration duc to be approved when the summit 
concludes later today. reflected no progress in resoly ing 
central issues such as the nature of the future federalist 
community, the temetable for ¢ single currency and the 
scale of a transfer of more powers away from national 
parliaments to Brussels and Strasbourg 

Decision on Aid Postponed 

10 2000112991 Paris AFP in English 11146007 

29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 29 (AFP)}—The European 
Community will wart to see how the Yugoslav crisis 

evolves before taking a decision on suspending cconomi 
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aid to Yugoslavia, Luxembourg Foreign Minister 
Jacques Poos said Saturday. 

According to sources close to the EC summut, Mr. Poos 
told the 12 EC leaders that the aid would be maintained 
if Yugoslavia respected its commitments made to an EC 
delegation which brokered a ceasefire in the sinfe-torn 
country late Friday. 

The three commitments were that the Federal Army 
mus! return to barracks and the ceasefire must hold, the 
rebel republics of Croatia and Slovenia must freeze their 
independence declarations for three months, and that 
the Yugoslav collective presidency must rotate. 

Mr. Poos, who was part of the EC delegation, said the EC 
had received verbal assurances on those points, but i 
remained to be seen how the situation on the ground 
evolved. 

According to Slovenian officials. four people have been 
killed and 85 wounded in ceasefire violations which they 
blamed on the Federal Army. 

The EC agreed Friday that Community aid to Yugo- 
slavia, worth nearly one billion dollars. should be frozen 
pending the results of the troska’s mission, and sus- 
pended if it did not make satisfactory progress 

EC Summit Deals With Political, Economic U nion 

Spain's Gonzalez on Talks 

LD3006 134191 Madnd RNE-1I Radio Network 

in Spanish 1800 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Text] The Yugoslav question was not the only matter 
dealt with at the Luxembourg [EC] meeting. The Com- 
munity summit maintains the timetable of the intergov- 
ernmental conferences on political and economic umon 
and defers an agreement on European construction until 
the final summit of the Netherlands’ presidency next 
December. Spain has insisted on the need for coheson 
with regard to the less developed countnes of the Com- 
munity. Nacho Hernandez reports 

[Hernandez] Good evening. The predictions were fulfilled 
and the Luxembourg summit will go down as the summit 
of transition. The tumetable of the two conferences for 
economrc and monctary union, and political union is 
maintained. The work must be concluded by 31 December 
this year, and at the Maastricht summit under the Neth- 
erlands presidency the |2 must smooth out the umportant 
differences which still exist. The tometable is set in such a 
way that the treaties will be ratified im the national 
parliaments during 1992 and come inte force on | January 
1993. Here in Luxembourg the | 2 stressed that 11 1s still too 
soon to draw conclusions and that no one will give thei 
approval on specific aspects until the whole known, as 
Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez said 

[Begin Gonzalez recording) | think that the document 
basically reflects that. Work has been donc, progress has 
been made on some questions more than on others, and 
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therefore 1 says that there has been progress. Al the same 
tume, however, there is a kind of warning that no onc feels 
commutted to the final outcome u—til he knows the final 
outcome. That would be the summmut’s concluson insofar 
as Community construction 1s concerned. [end recordirg] 

[Hernandez] There are many uncertainties. Six months 
from the end of the work of the conferences, the United 
Kingdom mauntains its reservations on the final objyec- 
tive of a European central bank and a single currency. 
Felipe Gonzalez emphasized the effort of the |! other 
countnes to draw closer to the British views, but he also 
doubts the imterest of that country’s authorities. The 
Spamards stress the need for cohesion with regard to the 
less developed countries of the Community. In F. wpe 
Gonzalez’s opimon, it has been made clear thal the 
Community has to reopen the question of its income and 
expenditure. Spain 1s prepared to defend this idea tena- 
ously. It s not a question, the Spanish prime minister 
said, of talking about the check. 

[Begin Gonzalez recording) When a country with an 
imcome level lower that the Community average raises the 
problem of cohesion, everyone 1s thinking: how much does 
he want? Well, the first thing | want to say is that what | 
want 1s to be above the Community average in income 
level and to able to show that | wall also rarse the problem 
of cohesion when we are above the Community average, 
because I think 11 1s an essential principle from the pornt of 
view of European construction. [end recording) 

[Hernandez] Finally, Spain will not give its approval to 
the external borders wntsl an agreement 1s 
reached with the United Kingdom on its application to 
Gibraltar. 

Delors on Unified Market 

AL 2806125691 Paris AFP in English 1234 GMT 

28 Jun 91 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 28 (AFP)}—The European 
Community (EC) 1 making good progress towards a 
single market in 1993, except mm social affairs, Jacques 
Delors, president of the EC's Executive Commisson, 
said here Friday. 

an EC leadership surmmut, he sand 75 per cent 
of all EC regulations necessary for the official launch of 
the single market had been adopted. leaving only 90 still 
to be settled. 

The single market programme, which provides for the 
SS ee Oe eS ear 
goods, moncy and services within the |)-nation EC, ss 
due to be completed on December 31, 1991. But Mr 

down, and that the Community was not doing 
ts businesses become competitive 

charter was adopted 18 months ago by all EC mem- 
except Britain, which maintains that social affairs 



should be ncgotuated between workers am. employer: 
without imterference from the EC bureaucracy. 

Mr. Delors sand that only one relatively minor msuc— 

sary unanimcus approval of all 12 countries. Others, such 
os eanatapercmnptages Lnn.sining ctenstares ond wasting 
conditions for pregnant women, have remained biocked. 

The commussion president called on EC leaders to give 
businesses trameng and research support, sc they could 
better face foreign competition. He also complained of 
delays in passing single market regulations im such issues as 
mvesiment services, road transport and vetermary ser- 
veces 

Supports Sanctions Against Iraq 

AU 2906183091 Paris AFP in English 1817 GMT 
29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 29 (AFP)}—The European 
Community (EC) sard here Saturday [29 June] that 
cconome sanctions should not be lifted against Irag 
until « had met all conditions imposed on ut by the 
United Nations following the Gulf war 

In a communique issued after the close of its two-day 
leadership summit, the Community condemnes Iraq for 
refusing to allow UN. mmspectors access to nucicar sites 
as provided by U.N. Security Council Resolution 687 
Earher, Britrsh diplomats said London shared U S. anger 
at an encideat in Irag Friday when Iraq: troops fired into 
the aur to stop Western officials from photographing 
trucks suspected of carryong nuclear material 

One diplomat sand: “We think the dropping of sanctions 
is an extremely long way off” He condemned Irag for 
“cheating” by tryrng to conceal nuclear maternal im 
contravention of Resolutron 687 

The EC declaration sand sanctions should remaim until 
Iraq was m full comphance with the resolution, and 
another hich condemns the oppression of crvihan pop- 
ulation m iraq 

It commutted the EC to helping pay for a contengent of $00 
UN. guards due t» replace Western troops im northern 
Iraq to protect Kerush refugees returminy home to the 
region 

Calls For UN Arms Register 

40 2006203091 Paris AFP in English 2013 GMT 
29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 29 (APP)}—The European 
Community (EC) wants the United Nations to set up a 
register on trade in conventional weapons, 1 said at the 
end of a two-day leadership summit here Saturday [29 
June}. The EC sand in a post-summmut declaration that 
planned to ask for a resolution on such a register at the 
neat meeting of the UN. General Assembly 
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The community sand that n was alarmed at the accumula- 
tion of conventional weapons »n some countnes. and that 
actvon on a world scale was urgently needed to make sure 
that arms build-ups m unstable roprons could not go 
ennoticed. 

The stateme.é said the EC ontended, as part of 1s current 
project for political union. to draw up criteria governing 
the arms caports of us members. lt sand that before 
selling weapons to various Countries, sciling nations 
should consider the reourds on human mghts. terrorsm 
and tespect for micrnatronal law. li sand the general 
stability of the buying country should be taken mito 
consideration, as well as the risk that the weapons could 
be sent on to another country 

The statement also urged all cowntres to sgn the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty. and called for a new convention 
on chemical weapons and a sirengthcning of cxrstong 
conventions on biological and hactcnologecal weapons 

To Resume Talks With Mescow 

40 2906194991 Parts APP om Enelioh 1925 GMI 
29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 29 (AFP)—The European 
Community (EC) 1s to resume talks on a mayor political, 
economic and cultural agreement with the Sovict U neon 
the Community decoded at its leaderstup summer that 

ended here Saturday [29 Junc] 

The French mitiative to negotiate such an accord was 
first decided at the last general F( summit on Rome last 
December. Bul the sdca was put mito deep-freeve after 
Sovect repression cn the Baltic repubics on January 

Community leaders agreed Saturday to start preparatory 
negotiations on the accord. which had orginally been 
targeted for signature by end-199! 

They also agreed to support Soviet memberstup of the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 
which will be a topic at a meeting of the Group of Seven 
(G-7) wndustnalised countries on London in mid-July 

But the EC leaders warned the Sovict authorities to stop 
“repeated acts of violence” agarnst the Balt countnes— 
Lithuama, Latvia and Estuma They capressed thei 
“grave concern” at the lates: such mendent. when Sovect 
troops briefly seized a telephone exchange last week in the 
Lithuaman capital of Vilnvus, and called for a full mweste- 
gation. The statement called for “serous negotiations” 
between Moscow and the Baltic republics that respected 
“the legitimate aspirations of the Baltic peoples.” but a 
stopped short of supporting their drive for independence 

The post-summit declaration sand the EC gave ots full 
support to Soviet coonome reform cfiorts But diplo- 

mats sand there was a consensus against large cash 
hand-outs to Moscow 
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Sovect Presdent Mikhail Gorbachev ss to address the 
G-7 leaders in London on the Sovect coonomic plight. 
But diplomats sand he was likely to be offered technical 
rather than financial ard 

A semor Britssh Government official sand there would be 
more support for lumuted projects that could show big 
results—such as one to upgrade Sovect ol pipelines to 
plug a 35 per cent lose of onl through leakage. 

The EC said was to start preparing technical aid for 
1992. following a 400 milhon ECU (456 milhon dollar) 
technecal and package for the Sovect Union this year. The 
Community also agreed to rane the Soviet Union's 
credit cenling with the European Bank for Reconstruc- 
tion and Development (EBRD). which was sect up 
recently to help Eastern Europe adapt to a market 
economy. And it sand negotiations for an accord to give 
Poland. Hungary and ( rechoslovakia associate status on 
the Community should be finished by October 1991 

Japan-FC Declaration Blocked 

40 2080908491 Parts AFP in English O917 GMT 
29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg. June 29 ( AFP)}—France has blocked 
agreement within the European Community (EC) on the 
text of a jount declaration to define Japan's future 
relations with the Community. a French Government 
spokesman said here Saturday 

Speaking on the second day of an EC leadership summit, 
he quoted French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas as 
saying that a draft teat of the declaration was not 
sufficrently firm om onsisting en Japanese trade conces- 
sons. Without the French consent. the document will 
have to be resubmitted to EC and Japanese negotiators 
for re-cxamination 

The EC leaders had been expected to approve ut fol- 
lowing long negotiations troubled by the EC's insistence 
that Japan should pledge a wider opening of its markets 
m return for an mmstitutvonalised politecal dialogue 

The French diplomat said the main sticking point during 
talks among the EC foreign monsters was the mention im 
the text of a “fan” trade balance between the EC and 
Japan. France mmsisted instead on the phrase “balanced 
trade” 

The document reyected by France had been presented as 

a carefully-<crafted compromise that would reflect the 
EC's anxiety about rts trade deficit with Japan, but im a 
way acceptable to the Japanese 

Both sides had been hoping that the declaration would be 
ready for signature during the scheduled visit to Japanese 
Prime Minister Toshek: Kaifu to The Hague on July 18 

Japan wants the declaration to focus more on politics, 
and has resisted suggestions that should have to 
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commit mself to trade concessn =: .» the proce for 
political dialogue with the EC. 

A draft statement the resuits of the twwdas 
summit has only one theef reference to the EC-lapan 
declaration. It said the EC's relations with the United 
States and Canada were playing a “crucial role” for pros- 
perty and security on the Western world, along the lines of 
declarations signed with the two countries las! November. 
This was followed by the terse sentence: “In the some 
spirit, the European Community wishes to cewfincr ts 
links with Japan on the bess of a similar aeclatrar.n © 

Italy Urges Respect for EMU 

402906163191 Rome ANSA in English 0835 GMI 
29 Jun 9! 

[Text] (ANSA) Luxembourg. June 28—Itahan Prime 
Minister Giuho Andreott: on Friday [28 June] told his 
EC partners that Italy intends <o press for wwe commit- 
ment on economic and monctary union (EM) j made at 
she Decerber Rome summit to be respected. 

At the (*summut) EC members agreed to start the second 
phase of EMU. involving the setting up of a European 
central bank, on January |, 1994. Bul a proposed mod- 
ification to the EC treaty presented by duty president 
Luxembourg at the summit Friday envisages starting the 
second phase on the scheduled date, but setting up the 
cevtral bank two years later, in 1996. 

Andreott: stressed that Italy will strive to see the commit- 
ment to the blueprint respected, saying that “the 
second phase of EMU cannot be achieved without a 
community procedure and structure, just as the present EC 
institutions and procedures have proven to be indispens- 
able instruments for the preparation of the single market” 

Summit fads 

40 2006151391 Paris AFP in English 1431 GMT 

29 Jun 9i 

[Text] Luxembourg. June 29 (AFP)}—The twelve Euro- 
pean Community (EC) leaders ended their summit here 
Saturday [29 June] after two days of talks dominated by 
the Yugoslav crises. 

Due to the criss, little work was accomplished on the 
official goal of the summit, which was reach an accord on 
the question of a political federation of EC states sharing 
a common currency. The EC leaders did not issue a yornt 
statement and did not make a decision on a possible 
cut-off of ad to Y via, due to differences of 
opinion among the di 1 countries. 

The 12 leaders agreed to conclude their debate on the 
question of an EC federation at a summit in December 
mm the Dutch city of Maastricht, and to adopt a common 
immigration policy by 1993. 

An EC delegation which travelled to Yugoslavia on 
Friday succeeded in brokering a ceasefire between Y ugo- 
slay authorities and the breakaway republics of Croatia 
and Slovenia. 
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Borders, Airspace Protected From SFRY Unrest 

Violatron Protested 

402806171191 Vienna Oesterresch Eins Radio Network 

in German 1600 GMT 28 Jun 9! 

[Martin Konrad report] 

[Excerpt] The situation at the Sprelfeld border crossing 
has cased and everything 1s quict now. However, heavy 
fighting between the Yugoslav Federal Army and the 
Slovene Territonal Defense Forces took place during the 
day. At least cight people were killed in thes fighting 
Also, Austrian airspace was again violated several times 
today. A MiG-21 flew at low altitude over the Graz- 
Thalerhof airport in the afternoon. A MiG-23 carrying 
Yugoslav Army bombs flee: over Feidbach im castern 
Stvna. The Austrian Army deployed im Strass at the 
Stynan border is on alert. ‘9 additwon, Austrian tank 
units are patrolling along the border 

In view of the airspace violations, Defense Minister 
Fasslabend has ordered strict measures at the border 
Any further vioiaton will be persecuted with all possible 
means. Chancellor Vrunitzky announced a sharn protest 
by the Foreign Ministry over the violation of the Aus- 

trian airspace [passage omitted] 

Pilots To Shoot Down Planes 

4¢ 2806221791 Vienna ORF Telewson Network 

in German O045 GUT 28 Jun 9] 

[Interview with General Eduard Fally, commander of 
the First Corps, by Robert Hochner. Fally speaks from 
the Graz television studio—tive] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [Hochner] General, what are 
the ordens of the Austrian military pilots in case of new 
violations of Austrian ai space. Is ut their task to only 
identify the planes or 1s 1 also their task to shoot down 

an enemy aircraft, that 1s, a Yugoslav aircraft, if need be” 

{Fally} Yes 

[Hochner] General, another question. Which weapons 
does the Austrian Army have at the border” Specifically. 
does the Army also have heavier weapons in reserve if 
more serious fighting should break out at the border” 

[Fally] At the beginning, only assestance by the Austrian 
Army [to the rural police] was planned. Therefore. the 
troops were equipped with rather light weapons, similar 
to the operations in Burgenland [to protect the border 
against illegal ummuigrants}. As the development of the 
siuation im our neighboring country has shown, how. 
ever, 1 os also necessary to be present with heavier 
equipment Therefore, we have transferred combat tanks 
and armored tanks to the border. [passage omitted] 
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Another Airspace Violation 

40 2006120191 Vienna Oesterreach Eins Radio Network 

in German 1100 GUT 30 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] Recently. another aw space violation by a 

Yugoslav fighter was reported from Austna’s southern 
border. The Austnan Army's Gold Bonnet air space 
observation system noted this violation of Ausinan 

airspace. More ¢ctails are given by the responsible 
officer, Brigad: General Gerhard Keltscher, mm an inter- 
view with Robert Stoppacher 

[Begin Keltscher recording] This morning a fighter, 
flying into Austra via Lavamuend and Sobot and 
waving Austria via Radipass, obviously made a recon- 
naissance flight over Austria at radar height. The Draken 
microeptors, which covered the reconnarssance planc. 
were not able to intercept the Yugoslav fighter because 
the time was too short [passage omitted] [end recording] 

5,000 Soldiers Protect Borders 

11 2906183391 lienna ORF Tele ason Network 

in German 1720 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Text] Austria's borders with Slovema have been secured 
by Austrian Army soldiers since yesterday late in the 
evening. They no longer merely assist the customs offi- 
cals and the rural polce as im Burgenland [Austrian 
province], but thes ss a real mulitary operation. Alto- 

gcther 5.000 men are deployed at the border 

Border Troop Protest Rejected 

4U 2006063091 Vienna Oesterreah Eins Radio Network 

in German 0600 GUT 20 Jun 9! 

{Statement by Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend im 
Vienna on W) June—recorded] 

[Text] [Announcer] Defense Minister Fasslabend 
reported thes morning on a remarkable reaction by the 
Yugoslav (sovernment to the protector of the borders 
by the Austrian Army Sand Fasslabend when asacd 

about a reaction by Bcigrade 

[Fasslabend] Official Yugoslavia has reacted to this by 
summoning our ambassador to the Foren Ministry and 
demanding that Ausra withdraw the Austnan Army 
from the borders. | will not reframn from sayeng that, im 
view of the events at the border caused by the Yugoslay 
People's Army. | consider thes demand unreasonable 

Witnesses Describe Border 

41 8062) >9) 

[Editorial Report] Vienna Televisvon Network im 
German at 2000 GMT on 28 June 1991 carrnes a 
five-minute report from the Lavamuend border crossing 
and an cight-minute report from the Spretfeld border 
crossing on the Slovene border 

Willy Miutsche reports that at the Lavamuend. 
Rahbenstein border crossing the situation “seems to have 
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been cxacerbateng after 2200 hours The situation is 
extremely tense.” “Two shots were heard a few minutes 
ago.” he reports. “The shots are behewed to have been 
fired at a tank that blocked the path of the Vugosiay 
People’s Army m Dravograd.” he states. However, this 
has not been confirmed. On the Slovene side of the 
border he sees multtary vehacles and soldicrs of the 

Slovene militia who want to defend the customs house 

with guns. “They are afraed of an assaul. by the VY ugoslay 
Army. Motsche says 

Franz Klinger reports frora the Spicifeld border crossing 
that “no shots were heard on the Austrian sede.” but says 

that conflcteng reports have been recenved about the 
situation on the Slovene side. “Austnan customs offi- 
cals reported that the Slovene soldiers tefl the trenches 

thes evening, and that the ta'ks between the Terrtonal 
Detense Forces and the \ ugosiay People’s Army seem to 
he encouraging ~ 

Sigrid Hroch, “who has just scturned from Slovenia,” 
reports that the road 1s blocked by tanks a few hundred 

meters from the border. Shots are heard om the distance. 
but st os unclear who fired them. An Austrian customs 
official trom Sprelfeld reports on a conversatron he had 
with Slovene customs officials, stateng that “45 minutes 
ago we were mformed that officials on the other ude 
allegedly started to clear passenger cars.” According to 
most recent mformation, the sttuation rs still unclear 

“We were asked to wart unt! 2400 hours.” Theres means 
that “the Sprelfeld border crossing 1s closed for all traffic 
tor the tyme berg.” tc says 

1. Owe] 11991 t senna Ooesterroch Eins Radio Network 

m teorman 1000 GUT O98 Jun 9! 

|Report by Austnan Broadcastng Service journalist 
Martin Konrad from the Ausinin-Yugoslay bordur 
crossing a. Sprelfeld Sentily] 

[Text] Durmme the last few minuics the situation at 

Sprelteld has considerably detenorated Although there 

was no fighteng between the Slovene Territoral Defense 
and the Yugoslav Federal Army here on the border arca 
mm the past |} hours. the Slowene soldrers at the border 
check pornt—about JOO meters away as the crow flies— 
are on the alert. Both the muelitia, as well as the Territonal 
Defense. took up ther positions behind the Slovene 
customs burlding Other solders are in trenches waiting 
for actron. Slovene cars are now hastily moved to the 

no-man stand Rumor has t that some 80 men of a 
special Army unit are m the neighborhood of the 
Spretfeld border crossing. They are sand not to react to 
orders trom Belgrade. Thus the fear, which was 
expressed ths morning, that more unrest has to be 
expected has beon confirmed. This also reduces the 
chances for reopening the Sprelfcld border checkpoint to 
care at | WH) 

Right now the situatron here very critecal and the 
| Awetran! Federal Army has moved im several tanks 
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Shooting at Spicifeld 

40 2006131991 Vienna ORF Televimon Network 

im German 1109 GUT 30 Jun 91 

[Sognd Hroch reporn from Spiclicid] 

[Text] [Hroch] A few minutes ago heavy shooting could 
be heard. Here. beside me, I have Captam Hane Tomas. 
chitz of the Austnan Army. Captain Tomaschit7. what 
does the heavy shooting we have just beard wndice*s’ 

[Tomaschit7] Thes sudden heavy shooting certainly per- 
mats the deduction that the company that we have 

already noticed over there was involved. The fact that 
the shooting started at exactly 1300 mdicates that the 
acthons were coordinated, m my view 

{Hroch] ht was actually beleved that the situation had 
cased, since about one hour ago soldiers of the Y ugosias 
People’s Arni, surrendered here 

| Tomaschitz] Yes, this happened an hour ago 

[Hroch}] What exactly happened” 

[ Tomaschitz] Our reconnaissance saw that a group from 
thes area, from this base, coved in formation toward the 
customs station and was taken into custody by the Terr- 
torial Forces. Afierwards, « was ne*rced that the Slovene 
troops deployed their own reconnaissance units Possibly. 

thes caused the firing 

[Hroch] This means you assume that there 1s a connec- 
tron” 

| Tomaschitz] Possibly 

[Hroch] Thos 1s the situation here in Sprelicld. We cannot 
yet say anything more. A siigle shot could be heard 
somewhere in the background just now. At the moment 
everything 1s calm 

Incidents at Slovene Border 

40 2006065291 Vienna Oesterreich Lins Padi Network 

im German 0600 GUT 20 Jun 9! 

[Report by Gudrun Leeb from Carinthia] 

[Text] Nervousness ts rising—tangibly so im te arca 
around Blerburg an incident occurred around 04 WO) thes 
morning near Raumak. \9 Arsinan Army reconnars- 
sance unit checked :’ border. The Slovene Territornal 
Defense Forces of the Yugoslav Federal Army—which 
one % not certain—fired three warning shots. No onc 
was myured. On the Ausinan side of the border Alert 

Stage One vs still on force for the Austnan Army 

At around 0400 this morning three soldiers of the 
Yugoslav Federal Army crossed the Austrian border at 
Baumgartner Hoche near Latschach. They were dis- 
armed by Austrian soldiers and handed wer to the rural 

polwoe 
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More than 2.000 men have been deployed to Carinthia’s 
borders. Ail through the night two tanks cordoned off 
Loibipass, and three tanks are currently positioned at the 
northern entry of the Karawanken Tunne! According to 
the military command, they have been deliberately posi- 
tioned im such a way that they are clearly visible— 
intended to reassure people on our side of the border and 
to demonstrate readiness to those on the other side. 

At Wurzenpass and Loibipass the Federal Army has been 
completely surrounded by Slovene Territorial Defense 
Forces. Allegedly, there are already problems with sup- 
plies. At the moment tense calm reigns at all border 
checkpoints 

Air Raids at Gornja Radgona 

AU 3006083691 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 0745 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Report by Sigrid Hroch from Spielfeld] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] The latest report now comes 
from Gornja Radgona, that is from the area around 
Radkersburg. There have allegedly already been air raids 
there. My colleague just reported this via telephone. It is 
said that there are air raids, heavy shooting, and that the 
people on the Austrian side are being evacuated. [passage 
omitted] 

Shooting ‘Excessive Reaction’ 

il 3006092791 Vienna ORF Television Network 
in German 0900 GMT 30 Jun 9] 

[Report by Signd Hroch from Spielfeld] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] Concerning the reports from 
Gornja Radgona near Radkersburg, where i was said 
that shots had been fired, 1 seems this was an excessive 
reaction b, some tank commander there. The Austrian 
Army has not confirmed any fighting there 

Bridge at Radkersburg Mined 

113006132691 Vienna ORF Television Network 

m German 1100 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Report by journalists Draxler, Schilhan, and Culka] 

[Excerpt] Nervousness and a dramatically hectic siate 
are reigning in Radkersburg, a town that has been 
divided since 1919. The Slovene border checkpoint of 
Gornja Radgova 1s still in the hands of the Yugoslav 
People’s Army. which 1s dominated by Serbia. In the 

meantime, the SFRY flag has been hoisted beside the 
independent Slovene flag. According to Army informa- 
tion, the Yugoslav tank units are expecting reinforce- 
ments from the hinterland at any time 

On the Austrian side, only 100 meters from the Slovene 

border checkpoint, the tension 1s almost unbearable. 

[Unidentified soldier shouts] [Words indisiinct] I have 
loaded my weapons with live ammunition 1 cannot 
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[words indistinct}. Tell them to round up the people over 

there, and then you tell me. Then we let them through. 
and then we close up again. 

[Journalist] Barners on the Austrian side are being 
transferred backwards into the hinterland. 

Already early this morning the border bridge across the 
Mur river Was secured with barbed wire and mined. The 
soldiers are ready for combat. All civilians have been 
removed from the area directly on the border in Bad 
Radkersburg. Army helicopters are constantly airborne 
to support the ground forces. However, at the moment 
there 1s no danger of an air raid on Gornja Radgona. 
[passage omitted] 

‘Quiet’ at Styrian Border 

AU0107061291 Vienna Oecesterreich Eins Radio Network 

in German 0500 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Josef Loibner report from Styria] 

[Text] A quiet night at the Spielfeld border checkpoint. 
The easing of tensions, which began already last night, 
seems to be continuing. Of course, this might be decep- 
tive, but many signs indicate that both the Yugoslav 
Army and the Slovene Territorial Defense Forces are 
waiting for the potential outcome of the political talks. 

About 70 soldiers of the Yugoslav Army are stil! staying 
in a forest near the border. On the opposite side there are 
the positions of the Slovene Territorial Defense Forces. 

The Austrian customs and police officials did not report 
any unusual incidents during the night. There is justified 
hope that today might be more peaceful than the pre- 
ceding days. 

Calm at Carinthian Border 

AL0107060891 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radio Network 

in German 0800 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Report by Astrid Winkler from Carinthia] 

[Text}) All was quiet last might at the Carinthian border 
checkpoints. One could not see any signs of clashes or of 
troop movements. The situation on the Slovene side 1s 
unchanged. So far, one cannot see anything of the 
withdrawal of the federal Army, which was announced 
last night. 

Seebergsatiel, Bleiburg, Grablach, and Lavamuend are 
in the hands of the Territorial Defense Forces. The other 
border checkpoints are still being controlied by the 
federal Aziny. At Wurzenpass the federal soldiers are still 
surrounded by militia men and are largely ssoleted 
Antitank barriers have been set up in the Loibl and 

Karawanken tunnels. 

Despite the seeming casing of political tensions in our 
neighboring country, all the security measures of the 
Austrian Army remain in effect. About 3,000 men are 
securing the Slovenian border with tank units. The 
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security zone along the border. which 1s closed to civil- 
ians, 1s still in effect today. Access to the open border 
checkpoints of Lavamuend, Rauniak near Bleiburg, and 
Seebergsattel 1s possible at one’s own risk. Slovene guest 
workers are already returning to their jobs in Carinthia 
through Lavamuend and Seebergsatte!. 

Loibipass and Wurzenpass, Bleiburg-Grablach, and the 
Karawanken tunnel remain closed. Generally, it is rec- 
ommended not to travel to Slovenia by car. Most roads 
on the Slovene side are still barricaded. One can reach 
the border only on secret routes. 

Last night, another 60 people arrived in Villach on the 
car train. Already 500 people have left the crisis area this 
way. More returnees are expected to arrive today. 

Mock Sends Klestil to U.S. To Explain Situation 

1 3006133491 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1125 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Interview with Austrian Foreign Minister Alois Mock 
by news announcer Paul Schulmeister in the television 
studio in Vienna—tive] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [Schulmeister] Until very 
recently one had the impression that in many West 

European capital cities the seriousness of the situation 
was not understood and the same goes for the fact that 
the Yugoslav peoples simply no longer want and can live 
together. In the United States, too, there was a great lack 
of understanding about this situation. Yesterday evening 
we received reports about a potential change of course— 
only a potential one—by the United States. It was said 
that one day Slovenia's independence might perhaps be 
recognized. This morning at a press conference in Ljubl- 
jana, Slovenia's Foreign Minister Dimitri Rupel partic- 
ularly stressed Austria’s good services. You, Mr. Foreign 
Minister, have sent Secretary General Kiestil to Wash- 
ington. What is his task? 

| Mock] First, it 1s his task to report on the developments 
in the region from our point of view. Second, he is to 
clearly explain Austria’s stand. Occasionally, this stand 
has been criticized over the past few months. Third, he is 
to report on our initiatives and to explain them, in 
particular the implementation of the first stage of the 
CSCE process, which has led to other European initia- 
tives and now to the implementation of the second stage. 
namely the meeting of the representatives of the 35 
CSCE states in Vienna. For some time we had been 
asked not to implement this second stage. 

{Schulmerster] Thank you very much, Mr. Minister. 

Crisis Team Meets; Officials Comment on Danger 

Leaders on Eased Tension 

112906123791 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radice Network 

in German 1000 GMT 29 Jun 9] 

{Robert Stoppacher report] 

AUSTRIA 9 

[Text] A summit meeting of the so-called crisis manage- 
ment team of the Austrian Government took place in the 
Federal Chancellory in Vienna this morning. 

No “all-clear™ signal in Austria. The security measures of 
the Federal Army and the rural police will remain in 
force until further notice, even though the tense situation 
at our southern border has eased. After this morning's 
crisis meeting, which was also attended by Erhard Buseck, 
the newly elected chairman of the Austrian People’s 
Party, Chancellor Vranitzky said very cautiously: 

[Begin recording] [Vranitzky] The end of hostilities 1s 
certainly one of the few positive signs of the past few 
hours. Inside Yugoslavia—as I was able to confirm in 
various telephone conversations last night—peopics 
feelings have somewhat cooled down, but it must be 
clear that what has happened now is only a break, in 
which all sides can catch their breath and, as I would 
hope, find time for reasonable political consideration. 
Nevertheless, the positions there have not changed. 

[Stoppacher] All in all, are you optimistic or rather 
pessimistic? 

[Vranitzky] It is not a question of being optimistic or 
pessimistic, but one has t be realistic. 1 do not want to 
appear as someone who is praising the Austrian Federal 
Government. Still, what is certain is that our policy of 
remaining open to all sides, maintaining channels for 
negotiations open toward all sides, our readiness to 
cooperate with everybody, was certainly a more correct 
attitude than that of those who now have to realize that 
supporting only one side—the preservation of the cen- 
trally controlled single state, or the total gradual disinte- 
gration—has been proved wrong. [end recording] 

The precautionary military measures will be maintained 
for the time being, even though, as the chancellor put it, 
there are no plans to move around soldiers who are 
armed to the teeth. 

After this morning's crisis meeting, Defense Minister 
Werner Fasslabend stated: 

[Begin Fasslabend recording] The Federal Army will 
remain on the alert because units of the conflicting 
parties continue to stand face to face on the other side of 
the border. At this moment it is not foreseeable when 
and if lasting peace will be restored, or whether or not, as 
a result of possible developments of disintegration, 
larger numbers of armed units will cross the border into 
Austria, which would call for necessary reactions on our 
part. [end recording] 

The 3,500 soldiers of the Austrian Army who are on the 
alert will remain in the border area, and the enhanced 
monitoring of Austrian airspace at the Yugoslav border 
through the Draken interceptor planes will continue. 
Further steps will be decided on Tuesday in a session of 
the Austrian Defense Council, which was convened at 
short notice. 
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Conflict "Far From Settled 

AU 2906060991 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radio Network 

in German 0510 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Telephone interview with Austrian Foreign Minister 
Alois Mock by news announcer Luis Glueck—tive] 

[Text] [Glueck] | am now on the telephone with Foreign 
Minister Alors Mock. This is his first statement: 

[Mock] One can only welcome that the mission [by the 
three EC foreign ministers to Yugoslavia] has resulted in 
a cease-fire and that dialogue has resumed. One and 
one-half mcains ago, Austria and | tried as hard as we 
could to do everything to keep up a dialogue. It was 
interrupted, and the intervention of the Yugoslav Peo- 

ple’s Army led to those terrible clashes, which have 
certainly done great political and human damage. Stull, it 
has now been achieved that all parties involved have 
returned to the conference tab’e and resumed dialogue. 
This was the most important thing in that situation. 

[Glueck] Can it be described as a great. spectacular 
success of EC foreign policy, as a new dimension of the 
Community of European peoples, so to speak, maybe 
even under the umbrella of the CSCE, because it showed 
that it 1s possible to achieve something im crisis arcas 
with actions that cannot be described as interference in 
internal affairs” 

[Mock] I would like to say two things: It has undoubtedly 
been a remarkable success, but things are still fa; from 
being settled. One has to look at both sides 

[Glueck] What is Vienna's position now that the con- 
flicting parties in Yugoslavia are returning to the nego- 
tiating table”? 

[Mock] It means that a position is achieved that Vienna 
has always fought for. We have always held the view that 
as long as all sides talk to cach other, there will be no 
official shooting. We will do everything to strengthen 
this dialogue with political means. 

[Glueck] Many people now argue that the bloodshed in 
Slovenia has strongly reduced the Slovenes’ and Croats’ 
readiness to sit down once more at one table with the 
Serbs to seek compromises. Do you still see any hopes, 
perhaps as far as the oft-mentioned confederation is 
concerned” 

[Mock] One must never give up hope, but it will certainly 
become very difficult. 

{Glueck} Actually, this sounds quite pessimistic 

|Mock] No, | would say I am trying to be realrstic 
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Interior Minister on Crisis 

AU 3006094991 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 0904 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Interview with Interior Minister Franz Loeschnak by 
Paul Schulmeister in the television studio in Vienna— 
live] 

[Text] [Schulmeister] Mr. Minister, this morning the 
crisis staff of the Austrian Government met for the 

fourth time. How does the crisis staff assess the situation 
in Yugoslavia? 

[Loeschnak] The silver lining on the horizon that 
appeared yesterday has unfortunately vanished. The 
situation has deteriorated dramatically compared with 
yesterday, and even though reports are partly contradic- 
tory, we assume that fighting is indeed imminent. This 1s 
one thing. The second ts that we extensively dealt with 
the reproaches of the SFRY central government against 

Austria and discussed further steps that have to be taken 
at the international level and, in particular, by the 
Europeans. 

[Schulmeister] Last night Defense Minister Fasslabend 
said here in the studio that in reaction to the deployment 
of the Austrian executive organs to our border to protect 
it, the central government in Belgrade demanded that the 
Austrian Army be withdrawn. How will Austria react to 
that? 

[Loeschnak] This demand cannot be justified by any- 
thing, and the claim that Austria might be partly blamed 
for the conflicts is sumply absurd. We really waited a long 
time to secure our borders so as not to give this claim any 
justification. It is necessary to secure our borders. Yes- 
terday afternoon | visited the border area and talked to 
several people there. They had practically waited for the 
Austrian Army to take over securing the border. There- 
fore, once again, the accusation 1s absurd. 

[Schulmeister] The people in the Austrian border areas 
are doubtlessly worried. What do you think: Does one 
have to think of evacuating the people if necessary” 

{[Loeschnak] Before the deployment of the Austrian 
Army, we intensified the presence of the rural police in 
three provinces, in particular Styria and Carinthia. Now 
the Army has taken over the protection of the border. 
There are about 5,000 men available. 

[Schulmeister] The strength of these Army troops has not 
been increased? 

{Loeschnak] It has not been increased, but we are able to 
deploy additional people relatively quickly from the 
borders in Burgenland. Protection of the borders has 
been ensured. There is no reason to worry. 

[Schulmeister] What about the alert of the executive 
organs” Has anything been changed over the past few 
hours” 
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[Loeschnak}] No. Yesterday afternoon we made some 
changes regarding Burgenland. For ail other areas things 
have stayed the same. If necessary we can mobilize 
additional forces, of course. However, at the moment 
this 1s not necessary, and, as I said before, the Austrian 
Army is on site—as I convinced myself yesterday—and, 
in my view, is fully capable of ensuring protection at the 
moment. 

[Schulmeister] Over the past few hours three SFRY 
federal soldiers crossed the Austrian border at Baum- 
gartner Hoehe near the Faakersee Lake. They were 
disarmed and taken to a police station. Should we expect 
more people to cross the border in the future? Is Austria 
prepared for that? 

[Loeschnak} There will be individual cases of people 
crossing the border. Full preparations have been made. If 
a larger wave should really develop, initial preparations 
have also been made. However, at the moment there are 
no signs of such a larger wave. 

[Schulmeister] Thank you very much, Mr. Minister. 

International Pressure Urged 
AU 2906192891 Vienna ORF Television Network 
in German 1739 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Interview with Chancellor Franz Vranitzky by Christian 
Joergner on 29 June, place not given— -ecorded] 

[Text] [Begin recording] [Vranitzky}] The Yugoslav poli- 
ticians who are now confronting each other in a dispute 
have gotten stuck in their positions. One cannot expect 
them to change these positions soon. Therefore, we also 
have to expect that the desired regulations by means of 
negotiations will take some time. 

Second, during this time—I have clearly stated this once 
again today—it is imperative for Austria to maintain all 
its security measures in the provinces, above all in Styria 
and Carinthia. That is to say, that the rural police, 
security officials, and the Army should continue to be on 
alert and maintain their personnel strength as is 
required. 

Third, the international pressure that was partly initi- 
ated by Austria, but also by the EC states, must be 
maintained. For we cannot tolerate political affairs and 
problems being settled once again by arms after many 
years and decades of peace. This is not possible. 

[Joergner] Do you still believe in a political solution? 

[Vranitzky] | particularly want to believe in it because I 
hope for it and I deem it necessary. The people there 
forgot to settle problems at the negotiating table. Appar- 
ently, they have to learn this again. This will take some 
time and cost them great efforts. But they have to do this 
because they are responsible for the lives of the people 
living in the country. [end recording] 
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Vranitzky on Security 

AU0107084991 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 0700 GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Interview with Chancellor Vranitzky by unidentified 
reporter in Vienna on | July—recorded] 

[Text] The crisis staff met again at the Chancellor's 
Office one and one-half hours ago. The session lasted 
only about 15 minutes. After the meeting, Chancellor 
Vranitzky stated: 

[Vranitzky] Without being overiy euphoric, one can say 
that the political situation has eased to a certain extent. 
Some of the EC conditions have been fulfilled. The 
Croat Stipe Mesic has been elected as state president and 
political negotiations have been initiated. Nevertheless, 
security measures will be maintained to the full extent in 
Austria, in the provinces of Styria and Carinthia and in 
other places where this is necessary, because during the 
past few days we saw that solutions that first seemed 
final turned out not to be final after all. For this reason, 
all security arrangements will remain in force in our 
country. 

[Reporter] Does this mean that the Austrian troops will 
continue to be deployed along the border, with the tanks 
in front? 

[Vranitzky] Yes, the troops will continue to be deployed 
and the various operations that have been initiated— 
support of Austrians currently staying in Yugoslavia or 
the return of Austrians—are being continued. 

Vranitzky on EC Initiative 
AU3006184891 Vienna ORF Teletext in German 
1835 GMT 30 Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] After a session of the crisis staff of the Austrian 
Government, Chancellor Vranitzky expressed his satis- 
faction with the new EC initiative: The West Europeans’ 
attention was again directed to the problems in Yugo- 
slavia today by an active diplomacy of contacts, he said. 
[passage omitted] 

US. Criticized on Policy Toward Yugoslavia 

AU2906135591 Vienna NEUE KRONEN-ZEITUNG 
in German 29 Jun 91 p 7 

[Kurt Seinitz commentary: “False Tears] 

[Text] It is really awful what one hears from Washington 
in connection with Yugoslavia: the hypocr'tical 
“dismay” at the tragedy in Slovenia and Croatia. 

It was no secret that the United States would tolerate or 
even accept the determination of the centralists in Bel- 
grade to keep Yugoslavia together by force. This close- 
ness of U.S. officials to rulers who use force 1s obviously 
part of Washington's new “world order,” which also 
keeps mass murderer Saddam Husayn alive in order to 
keep Iraq “together.” 
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Thus, it can be considered an irony of history and as 
historical justice that the United States will now manage 
even less to achieve this objective in Yugoslavia. Those 
tank orgies in Slovenia and Croatia have put a final end 
to any hopes for a possible new and reformed Yugo- 
slavia. 

The use of the Army, with the approval of the United 
States, means the final division of Yugoslavia. There can 

be no new common ground. Proof of that 1s the blood of 
the Slovene and Croat martyrs of national freedom. 

New OeVP Chairman Comments 

AU 3006113091 Vienna ORF Teletext in German 

1081 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Text] The crisis in Yugoslavia was the focus of the Press 
Hour television interview with Erhard Busek, the new 
chairman of the Austrian People’s Party [OeVP}. 

The new situation 1s dangerous because the world, and in 
particular the United States, knows too little about 
Yugoslavia’s internal problems. The issue is not the 
preservation of territorial integrity but the question of 
human rights and the right to self-determination. The 
United States should know that, the OeVP chairman 
said. 

For self-centered reasons of security alone a dialogue 
must be brought about quickly. The Austrian Army has 
proved its worth in the crisis, the politicians reacted in 

time, Busek noted. 
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Slovenia Asks For Assistance With Injured People 

AU 2806203191 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1833 GMT 28 Jun 91 

[Interview with State Secretary Peter Kosielka, who 1s 
responsible for preparations relating to the crisis in 
Slovenia, by news announcer Hovst-Friedrich Mayer in 
Vienna studio—tive] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [Mayer] My last question: 
Has Slovenia officially asked Austria for humanitarian 
assistance” 

[Kostelka] Yes, there has been an official request via the 
Consulate General in Ljubljana to be ready for injured 
people, who are supposed to be hospitalized in Austria, 
in particular in Carinthia and Styria. We have made 
preparations for this, as, of course, we have also made 
preparations for refugees if they should come to Austria. 
However, at the moment no such developments—in 
either case—can be seen. 

[Mayer] Mr. State Secretary, thank you very much. 

Tomorrow at 0800 the next meeting of the crisis staff 
will take place. We hope with you that the work of the 
crisis staff can be concluded within the foresecable 
future. Thank you for coming to our studio. 
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Belgium 

* Deputy Prime Minister Comments on 1992 Budget 

91EN0646A Brussels LE SOIR in French 
16 May 91 p 3 

[Interview with Deputy Prime Minister Philippe 
Moureaux by Martine Dubuisson, Thierry Evens, and 
Jean-Pierre Stroobants; place and date not given: “The 
Serenity Option” ] 

[Text] Jean-Luc Dehaene, CVP [Flemish Christian Dem- 
ocrats] deputy prime minister, has just come out with his 
“little idea,” to wit that 1992 budget talks be linked to 
the debate on transfer of the radio/TV tax. He drew a 
reaction from Philippe Moureaux, his PS [Francophone 
Socialist Party] colleague... 

{Moureaux] First of all, a clarification. The meeting 
three weeks ago to discuss phase three [of constitutional 
reform] was unsuccessful, and it failed because Jean-Luc 
Dehaene turned down the prime minister's proposal to 
set up working groups, one of which was to tackle the 
radio/TV tax issue. 

{LE SOIR] Who turned it down” 

{Moureaux] Jean-Luc Dehaene. The others were agree- 
able. 

[LE SOIR] What do you basically think of the Dehaene 
proposal? 

[Moureaux] Several of us have tried in the past to move 
this issue off dead center. As for myself, | made some 
Suggestions, such as giving the councils broad autonomy 
to determine their mode of choice. I proposed a kind of 
conclave. The idea was ridiculed. Now it is proposed to 
bring the budgetary and institutional conclaves 
together... It worries me: It might be very explosive to 
put the budget and muini-phase three on the table 
together, it might require intragovernmental negotia- 
tions. That could be dangerous, in the concluding days of 
a parliamentary session. The budget must not be held 
hostage to agreement on phase three. On the other hand, 
if we can resolve a few more issues without direct linkage 
to the budget, so much the better. All the herculean 
labors we performed at the start have been forgotten, of 
course... 

[LE SOIR] If there 1s now a linkage between the budget 
and the institutional issue, aren't the French-speakers to 
blame’? You used to say that the [revenue from the] 
radio/TV tax would drop “like a ripe fruit” [1.¢. into the 
hands of the community governments] next summer... 

|Moureaux] Chronologically, we had already agreed to 
discuss the tax this summer. Then, under pressure from 
Volksume [VU, or People’s Union], we moved up the 
talks on phase three. So, we asked that discussions on the 
other issue be moved up also. My view is still the same. 
The entire revenue transfer is going to drop like a ripe 
fruit. 
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{LE SOIR] Despite the Flemings, who say they are 
completely against 1 unless jurisdictional powers are 
also transferred? 

{Moureaux] They will need ut more and more. Besides, 
their official position has become much more nuanced. 

As for Jean-Luc Dehaene’s scmarks, knowing the man 
and the position he 1s taking in advance of the negotia- 
tions, | myself see them as rather positive. He 1s already 
talking about how the steps will be sequenced. So he too 
sees the fruit as ripe. Of course, he would like to delay its 
fall as long as possible. in order to stave off other 
demands—and if possible get a few more concessions al 
the same time. That's his game. 

{LE SOIR] Herman Van Rompuy discussed the possi- 
bility of linkage to community responsibility for devel- 
opment cooperation... 

{Moureaux] That is not realistic. If agriculture 1s region- 
alized, that will change everything else. 

{LE SOIR] Will the government fall unless all the radio/ 
TV revenue is transferred back” 

{Moureaux] If you get down on your knees, you will have 
to “pay” for what you want. What | am saying 1s this: We 
will have ii, | want us to have it, and | am not going to 
pay for it. A bit more patience ts required. 

{LE SOIR] Do you really think the Flemings are going to 
capitulate? 

{Mourecaux] | never said they would capitulate. They 
never capitulate, and neither do we. The whole thing 
needs to be put in the context of a broader balancing. 
without anyone having to “pay”. 

[LE SOIR] What kind of “broader balancing” 

{Moureaux] A breaktiii ough on the issue of powers in the 
international domain might please some of the Flemish 
parties. And tha) would not hurt the PS. 

[LE SOIR] Let us suppose the 1992 budget 1s adopted, 
with the radio/TV tax transferred and some progress on 
phase three, while several important bills are held over 
until parliament reconvenes: What will happen then? 
Will there really not be elections until 19 January” 

{Moureaux] | am not sure that everyone will be prudent 
or that everyone will welcome proof that a center-left 
government can manage parliament. But I believe all the 
parties want to see it through to the end, unless people 
get swept up in a lot of foolishness. 

[LE SOIR] Some events mn recent weeks might lead one 
to think the foolishness has already started... 

{Moureaua] It 1s not good that the highest official in the 
government should announce his candidacy. I repeat: It 
1s a blunder. It 1s also true that the government has to 
some extent slipped off course. But | have the impression 
it will get back on track again. 
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Civil Service 

[LE SOIR] Negotiations on an intersectoral civil service 
accord have broken down. Why? 

{Moureaux] | will not make a list of who 1s responsible 
for what, since success is still possible. There is room for 
plenty of blame all around, especially within the Flemish 
community, which obstructed the talks. Negotiating sec- 
toral issues behind the scenes is very difficult. 

[LE SOIR] What is your view of the proposal made to the 
trade umions? 

{Moureaux] I must tell you in all candor that | am among 
those who have tried to put on the brakes. There is a 
tactic which I do not condone: It consists in making 
concessions today which over the longer term will be 
untenable. In other words, a policy that looks generous 
but which will subsequently have to be overturned. To 
take an extreme case, | do not want to agree to per- 
centage increases today which another government will 
have to reverse, for example by suspending the [cost- 
of-living] index. What we have to do is hammer on the 
theme that during the time we have been in power, we 
have raised the average pay of government workers by 
8.5 percent, above and beyond the index. I urge every 
government worker and every teacher to compare his 
January 1988 pay slip with the current one and figure out 
how much it has grown, factoring out inflation. And if 
they still have their records, let them compare their pay 
at the start and at the end of the Gol era: The difference 
1S Clear. 

{LE SOIR] If the same comparisons are made in the 
private sector, the difference is probably even greater... 

[Moureaux] Yes, for a part of the private sector. But let's 
not be simplistic: There are weak sectors. Overall, | do 
not doubt that the civil service is lagging behind some- 
what in salary levels, and | am in favor of increasing 
them. But that requires additional resources, or a reduc- 
tion in the number of public employees. It's one or the 
other. So I would ask all the politicians to consider 
carefully the fact that promises carry a price tag. They 
should not endorse hypocritical increases simply because 
elections are approaching, so that they can claim “irre- 
sponsible socialists” have returned to the policies of the 
1970's and then make stirring calls—with Churchillian 
rhetoric about blood and tears—for efforts to cope with 
the situation and restore the health of the economy... I 
will sign nothing that would lead to that. 

{LE SOIR] In plain words, 4 percent was too much? 

{[Moureaux] No, | argued in favor of that proposal 
originally. But when you tack on an additional 2 percent 
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for 1992 and a general revision of salary schedules, it 
becomes dangerous. We have given 8.5 percent, plus 4 
plus 2, plus the revision: That's a lot. 

[LE SOIR] All this assumes, in any cases, that resources 
will also be available for the communities... 

[Moureaux] Although we may want one corps of govern- 
ment employees with a unique set of regulations, we 
must consider how to finance all the governmental 
entities. | am saying that we have to pay not only for the 
government of Belgium but for the governments of its 
components as well. I hear that some people are ready to 
agree to anything in order to get through to the elections, 
but that irritates me. Our interlocutors—the Social 
Christians (short pause), the SP [Flemish Socialist Party] 
and VU [Flemish Nationalists}—must take into account 
the fact that promises have to be honored. We should go 
into any agreement with our eyes open. 

{LE SOIR] How can the additional resources for the 
communities be found? 

[Moureaux] We must work out appropriate formulas, 
tied perhaps to variables such as the wage increase. 
There could also be a partial tic-in with the growth rate 
of the economy. 

[LE SOIR] Only partial? 

[Moureaux] Total indexation is impossible because of 
the debt, which has to be reduced further. 

[LE SOIR] At bottom, is it still possible to negotiate an 
accord with such a vast and diverse body of employers” 

[Moureaux] If people are no longer interested in an 
overall accord, let them say so and we'll close the case. 
But as far as 1 am concerned, it is still desirable to have 
one. It is good to have a common foundation. But if we 
do, then we must also agree to pay in common. Events of 
recent days have shown this will be difficult. The 
Flemish community may not have made a (actical mis- 
take, but it has certainly shown tactical perversity By 
offering to give more, they know they are dragging in 
everyone—that the French-speakers will be the first to 
jump in and demand the additional resources of which 
they would be the beneficiaries. It's a perniciows line of 
reasoning. 

This is clear with regard to the radio/TV tax, where you 
hear Flemish leaders saying: “No, we don't want 11, but 
give it to us as quickly as possible.” If we keep going this 
way, the intersectorals will become impossible 

[LE SOIR] Do you feel the trade unions are divided over 
the community issue? 

[Moureaux] No. During the negotiations, they have 
always presented a united front. 
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Foreign Office Minister Speaks on Yugoslav Crisis 

LD2806010591 London ITV Television Network 
in English 1800 GMT 27 Jun 91 

[Statement by Foreign Office Minister Mark Lennox- 
Boyd in the House of Commons on 27 June—recorded] 

[Text] I believe the Slovene and Croat leadership should 
seek their future in the framework of a single, reformed 
Yugoslav state based on consent within the country’s 
exssting borders. The form of this state can only be 
decided by the Yugoslav peoples themselves. 

Together with our European Community partners, we 
Stand ready to give any practical assistance which the 
Yugoslavs may need to achieve this aim. 

Kuwaiti Prime Minister Departs Following Talks 

LD2906142291 London KUNA in Arabic 1148 GMT 
29 Jun 91 

[Text] London, 29 Jun (KUNA)}—Today his highness the 
Kuwait: heir apparent and prime minister, Shaykh Sa‘d 
al-- Abdallah al-Salim al-Sabah, concluded a visit to the 
British capital and headed for Kuwait. 

During his presence in London, his highness the heir 
apparent and prime minister held talks with British 
Prime Minister John Major and the secretary of state for 
foreign and commonwealth affairs, Douglas Hurd, which 
focused on the developments of the situation in Kuwait 
and the region, and the latest events in Iraq. 

During his visit to the British capital, his highness the 
heir apparent and prime minister met also former Prime 
Minister Mrs. Margaret Thatcher. He also attended the 
military parade which was held in the centre of London 
last week on the occasion of the return of the British 
forces from the Gulf, after they participated in the war of 
liberation of Kuwait from the claws of the Iraqi occupa- 
tion. 

AWACS Detected Soviet Planes in Early Jun 
LD3006101191 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in English 0809 GMT 30 Jun 9! 

[By Charles Miller, PRESS ASSOCIATION defence cor- 
respondent] 

UNITED KINGDOM 1s 

[Text}) Britain's first new AW ACS carly warning aircraft 
has been used to detect and shadow Sovict warplanes 
invading the country’s airspace. 1 was disclosed today. 
The AWACS unit at RAF Waddington near Lincoln will 
receive the No 8 Squadron nameplate tomorrow when 
the 1950s Shackicton aircraft are finally paid off. The 
first of the RAF's seven AWACS was delivered on March 
26 and crews have been flying regular training sorties in 
and around the UK before being declared fully opera- 
onal next year. Bul sources today disclosed that carher 
this month an AWACS was diverted from a traming 
sortie to search for two Soviet Bear bombers reported to 
be heading towards Britain. The AWACS crew casily 
detected the Soviet aircraft and guided a Tornado F3 
fighter from RAF Leeming in North Yorkshire, sup- 
ported by a Victor tanker from RAF Marham in Norfolk, 
on to the mntruders. The Tornado and the Victor escorted 
the Bears out of the northern part of the UK Ai Defence 
Region. Although the Soviets have substantially cut the 
number of probing flights into UK airspace since the end 
of the Cold War. aircraft still appear at irregular inter- 
vals. 

British Aerospace Plans ‘Stealth’ Bomber 

LD2606222591 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in English 1227 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[By Charles Miller, PRESS ASSOCIATION defense cor- 
respondent} 

[Text] Britersh Acrospace [BAc] 1s drawing up plans for a 
long-range “stealth” penetrator version of the successful 
Tornado bomber 

The new Tornado 2000, using some of the design tech- 
mgques employed on the American F-117A Stealth 
fighter, would be difficult to pick up on radar. A 
stretched fuselage for additional fuel would increase the 
aircraft's combat radius by $0 percent, allowing the RAF 
[Royal Air Force] and other air forces to strike at targets 
well beyond the reach of the current Tornado GR 1 jets. 
According to JANE’S DEFENCE WEEKLY, the new 
aircraft 1s seen as a potentially cost-effective response to 
the increasing need for equipment capable of operating 
outside the NATO area. A BAc spokesman said: “We are 
looking at ways of developing Tornado and this is one of 
the options being considered.” He said the company had 
discussed all the options, including a bomber version of 
the Tornado F3 fighter, with the RAF. The new aircraft 
could enter service carly next century and, being a 
derivative of a successful design. would be a realtively 
cheap option for the RAF 
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Fianna Fail Loses Support in Local Elections 

LDO10°0S2491 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in English 1315 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Text] Prome Minister Charles Haughey'’s Fianna Fail 
party lost 79 council seats and control of Dublin City 
and County (ouncils in the Insh Republic's local clec- 
trons, it emerged today. Mr. Haughey says support for 
his party plunged by 9 percent to 38 percent compared 
with the last local poll mn 1985, according to final results 
from last week's ballot. Fianna Fail took 358 of the 883 
seats contested nationally. 

Mr. Haughey denied that the vote was a rejection of his 
government's policies and said it was fought on local, not 
national, issues. Asked about his future leadership of 
Fianna Fail, he sand: “As Ronald Reagan said when 
asked about the Kelley book, | wouldn't be able to reply 
to that in polite language.“ 

The main opposition Fine Gael, under new leader John 
Bruton, dropped 3 percent support in Dublin but seemed 
happy with its 26 percent national support. Fine Gacl 
took 270 seats across the country—13 fewer than in 
1985. Labour doubled its council representation to 90 
seats. Junior government partners the Progressive Dem- 
ocrats, contesting the local elections for the first time, 
took 5 percent of the vote and 37 seats. The left wing 
Workers Party, with less than 4 percent support, won 24 
seats, and the Greens, with 2 percent. won |4 seats 
Independents took 83 seats across the country 

Sinn Fien, the IRA‘s polical wing, saw its support drop 
marginally to 2 percent and won just seven seats, three 
fewer than in 1985. 

A recount was ordered in Bandon Council, County Cork, 
when just one vote separated two Fianna Fail candidates 
for the final seat. The outcome will make no difference to 
the state of the parties. 
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Support for Changing Northern Ireland Claim Drops 

2306130291 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in English 1234 GMT 23 Jun 9! 

[Text] A ne# opimon poll shows a drop in support among 
Imsh voters for changing the republic's constitutional 
claim tp Northern Ireland. The poll shows 48 percent favor 
amending articles two and three of the constitution which 
lay clam to Northern Ireland. A simular poll last December 
showed $3 percent support for changing the constitution. 
The dropping of the territonal claim 1s a key demand of 
Unionist politicians taking part in the Northern Ircland 
Secretary Peter Brooke's talks on Ulster. A two thirds 
majority in a referendum 1s required to amend the consti- 
tution. The poll in Ireland's SUNDAY INDEPENDENT 
newspaper was conducted among | 000 voters on two days 
last week. 

ROK Trade Minister Promotes Economic Cooperation 

SK 2206035891 Seoul YONHAP im Enelish 0232 GMT 

22 Jun 91 

[Text] Seoul. June 22 (YONHAP)}—South Korea and 
Ircland have agreed to sci up a joint cconomi com- 
mittee to promote cconomi« cooperation im talks im 

Dublin between thei trade and industry ministers, Yi 
Pong-so and Desmond O'Malley, the Trade and Industry 
Ministry sand Saturday 

The two ministers shared the view that in the agricul- 
tural section of the Uruguay Round trade talks cxcep- 
tions such as postponement of opening Korea's noe 

market should be admitted 

Yi started a tour of Britain, Ireland and Belgium on 
Tuesday, and flew from London to Dublin on Friday 

Yi asked O'Malicy to help Korca get more access to 
European markets and sand EC abuse of anti-dumping 
sanctions on Korean goods should be corrected. ()Mal- 
ley sand he hoped more Korcan firms would invest in 

Ireland, and promised to deliver Korea's position to the 
EC 

Yi pad a courtesy call on Prime Minister Charles 

Haughey. In the mectyng. Haughey said he appreciaicd 
the establishment by Sachan Media Corp of a 100 
milhhon-l S -dollar facto’ y im Ireland 
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Government Officials React to SFRY Crisis 

“Correcting” Policy 

il 2Wi61 33591 Munich SLEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 29-30 Jun 91 p 2 

[“ub.” repert: “Bonn Corrects Its Policy Toward Yugo- 
Slavia”) 

[Text] Bonn—The use of force by the Yugoslav Govern- 
ment and the “People’s Army” dominated by Scrtua has 
caused a reversal of opmmon mm favor of Croatia and 
Siovena om Bonn. Foreign Monester Genscher stated 
even before the EC summut that 1 1s obvious that Sertua. 
where the communnst forces are still predominant. also 
secks an sdeological confrontation with the republics that 
have advanced very far in the process of democratization 
and also made democratic decrssons. Correcting Bonn’s 
line of vigorously supporting the cohesion of Y ugostavia. 
Grenscher sand that. when assessing the situation. onc 
must not forget that Sertia had prevented the change of 
the head of state. whech 1s required by the Constitution 
This actually aggravated the crrses 

There 1s broad consensus in Bonn that a pan-European 
settiement of the conflict must be achieved with the help 
of the CSCE ores mechanism resolved in Berlin on 20 
June Norbert Gansel. foreign policy spokesman of the 
Social Democratic Party of Germany [SPD]. stated that 
the prereqursstes for the CSCE mechaniwm have been 
met because of the vwolaton of the nght to self- 
determination of the Slovenes and C roats and the endan- 
gcring of peace and security m the region SPD 
Chairman Byoern Engholm condemned “the provocative 
and brutal use of the Army.” Ewen bevore the delibera- 
tons on Luxembourg. Karl-Hemz Hornhucs. deputy 
chairman of the Chrrstian Socual LU mion (CSU Christian 
Social L mon [CSU] Group, recommended to the foreign 
minister that he personally advocate the initiation of the 
CSCE mechanem CDL/CSL politicians Hemer Ge- 
ssier, Karl Lamers. and Bavarian Minister-Presdent 
Max Sires! are of the opmmon that the EC shares 
responsibility for the fate of Slowenes and Croats because 
of its wrong policy toward Yugoslavia. A crises staff that 
sto deal promarily with the security and return of 

Crerman crtivens om Yugoslavia was established im the 
Foregn Minetry The CDU/CSU Group and the SPD 
Croup called for a special sessson of the Foreign Com- 
mitice on | July 

The feasstulrty of the crn mechanism resolves by the 35 
(SCE members om Berlin will now be tested sooner than 
expected Even before the delyberations im Luxembourg, 
Bonn had collected the necessary | 3 votes that are required 
for the invtiatvon of a pan- European conflict settiement In 
addithon to the EC cowntnes, the Unned States, Norway. 
and Austna ummediately declared themscives prepared to 

cooperate Forst the central government in Yugoslavia has 
45 hours to present a report mm which all the “useful 
informathon” « proveded If 12 CSCE members who have 
taken note of the report want thes, a committee of so-called 
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high officsals of all the CSCE states must be convened. The 
FRG. host of the first CSCE foreign munesters’ conference 
chairs the commutice. whach well meet m Praguc. according 
to the CSCE rules 

Genscher Concerned 

LD2806212191 Hambure DPA on German 1520 GMT 

28 Jun 9! 

[Excerpts] Bonn (DP A}—In the vice of Foreagn Moenester 
Hans-Dictnch Genscher. old communrst forces om the 
Yugosiay Republa of Serta are secking an sdcobogical 
confrontation with the democratrc republics Goomsecher 
who capressed that view today m a rads wmtervecw. had 
supporied Sertia’s centralized power m the law few 
weeks, along with the majority of the EC partners and 
the United States. but was now drawing conchuwons 
from the bloody clashes 

According 16 2 ministrial spokesman. Crenscher 
cupressed “grave concern” about the situatron om V ugo- 
Slavia shortly before hes departure for the summurt of the 
12 European state and government chicts om Luxem- 
bourg today [passage omiticd] 

In the interview. Greenscher sand he 1s optemestac that the 
CSCE cris council would be able to meet for an 
emergency scswon over the neat few days at the mms 
tence of the 12) EC states. the U nited States. Norway. and 
Ausinia [passage omiticd] 

Appeal Made To tad \ ielence 

LDI006080191 Hamture DP 1m German O17 OMT 
3 Jun 9! 

[Test] Bonn (DPA)}—Foregn Miniter Hans-Dretrich 
Grenscher today appealed to all particopants on the ¥ ugo- 

sav conflict not to use force In an urgent message to the 
VYugosiay Government. Genscher calls on Belgrade to 
halt all deploy ment of the armed forces and to withdraw 

mmmediately the armed forces to thew barracks om line 

with the obligations undertaken vis-a-vis the EC trovka 

Grenscher also capresses his capectation that the change 
m the office of head of state under the rotatron system 

will take place without hindrance and delay He 

cupressecs the hope that Slovena and ( roatea well also 
fulfill thew obligctions visavns the EC trovka The 
appeal. mm which Grenscher states the Federal Crovern- 
ment's deep concern about the situation on \ ugosiayia 
was conveved to the VY ugosiay ambassador in Bonn and 

by the German ambassador im Belgrade (Contact by 
telephone with the VY ugosiay foreign minister was also 
anticipated 

Creascher laterviewed 

4¢ 4006141091 C oloene Dewtwhlandtunt Neteort 

m teerman 0905 OMT 20 Jun 9! 

[interview with Foregn Moennster Hans-Dictrach Cron 

wher by Dicter Kopp on ©) June. place not given 

recorded] 
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[Teat} [Kopp] Mr. Genscher, Yugoslavia ss om Canger of 

not too carly’ Is a already prepared for a” 

[(remscher] First of all, | want to say that we are having 
thes talk at (900 on the morning [0700 GMT]. In view of 
the dramatically changeng sstuation im Yugoslavia. thes 
has to be sand at the beginning 

necessary i was to create a mechanium for urgent 
situatvoms at the first CSCE council sessson mm Berlin 
because thes « an affarr that concerns all 35 states 
partecepatong on the CSCE process. Therefore, | am very 
glad that the CSCE followed my petition and muitiated 
the cres mechanmm, that ths mitiative 1 not only 

supported by the EC. but that 1 1s increasingly supported 
m the whole of Europe. and that the United States and 
the Sovect Unon also take a postive view of thes 
mitiative 

[Kopp] The corms mechanim, which the CSCE created 
wader your charrmanshup m Berlin, provides fw step- 
by step proceedings Is thes not a waste of emportant 
tume_ or does thes mean tome for reflection” What can the 
poletecal derectors concretely decode when they meet in 
Prague on Wednesday [3 July!’ 

[Grenscher] To begin woth, the first period capires at 
1700 today with a statement of the Yugoslav Govern- 
ment. whech. as | hope. well hawe been received by then 
Then the second stage will be muitiated. that ms. the 
mvitatron of the so-called high officials of the 35 states 
Thrs sessron will be held according to a rotation system 
and wader Germany's charmanship in Prague m the 
middie of the week The participants will deal with the 

patch of a miswon to Yugoslavia or the dispatch of 
observers: However, one cannot anticipate the develop- 
ment of the neat few days today. on Sunday I only 
mentroned these powsbelitees as cramples | am afrand 
that rnitiatives will be urgently required before 

Therefore, « was mght that the EC summit conference 
dispatched the foreign monrsters of the trovkha—the for- 
cygn moenesters of the country that holds the chairman. 
ship and of the previous and the neat countries to hold 
the chanwmanstup—to Vugoslavia to talk there to oll 
response people unvolved on the conflict I thonk that it 
% Necessary thal one central port will now be om the 

foregrownd, that . that the use of the Yugoslav Armed 
Forces will be prevented by the central government with 
all avariatc means Only om thes way can further blood. 
shed be prevented. The EC has called for this, that 1s, the 
prevention of vrolence. as the central demand nght from 
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the beginning Only eithout wolence. of veolence 6 
Stopped. will 1 actually be powsbic to hold the undispens- 

abic talks and ncgotiations 

[Kopp] Only thes morning the Slovene Parhament 
demanded and req :csied the dispatch of EC otservers to 
watch over the three demands made by the trovka—that 

1S. an armestece. the suspenson of Slovema and ( roatia + 
independence. and Mesic's election as presedcnt—and to) 
ensure thew umplementatiion. Is thes suggestron trom 

Lyublana realist” 

[Genscher] I think that thes suggestion rs reasomatic and 
I have given the mstruction that we advocate the dw 
patch of such observers from the EC Notheng that 
contributes to a detente. to the casing of the situation, 
must be omitted now. Cbservers might make such a 
contnibutvon However, no time must be wasted There- 
fore. | hope that the other |! partners well queckly agree 
to Our proposal 

[Kopp] What means of pressure can and should the F( 
apply” | suppose that the financial and has mot vet been 
frozen 

[Genscher} The financial ard has. of course. been frozen 
No one should think that the Federal Coovernment would 
be prepared to allow the payment of a sengle mark or a 
wngle European Currency Unn to Yugoslavia mm the 
present situatecn. This would actually be regarded as a 
reward for the deployment of the central government + 
armed forces. | would lhe to say quite clearly In the 

present situation Crermany % not prepared to make 

payments to Yugoslavia esther within the EC or bolater. 
ally 

[Kopp] First the West Europeans were little onc toned to 
ect accustomed to the idea of the possible independence 
of Sliowema and Croatia They even gave warning signals 
Ded they back the wrong horse” 

[Crenscher] No. the EC acted according to the charter for 
a new Europe wgned im Paris by all 35 states—at that 
tome there were actually only 44 because Albania «as not 
yet present. Grermany thinks that the observation of 

human rmghts. minority mghts. and the mght to sit. 
determination in Yugoslavia 1s unrenounceable On this 
bases and withen the framework of the Helsemks dF emal Act 
and the Paris ( harter. we made our Matements By the 
way. thes also corresponds to the resolution adopted by 
the German Bundestag during the last week of its sce 
sion 

{Kopp} Former tS Secretary of State Kessenger harshly 
critcived the Europeans. but also the United States in 
thes contest and sand that they also denied thes mght of 
self-determination to Croatia and Slovema with mmcom- 
prehensble ofstinacy 

[Crenscher] 1 do not know this Matement and do mot want 
to comment on The Federal Government made i 
quite plain that we not only support Yugoslavia. but also 
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human nghts. minornty mghts. and the mght to scif- 
determination im general. lt 1s also scif-cvident for us 
that these mghts have to be implemented by means of 
negotiations. Theis 1s also an important decision. There- 
fore, we are very keen on preventing the use of force. It 
must be quite clear that the central government has so far 
not fulfilled the obligation undertaken toward the EC 
foreign ministers—to send the Armed Forces back to the 
barracks. This 1s, of course, behavior that contributes to 
the aggravation of the situation in Yugoslavia. One must 
not fail to sce—we alsc repeatedly pointed this out—that 
the prevention of the rotational change of the head of 
state by Serbia resulted in the aggravation and additional 
excalation of the situation. Apparently, old political 
forces that still play an important role un Serta itself do 
not want to reconcile themselves to the process of 
democratization im the other republics of Yugoslavia. 

[Kopp] Nevertheless. the reproach that the Federal Gov- 
ernment sided with the oppressors can also be heard 
from your opponents in domestic policy. Does this 
reproach hurt you” 

[Genscher] It cannot hurt me. 

[Kopp] Would noi have been appropriate to take 
action with regard to the central government in Belgrade 
earher” 

[Genscher] We have taken action with regard to the 
central government nmght from the beginning of the 
confrontation. Everybody knows this. By the way, I can 
only warn against the attempt to try to gain advantages 
m domestic policy om such a serious situation 

[Kopp] Let us come back to the EC summit. The 
community of the 12 intended to meke progress on the 
road toward the economic, currency. and political union 
m Luxembourg. There are some grievanccs. The course 
has not been set. 

[Genscher] The Luxembourg summit was meant as a 
kind of interim stocktaking. It fulfilled thes function. It 1s 
becoming evident that important steps still have to be 
made in the two ficlds—both the political union and the 
currency umon. In the political union we attach mmpor- 

tance to the creation of a joint foreign and security policy 
and a defense policy identity. We want more nghts for 
the parhament and a joint community, not several 
communities side by side. Important questions still have 
to be solved regarding the economic and currency union. 
It became particularly evident during the summut that 
the United Kingdom maintains its basic reservations. 
The British prime muinisicr clearly pommted out once 
again that Great Britain sticks to the position that 1 took 
when the mandate was adopted in Rome. This docs not 
change the fact that I am convinced that all 12 govern- 
ments are interested im the success of the two govern- 
ment conferences, that we will make final decisions at 
the European counci session in Maastricht at the end of 
the year, and that we will achieve the targets that were set 
at the two government conferences, which were provided 
with an overall political contest for good reasons 
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[Kopp] The help for Eastern Europe constitu'es an 
amount that shows in the Germans’ books. The amount 

Germany, 1s even more enormous. Is the German eco- 
nomic giant—as expressed by a weekly—going beyond 
its means” 

[Genscher] | think that it 1s wmportant to realize the 
lmits of one’s economic capacity. However, this does 
not mean that we will become more reserved regarding 
the development in the new laender, but that thrift will 

the costs of unity or the costs of the mtroduction of the 
economic and social union are mentioned. In reality, 
these are the old burdens of several decades of a wrong 
socialist policy. 

[Kopp] Mr. Genscher, when saving 1 at issue, the 
contrasts within the coalitsnon—catchword subsidy 
cuts—appear by themselves. You have just backed your 
party fnend, Economics Minister Moclicmann, once 
again. Can you envisage that the Liberals will deviate 
from the target of 10 bilhon marks once again” 
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[Genscher] | do hope that a! wall support the target that 
was sect. The stability of our currency, the productivity of 
our coonomy, and the solidity of our state finances 1 a 
jornt objective of the Federal Government and the 
parties supporting i. By the way, as I beheve, « musi be 
a jot objective of all politcal forces in Germany. For 
only m thes way will we be able to cope with the 
challenges mm the new lacnder. Permit me to recall that 
the people m the new lacnder arc moving towards 
overcoming the great challenges that they are facing with 
great commutnecnt. | would like to appeal once again to 
the German cconomy to see the new lacnder not only as 
a place for sales and the citizens of the new lacnder as 
consumers, but to recognize the new laender above all as 
a place for mvestments. We must take the jobs to the 

people 

That % to Say, mvesiments mm the new lacnder are 
indispensable on a larger scale than has been the case so 
far. course, thes also means that the administration mn 
the new lacnder will be made more efficient, so that the 
large funds that were provided can also flow out and that 
a modern infrastructure will be created m the new 
lacnder. For a modern infrastructure 1s unrenounceabic 
for cconomsx development and the attractiveness of a 
location. That 1s to say, infrastructure means good roads. 
good telecommunications, sufficrent energy supplies. 
and traffic connections with railroads that mect the 
requirements of our time. That 1 to say, regarding the 
national priorities that have to be set now. 11 1s emportant 
to realize that mfrastructure and development are a 
priority om the new lacnder. What 1s at issue 1 not the 
transformation of the very good infrastructure on the old 
laender mmto an cxcelient one, bul the creation of a 
modern infrastructure in the new lacnder 

[Kopp] With a view to increasing unemployment im the 
iaender, which will probably contenuc to dramatically 
merease for the time being, there a discussion on 
whether the Trust Agency is to partecupate im reception 
associations | Auffanggesclischafien] For the first tome. 
Birgit Brewel indicated a willingness to compromise 
What 1s your opimon” 

[Genscher] | advocated very carly that the Trust Agency 
should do this. It has to be welcomed that the Trust 
Agency 1s finally taking this course now. Great public 
tasks have to be fulfilled in the new laender. Think, for 
example, of the tasks in the redevelopment of the env:- 
ronment. Highly qualified employees from the chemical 
sector can be employed here. We will be busy with the 
redevelopment of the environment for a long time. If 
associations that face up to thes task and, at the same 
tome, retrann qualified employees for the task of the 
redev clopment of the environment are established here. 
thes 1s a cxample of the way in which such associations 
can be useful. | beheve that qualification for ..cw pro- 
duction methods 1s also necessary on other fields That rs 
to say, one should noi speak disparagingly of such 
socreties as a matter of principle, but one should realize 
the opportunity that may be provided by such associa- 

trons to help to overcome the structural problems im the 
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new lacnder. li ws by no means postilicd to tah of 

unproductive associations if they tulfill pulvle: tasks that 
cannot be fulfilled in another way oF tf they Comtrebute to 

retraming the peopic who want the trang I nm not 
truc that the politicians of members of socecty who call 

on the peopic in cast Germany to roll up thee sleeves are 

right. They are prepared to roll up thew seeves. They do 
not anced any advice from drstant desks. bul they need an 
opportunity for work because the, would lhe to catch up 

on all that was denied to them for decades. They also 

rolled up thei siceves om the past. bul the proceeds were 

not the same as here because a wrong system deprived 
them of the proceeds from thee work 

[Kopp] Mr. Genscher, of vou themk ‘ack to the events of 
one year ago—al thal time the coomome and currency 

umon became a reality on Crormany. whech was precep- 
tate according to many poople—whal m your assess 

ment’ Do you sce a light at the end of the tunnel!” 

[Genscher] It can already be seen om some fields It wll 
become even more evident However no one should 

dclude oneself as to the difficult road that stil! hes ahead 

of ws 

hohl on Situation 

LDOIOCUSS4S! Hambure DP 1 on Gorman C800 OMT 

I Jul 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}— According to (hance Helmut 
Kohl, the Federal Government will make fern cr coop. 
craton with Vugoslayia crucially dependent on whether 
“all use of military force—or even the threat of n—wall 
stop.” That would be made plan by Federal Foregn 
Minister Hans-Dictrich Cromecher. “also on my behalf.” 
during bes talks in Belgrade today. Kohl sand before 
German and foreign pournalrsts on Boon on Monday 

The chancellor, who launched bes mews conference with 
a Statement concerning the situaton m \ apostavia 
underlined that there would be an opportunrty for talks 

and negotiations between the Conflicting parties once the 
fighting had stopped He emphasred that the unity of 
Yugoslavia could not be marntarnned fh) armed force 
Only serious negotiations about the reshapeng of the 
Mate structure could bring a sotetron that would last 

According to Kohl, the proncyptecs Land down on the CSOT 
Final Act and im the Charter of Parn should be apphed 

“That includes human rights. the legrtemate mehts of 
minorities, as well as the meht to seclfdetermenatron ~ 

Concerning criticnm. Kohl defended the temeng of the 

monctary. coonomen, and saxxcsval emron on | haly 1990 mm 

the former GDR as correct’ The people had weaderstead 
it as a “signal” He wngled out for prance. apart from 

Bonn acgotiation leader Hams Tretrmever hes then East 

Berlin counterpart. the former state secretary and cur 
rent transport muniicr, Creenther Krause (¢ beeen 
Democratic Union) The work dome by the negotiation 
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delegations following the People’s Chamber clection on 
18 March 1990 “ss deserveng of respect and recogni- 
von.” 

The chancellor admitted to difficultces rm the changeover 
from command to a sc.al market coonomy im the five 
mew lacnder. He recalled hes statement of a year ago 
made of, the lower house that 1 would require hard work, 
even sacrifices “untel we..can realize prosperity and 
social equilibrium for all Germans.” 

Kohl showed understanding that al present many people 
im castern Germany were wormed about the future of 
thesr yobs. He emphatically c. sed for job promotion and 
tramming agencics that would help to overcome the diffi- 
cult phase on the castern labor market. He said, however. 
that the readiness for mndivedual mitiatives was also 
needed 

Kohl affirmed that no further measures would be added 
to the surcharge on wages and moome tax limited to one 
year, something which had been sand often enough. The 
chancellor admitted that om the execution of the mone- 
tary. coonome, and social wnron some moorrect assess- 

ments had been made. mncluding by himself, He espe- 
cially wncluded om that the “wmmense difficulties” of 
burlkding up a new democratec admunistration im castern 
Germany. Furthermore, be had “made a mistake” 
regarding financial development. Kohl thus aluded to 
the need for tax increases as part of German unificc tion, 
which had been hotly dened at first 

Genscher To Visit SFRY 

LD2006181191 Hambhure DP 1 on German 1654 GVUT 

30 Jun 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—At the wish of the Yugoslav Fed- 
eral Grovernment and the Governments of Slovema and 
Croatia, on Monday |! July) Federal Foreign Munister 
Hans- Dietrich Grenscher will travel to Belgrade and later 
to Lywbiana. t was announced by a Foreign Ministry 
“pokesman in Bonn today 

As Germany currently holds the pressdency of the CSCE 
crises mechaniwm. Genscher rs travelong om that capacity 
The purpose of the visit 1s to prepare for the first meeting 
of the commutice of high-ranking officials of the Confer- 
ence for Security and Cooperation m Europe (CSCE). 
which will protably take place on Prague thrs Wednesday 
[3 July} 

SPD Delegation Visits 

LDIGO6 15 99! Hambure DP 1 in German 1409 GMT 
28 Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DP A)}—Socsal Democratic Parry (SPD) 
foresgn policy experts Norbert Gansel and Karsten Vougt 
left Saturday for a bret vest to Zagreb and Lyubijana, on 
behalf of Byoern Enghoim and Hans-Jochen Vogel, the 

SPD party charman of the Bundestag Group. They 
mtend to vit the govermment and parhaments of Slo- 
vena and ( roatia and local socsal democratic parties to 
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learn about the current srtuation. “Following the provoc- 
ative and brutal interveninon by the Yugoslav Army”. 
they intend “to affirm their concern about the fate of the 
victims of the past few days”, the politicians said in 
Bonn Saturday before their departure. [passage omitted] 

SFRY Aid Suspended 

LD3006114991 Hamburg DPA in German 1023 GMT 
30 Jun 91 

[Text] Cologne (DPA)}—The EC has frozen the financial 
aid envisaged for Yugoslavia this year. totalling around 
DM1.7 bilhon. “Financial aid is, of course, frozen. and 

: way 

“Only wil an Gall to iiteuns aa 
necessary negotiations be initiated.” So far. the central 
government had not met the demand to return the army 
to the barracks. 

Observers for Slovenia Urged 

L.D3006101291 Hambure DPA in German 0810 GMT 

situation in Yugoslavia, Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrnich 
Genscher has asked the EC presidency in Luxembourg to 
give an immediate positive response to Slovenia's 

monitor adherence by the Yugoslav central government 
to the agreements negotiate” yesterday with the so-called 
EL tromka. 

Genscher, UN Chief Talk 

LD0107080291 Hamburg DPA in German 0718 GMT 
1 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher discussed with UN Secretary General Javier 
Perez de Cuellar the crisis in Yugoslavia and other issucs 
in Bonn on Monday. Because of Genscher’s trp to 
Yugoslavia, the talks took place carher than planned. 
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Originally the two politicians had intended to confer in 
Erfurt this afternoon. However, that plan had to be 
dropped. 

The foreign minister is to fly to Belgrade at midday. 
Earlier he will be attending a special session of the 
Bundestag Foreign Affairs Committee. 

After his talk with Genscher, Perez de Cuellar met with 
Bundestag President Rita Suessmuth. A talk with Fed- 
eral President Richard von Weizsaecker is on the agenda 
for midday today. 

EC Position Criticized 

AU 2806142591 Hamburg DIE ZEIT in German 
28 Jun Yl pl 

[Theo Sommer editorial: “Unholy Alliance” } 

[Text] Parts that do not belong together are falling apart 
in Yugoslavia. Guided by the principles of pluralism and 
the market economy, Slovenia and Croatia have firmly 
erabarked on the course of independence. In referenda 
held last year they opted for independence; after this 
week's parliamentary decisions the only question is how 
consistently will they pursue what they feel they have to 
do. They would be willing to agree to a possible loose 
confederation with the other Yugoslav republics, a plan 
that meets with Arong resistance on the part of the 
pan-Serb centralists who still have a communist tinge. 
There is the danger of a civil war. 

The European institutions are playing a most deplorable 
role In this situation. The CSCE only half-heartedly 
picked up the hot potato at its meeting in Berlin, while 
the EC is even backing the wrong side, namely that of the 
suppressor in Belgrade, not the suppressed in Zagreb and 
Ljubljana. Missions by EC ministers, EC President 
Delors himself, and finally the foreign ministers’ coun- 
cil—have all sent the wrong signal. They all insist in 
preserving the Yugoslav federation, reluctantly urge 
respect for human rights and the vaiid constitutional 
rules, while they direct the most terrible threats at the 
Slovenes and Croats: The EC will not recognize unilat- 
eral declarations of independence. If Zagreb and Ljubl- 
jana dare to make such declarations anyway, they must 
not hope for Western European support. A boycott on 
talks 1s intended to sustain the threat. 

It is paradoxical. Many European statesmen are fully 
aware of the fact that Yugoslavia cannot be preserved as 
a single entity. However, they are afraid of the consec- 
quences, namely that the conflict would spread across 
borders, to Albania or Hungary, and they are afrai! of 
encouraging other independence movements such . in 
Slovakia. What they fear most of all is that it might serve 
as an example and encourage the secessionists in the 
USSR, in particular the Balts and Georgians. That 1s why 
they are desperately clinging to the status quo. Ideas and 
ideals such as self-determination? They give precedence 
to stability. It seems that Europe is interested in nothing 
but peace—just like the Holy Alliance was. 
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As long as sheer tactics were involved that was tolerabiec. 
Speculation was not unfounded that the double pres- 
sure—on Belgrade. in order to press for human rights 
and constitutional changes, and on Zagreb and Lyjubl- 
jana, to preven: a hasty secession—will finally contribute 
to a more or less peaceful change. However, now one has 
to ask vw hat happens if things are not working out the way 
they had been planned’? What if it turns out that “a 
democratic and united Yugoslavia™ is impossible to 

achieve? What if the Slovenes and Croats do not want to 
give up their goals of independence” 

In that case, Europe will hardly be able to deny them 
recognition under international law. Europe would 
betray all its principles if it were to ask them to yield to 
the Serbian claims to hegemony. Such a step might only 
encourage the wrong party in Moscow, namely the 
orthodox centralists who reject any secession, any loos- 
ening of the union, and who are only waiting for Europe 
to give them a signal of helplessness or even lack of 
interest. 

The Germans implemented their right to self- 
determination in 1990. Should other peoples now be 
denied that right, peoples whose desire for independence 
remains to be fulfilled” It 1s true that, in prectice, such a 
right cannot possibly be granted to every ethnic group. 
There are just too many small peoples within the peoples 
in southeastern and Eastern Europe. What the need isa 
reliable guarantee of minority mghts—and no group who 
suppresses its Own minorities has a right to claim self- 
determination. Still, no one should deny the rights of the 
major ethnic groups to make their own decisions about 
their future. Those who try to stop them wiil be wiped 
out anyway—at least that 1s what we should have learned 
from the history of the Holy Alliance. It was unable to 
preserve cither the constitutional or the territorial status 
quo for long after 1815. 

It is a disgrace that so far the EC stares have denied the 
democrats in Croatia and Slovenia their clear support. 
The 12 member states do not have the nght to determine 
the way in which others want to approach or join the 
community. Although they ought to stick to the principle 
of non-intervention, they should not do so in a way that 
does not rule out amendments to the status quo of 
international law. What is certain 1s that the EC must not 
become a kind of Holy Alliance. 

It does credit to the vice president of the EC, the German 
Free Democratic Party of Germany official Martin 
Bangemann, that he was quite frank with the hypocrites 
in the EC offices. One cannot hold together at any cost 
what 1s pulling in different directions. 

Demonstrators Support Croatian, Serbian Freedom 

Croatian Independence Demanded 

£D2906181491 Hambure DPA in German 1737 GMT 

29 Jun 91 

[Text] Berlin [dateline as received}—About 2,000 dem- 
onstrators marched in Berlin in support of independence 
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for the Yugoslav Republic of Croatia. Banners called for 
the withdrawal of the Yugoslav federal troops from 

Croatia and Slovenia. The march through the center of 
the city to the Brandenburg Gate was peaceful, police 
said. The campaign was organized by the Croatian 
Cultural Association. 

Marchers in Stuttgart, Frankfurt 

LD2906162791 Hamburg DPA in German 1504 GMT 
29 Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] Stuttgart/Frankfurt (DPA)}—About 10,000 
people demonstrated today in Stuttgart and Frankfurt 
for an independent Republic of Croatia. In the Stuttgart 
Palace Square 7,000 demonstrators gathered. There were 
3,000 in downtown Frankfurt. 

Banners and placards in Stuttgart read: “German people, 
we appeal to you for help.” or “EC, no credits for BG 
jexpansion unknown] terror.” In addition, Austria was 
referred to as the “only true neighbor” and an end to the 
military clashes in Yugoslavia was demanded. Police 
said that the campaign ended without incidents. 
Croatian asociations from Stuttgart and its environs 
organized the demonstration. [passage omitted] 

Three Ministers Included on RAF ‘Hit List’ 

LD2806201591 Berlin ADN in German 2124 GMT 

28 Jun 9! 

| Text] Cologne (ADN)}—According to an article in the 
Cologne daily EXPRESS (Saturday edition), the Red 
Army Faction [RAF] has included Guenther Krause, 
Juergen Moellemann, and Kiaus Toepfer, as well as 
Dieter Von Wuerzen, secretary of state at the Econmics 
Ministry, on its hut list. The newspaper claims to have 
learned from government circles that the transport, 
economics, and environmental protection ministers are 
envisaged as alternative victims in a July attack should 
Finance Minister Theo Waigel (Christian Democratic 
Union) prove to be “to difficult to reach.” 

The three government members are included as they 
represent the economy and are largely responsible for the 
development of eastern Germany, the newspaper writes. 

It pomts out that State Secretaries Horst Koehler and 
Dieter Kastrup continue to remain on the RAF hit list. 

Former GDR Leaders Remain in Custody 

LD2°06211591 Hambure DPA in Germany 1409 GMT 
25 Jun 9! 

| Text) Berlin (DPA}—Former Stasi chief Erich Michike, 
former GDR Premier Willi Stoph, and former GDR 
Minister of Defense Heinz Kessler are to remain in 

investigative custody on account of the fatal shots at the 
Berlin Wall and at the intra-~German border. The Berlin 
regional court confirmed today the arrest warrants for 
the three former members of the GDR national defense 

council! Berlin judicial spokeswoman Jutta Burghar 
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said in reply to an inquiry that former Defense Council 
Secretary Fritz Streletz also has to remain in investiga- 
tive custody. 

According to Ms. Burghart, the regional court has, how- 
ever, changed the grounds for the arrest warrants. Stoph 
(76), Kessler (71), and Miehike (83) are now accused of 
having been responsible for the deaths at the wall. About 
three weeks ago, at the request of the State Prosecutor's 
Office, the Tiergarten district court substantiated the 
arrest warrants only with incitement to manslaughter. 
The regional court is now accusing the detainees of 
“contrary to their duty, having done nothing to prevent 
the illegal shots at the GDR border,” the spokeswoman 
emphasized. The three former GDR top-level function- 
anes will be viewed “as perpetrators by neglect.” 

In addition the court has substantiated the warrants 
because of the risk of escape attempts, Ms. Burghart said. 
Because of the expected punishment, the possibility of 
Michlike, Stoph, and Kessler evading trial cannot be 
ruled out. No decision has yet been made on the appeal 
made by the secretary of the Suhl area [bezir..] executive 
{Hans Albrecht] who is also in custody because of the 
fatal shots. 

Stoph, Kessler, Sireletz, and Albrecht were arrested at 
the end of May. In the case of Kessler the investigators 
feared that he intended to escape by air to the Soviet 
Union, as Honecker did. Kessler’s lawyer has energeti- 
cally disputed this during the last few weeks. Michike has 
already been in investigative custody for some 18 
months. There are two further arrest warrants for him as 
well as the one for the fatal shots, including one for 
supporting the terrorist Red Army Faction. He has 
already been accused of embezzlement, electoral fraud, 
and illegal phone tapping. 

Refore the regional court’s decision was announced, 
Stoph’s lawyer announced that his client has meanwhile 
been transferred from a Berlin hospital to the prison’s 
clinic. But Stoph continues to be at high “risk of a 
stroke.” In contrast to this Kessler’s lawyer has described 
the former defense minister's health as “good.” 

Kohl Sees Better Future for New Laender 

L.D3006194891 Berlin ADN in German 1755 GMI 

30 Jun 91 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—On the first anniversary of the 
monetary, economic, and social union, Federal Chan- 

cellor Helmut Kohl is stressing the great responsiblity of 
employers and unions for the upturn in the new lacnder 
In an article for the Bonn daily newspaper DIE WELT 
(Monday edition) Kohl writes: “The wage policies of the 
employers and unions influence the speed of the eco- 
nomic recovery and thus also the chances for preserva- 
tion of existing and creation of new, competitive jobs.” 

Despite the devastating legacy of the Socialist Unity 
Party regime, things have “turned fundamentally toward 
the better.” The inevitable job cuts, the chancellor says. 
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are countered by comprehensive job-creation measures, 
by the Federal Government. “The new laender benefit, 
directly or indirectly, from one mark in four out of the 
federal budget for 1991." The chancellor continued: 
“Undoubtedly, the future opportunities of the united 
Germany are much better than the current transition- 
related problems.” 

* Economic Hardships Seen From Garrison Closings 

YIGE03034 Bonn DIE WELT in German 
11-12 May 91 p 3 

{Article by Johnny Erling: “Suddenly the East Seems 
Like Gold” ] 

[Text] Nobody quite wants to belheve i yet in the small 
garrison cities, but Bundeswehr troops are indeed to be 
withdrawn from 270 garrisons in the foreseeable future. 
Many of the local residents now fear that the lack of a 
Structural policy during the past months, when every- 

thing could already be seen coming, will avenge itself, 
some of them have an unpleasant foreboding of the 
future utilization of the casernes. A visit in Dedelstorf in 
Lower Saxony. 

At nearly 0100 hours at the shooting festival [Schuetzen- 
fest], somebody clinked glasses with Klaus Knuchmann. 
“What 1s to become of me? What are you going to do”” 
The only thing the 45-year-old mayor of Dedelstorf, a 
village with 1,327 inhabitants, could say was: “Never 
mind me. | am here to take care of you.” 

The concerned reveler was one of the 70 civilian 
employees of the Richthofen caserne in the Dedelstorf 
garrison. The military garrison along Federal Highway 
244 in the Lower Saxony kreis of Gifhorn, with 625 
soldiers currently assigned, was to celebrate its 30th 
anniversary next vear. However, no one has been giving 
this any thought since the beginning of the week. The 
conversations at the officers’ club, the response of the 
commander to telephone calls (“we are awaiting the 
decision with composure”), everything revolves about 
one topic only. Is this really to be the end of the model 
caserne, which has its own rail connection, with its 
quarters and operational buildings, with its sports and 
lersure time facilities” 

Almost a textbook example of the economic dependence 
on the Bundeswehr of a former zonal fringe community, 
the Dedelstorf garrison to date has not appeared to be 
threatened by deactivation. Supplementing this are its 

ideal size and training possibilities for a battalion, the 
fact that there have been no problems in getting long- 
term service personnel, and the fact that the caserne has 
its own housing within the surrounding communities. In 
a listing that the Lower Saxony Interior Ministry pre- 

pared for the Federal Defense Mynistry in Bonn, the 
entry for the garrison made in the column headed 
“Possible Subsequent Utilization” was “none,” and in 
the column headed “Assessment From the Standpoint of 

the Community” the entry made was “isolated garri- 
son—retention absolutely essential.” This appears not to 
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have made an impression in Bonn, perhaps also, in the 

opinion of many, because the state government did not 
apply sufficient pressure and present its own list of 
pnorities. The “Old Maid” game that Hannover was 
playing with Bonn backfired. 

Like Dedelstorf, many other military garrisons situated 
near the former border are now threatened to become 
losers. The initial reaction of Lower Saxony was a 
disbelieving protest. It was maintained that the closing 
of garrisons such as Dedelstorf as part of the “alleged 
planning™ 1s questionable if for no other reason than that 
it conflicts with the position formerly taken, that 1s to 
say, that garrisons in structurally particularly weak areas 
are to be retained. 

Until this past weekend, the collective community of 
Hankensbuettel, comprising Dedelstorf and four other 
villages and having a total of 8,900 inhabitants, was 
fairly confident that the garrison would remain. Already 
last November, attention had been called to the catreme 
economic dependence of the region, 58 percent of which 
consists of forests, marshland, and surrounding country- 
side. More than 2,000 signatures of soldiers and inhab- 
itants were presented to Lower Saxony’s interior min- 
ister in mid-April. 

“The Population Likes the Bundeswehr™ 

Ever since collective community director Klaus Heine- 
mann discovered Dedelstorf Monday morning in DIE 
WELT asa black dot on the map, as one of 270 garrisons, 
which according to data available to DIE WELT are to 
be deactivated, the days of peace and quict in the 
community are a thing of the past. What he received in 
response to his immediate inquiries were “vague state- 
ments.” “I explored all possible contacts at higher level” 
Officially, he was told that nothing would be decided 
until June. But, unofficially, he also learned thai the 
garrison was a thing of the past. “The first thing | did was 
gulp.” 

Nobody is really prepared to believe that this will 
actually come to pass in June and that the garrison will 
then be “liquidated” by 1994. And this ts also true for 
the caserne, to which an armored field artillery battalion 
and two independent units are assigned. Most of the 
soldiers come from the surrounding area and have built 
their own homes there. At the secondary school of 
Hankensbuettel, the students have come to take their 
future military service in the caserne for granted. 

These communities in Lower Saxony have for months 
been gripped by anxiety over the future of their garri- 
sons, but since this week they have been nervous. The 
fact that there are some among those now wringing their 
hands in despair who previously loudly proclaimed their 
desire to see the Bundeswehr leave caused the com- 
manding general of the Ist Corps, Klaus Naumann, to 
remark that he had taken note of this with a “certain 
amount of amusement.” 
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“With us it was not a case of belatedly having to discover 
our love for the Bundeswehr.” collective community 
director Heinemann bursts forth. “The population likes 
the Bundeswehr.” For full-time farmer Heinrich 
Schulze, this pretty well sums up his sentiments, as well. 

Lt. Col. Hans-Joachim Fischer, the senior officer at the 
caserne, knows only too well the anxieties that are 
plaguing particularly his long-term service personnel, his 
civilian employees, and the community. But all he can 
do is wait until the plans are officially received. Needless 
to say, he can see the “hole™ into which the community 
will {all if the garrison is disbanded. 

Now that the military planning has apparently been 
completed, Lower Saxony, with around 100,000 soldiers 
in 80 garrisons will be hardest hit by the disarmament of 
the Bundeswehr (that of the Allies must be added to 
this), appears to be poorly prepared. In a situation where 
indications of the planned “clear-cutting” along the 
former structurally weak border belt become ever 
stronger, a justified fear of the future sets in. There is 
more at stake than just thousands of employees and the 
orders to bakers, butchers, or constructions firms that 
could be counted on in the past. 

In the structurally weak former zona! border areas, the 
deactivation of military garrisons follows a development 
which began with the German unification. The poverty 
regions of the 1960's, which through economic and 
cultural zonal fringe assistance programs and tourism 
have, especially since the carly 1980's, taken on a certain 
“luster,” are now threatened with losing their “military 
supporting leg” as well. Much consideration is being 
given here to the consequences that this will have on the 
Structural policy. 

So far, those profiting from the opening of the borders 
ure, above all, the communities located directly next to 
the borders and the large cities. Communities such as 
Hankensbuettel, located around 20 km from the border, 
were outside of this area. They, on the other hand, are 
facing problems as a result of the fact that the zonal 
fringe assistance program will be discontinued for them. 

Outwardly, the climatic health resort Hankensbuettel, 
situated within an unspoiled natural landscape, makes 
an idyllic impression. There are tennis courts even in 
Dedelstorf. There was also money available in years past 
for children’s playgrounds. But if the garrison closes its 
doors, there will be a hole in the community's finances. 
With an unemployment rate which has now already 
reached 9 percent, many people who in the past worked 
for the Bundeswehr will move elsewhere. Also lost in the 
process are the more than 1,000 Deutsche marks [DM] 
which the community has been receiving annually for 
each of its inhabitants. 

Tourism Is No Solution for All 

The expansion of the tourist trade, a booming branch for 
the Heidmark region, will become more difficult in the 
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future, since from the Harz Mountains to the Lueneb- 
urger Heide [heath], more and more similarly affected 
communities are seeking their salvziion in tourism. The 
collective community director expresses his concern: 
“Soon we will no longer have an economy, but only an 

Fashionable residential districts in the community of 
Dedelstorf still create an atmosphere of a vacation 
paradise, but they are housing developments of residents 
of Berlin who with their “dachas™ at one time wanted to 
escape during weekends from their insular existence. 
Now they don't need them any more. Already, houses are 
being offered for sale or being rented out. Statistics kept 
by the community note one type of subsequent utiliza- 
tion: 85 asylum-seekers, 95 resettlers from the Soviet 
Union, and 140 resettlers from the former GDR. 

If the caserne, with all of its facilities, are really to be 
given up, a number of people have a foreboding of the 
new utilization. “They will convert it into a resetiler 
camp.” The “psychological feeling of envy” has exper- 
enced a reversal. While in the past people in the East 
used to look at the “golden West,” the torrent of finan- 
cial assistance funds falling on the new Federal states are 
creating the first signs of discontent. Following the end 
of the zonal fringe assistance program, the communities 
situated farther from the border now feel that they are 
being “doubly penalized” by the planned withdrawal of 
the Bundeswehr. 

* Tax Relief for Heirs of Privatized Enterprises 
9IGE0326A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 12 Jun 91 p 27 

[Article by for: “Heirs To Share Disencumbrance 
Financing, Finance Ministry's Expert Commission 
Urges Lower Taxes on Profits, End to Unitary Assess- 
ment™] 

[Text] Bonn—The commission for the preparation of an 
enterprise tax reform appointed at the begining of 1990 
considers it necessary to give extensive relief on profits. 
It is urging a reduction of the tax rate on retained and 
distributed profit to a uniform 46 percent, a repeal of the 
unitary assessment and the property tax, and a funda- 
mental correction in the trade tax sector. At the same 
time, real estate inheritances are to be subjected to a 
greater burden. The experts indicate that the reform will 
cost a net DM16.7 billion. 

The 10-member commission chaired by the auditor 
Reinhard Goerdeler sees important reasons for a sub- 
stantial tax relief for enterprises in the economic chal- 
lenge through the German unification and the realiza- 
tion of the internal European market at the beginning of 
1993. The group of experts, which also included the 
representatives to parliament, Michael Glos (CSU) 
[Christian Social Union), Hansjoerg Hacfele (CDU) 
{Christian Democratic Union], and Hermann Rind 
(FDP) [Free Dmeocratic Party], had presented tis reform 
proposals as carly as December 1990 in the form of 
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theses. In its final report submitied on Tuesday, the 
recommendations for the reform, which may go into 
effect as early as the beginning of 1993, are explaincd in 
more detail. 

A Different Rate 

The experts justify the proposed reduction of the tax rate 
for retained corporate profit and the maximum rate of 
the income tax to a uniform 46 percent with the neces- 
sity, in view of intensifying international competition, of 
giving incentives for investments. The recommendation 
on the elimination of the unitary assessment ts justified 
with the referrence to the fact that the procedure requires 
too much administration and leads to unfair results 
because of excessive values for real estate. This would 
make a general assessment superfluous, which would 
otherwise be overduc. 

For the area outside of enterprises, it 1s proposed that 
families with children and persons with low incomes be 
given additional relief through higher nontaxable allow- 
ances for children (DM4_500) and a larger basic allow- 
ance. 

The prerequisite for the dropping of the unitary assess- 
ment 1s the elimination of the property tax. This means 
a tax simplification and also relieves the capital 
resources of enterprises. A contination of the property 
tax in the private sector would hinder the simplification. 
In the opimon of the commission, a possible compensa- 
tion for reasons of tax fairness presents itself through the 
likewise proposed increase in the real estate and inher- 

tance tax. Instead of the present uniform values. market 

values should be used in the case of the inheritance and 
gift tax for private ownership of real estate and tax- 
Statement values in the case of enterprise property. But 
the rate structure and the allowances should be adjusted. 
The commission expects a clear increase in the assess- 
ment base for the taxation of real estate and inheritances. 

In the area of the trade tax, the commission favors the 
abolition of the trade capital tax with the simultancous 

climination of the special trade tax levy. Also recom- 
mended 1s a halving of the tax index of the trade profits 
tax to 2.5 percent, taking into account all interest pay- 
ments and also the coupling of the levy rates for the real 
estate tax and trade tax. This package, according to the 
expert opinion, 1s “a pragmatic solution,” which, to be 

sure, 18 NOt satisfactory im every respect and docs not 

eliminate conflicts but docs represent a clear improve- 
ment over the current regulation. The marginal load on 
carnings will be reduced. the disadvantage to capital 
reserves largely avoided, and the overall burdens inde- 
pendent of profit reduced 

Besides these adjustments. the commission recommends 
an improvement of the old-age benefits for self- 
employed persons (raising of the advance deduction 

from denefit outlays to 9.35 percent of the maximum 
contribution base), the elimination of the double taxa- 
tion of distributed foreign carnings of corporations, and 
an improvement of the conversion tax law In the 
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opinion of the commission, the proposed tax relief, 
which totals DM27.5 billion, could partially be compen- 
sated through the reduction of tax privileges for enter- 
prises. 

Lost Receipts 

The recommendation here 1s for a cut in the degressive 
write-off for movable economic goods (Section 7, Para- 
graph 2 of the Income Tax Law) from 35 to 30 percent, 
a reduction of the AfA for commercial buildings (Section 
7 Paragraph 5 of the Income Tax Law) to a linear 4 
percent, and the climination of the possibilities for 
write-offs in accordance with Section 7G of the Income 
Tax Law. In addition, the real estate tax receipts should 
be increased by 20 percent. The lost receipts for the 
federal government, Laender, and municipalities could 
thereby be limited to a net DM16.7 billion. 

* Trust Agency Encourages Management Buyouts 

9IGEO2I92B Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 7 May 91 p 27 

{Article by krp: “Managers Can Take Over Eastern 
Enterprises” ] 

[Text] Berlin—The Trust Agency expects that some 
1,500 of its 9,000 associated companies in castern Crer- 
many can be privatized through sale to the respective 
management. “The procedure of management buyout 1s 
particularly suitable for smaller enterprises which can be 
taken over with a relatively small capital investment.” 
stated Trust Agency director Norman van Scherpenberg 
in Berlin. Already 150 such transactions have been 
carried out, above all in the service sector, the construc- 
tion and ancillary building industries, and manufac- 
turing companies. 

According to van Scherpenberg, the Trust Agency, the 
holding company of the former GDR state-owned enter- 
prises, welcomes the growing interest in management 
buyouts, “because in hardly any other procedure 1s there 
so much personal commitment involved.” So 11 1s m no 
way an attempt to find buyers for unsalcable property. 
The problem is rather the “very strong demand for 
enterprises,” which the “sales capacities” of the Trust 
Agency can meet only with difficulty. It 1s willing to 
promote the buyout by managing staff members through 
spinning off real estate not essential to operations, pay- 
ment deferral of the purchase price, or extension of loan 
guarantees. The Trust Agency cannot grant reductions in 
price. Yet if among several interested parties “the con- 
ditions are comparabic, then the management buyout 
team has our priority ranking.” Van Scherpenberg stated 
that participation by personne! below the management 
level also makes good sense. But one cannot make that 
an enforceable precondition 
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* Trust Agency Board Reorganized, Expanded 

9IGE029.24 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 6 May 91 p 17 

[Article by Ke.: “Responsibilities in Trust Agency Redis- 
tributed: Board of Directors Appoints Two New Board 
Members” ] 

[Text] Berlin, 5 May—The board of directors of the 
Trust Agency in Berlin, in addition to personnel reorga- 
nization of the board, has also redistributed the respon- 
sibilities of individual departments. Among other things, 
this reorganization had become because the 
successor of assassinated Detlev Karsten Rohwedder in 
the office of president, Birgit Breuel, as a reusult of 
assuming her new position, had to pass into other hands 
responsibility for the 15 Trust Agency branch offices. It 
1S also said that the board of directors wanted to com- 
plement the position of Mrs. Breuel with a strong entre- 
preneurial component in the top echelon by appointing 
the former financial chief of Hoesch, Hero Brahms, to 
the position of vice president. 

Mrs. Brevel 1s not assuming all the responsibilities of 
former president Rohwedder. Her job comprises above 
all economic policy tasks, among them laender relations, 
contacts with the federal government and foreign coun- 
tines, as well as questions of fundamental economic 
principles. The new vice president, Brahms, assumes 
from the former president's area of responsibility the 
task of examining enterprise concepts and, in addition, 
trom the department of Wolf Klinz, [assumes responsi- 
bility for] administration of participations and control, 
as well as the business responsibility for mechanical 
engineering from the department of Karl Schirner, who 
will leave the board of directors in mid-year. Klinz’s 
department in its present form will be abolished. In 
future he will be responsible for the 15 branch offices 
and assumes functional responsibility for privatization 
from Schirner’s department. However, the business 
responsibility for electrical engineering and electronics 
remains with him. 

The energy industry, up to now directly under the 
president, will be taken over by Klaus Schucht, also 
newly appointed to the board of directors. The former 
spokesman for the board of directors of Ruhrkohle 
Westfalen AG will also be in charge of the chemical 
industry, water management, municipal property, the 
textile, clothing and leather industries, as well as the 
special funds from Gunter Halm’s department. The new 
concept 1s strengthened by three new general manda- 
tances. Hamburg attorney Wolfgang Mueller-Stoeffen for 
legal matters, Hans-Peter Gundermann—already 
working for the Trust Agency—as special mandatary for 
energy affairs, and former Frankfurt mayor, Wolfram 
Brueck 
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* Southern Laender Form Broadcasting Entity 

91GE0304A Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German | Jun 91 p 4 

[Article by Johann Michael Moeller: “Struggle Between 
Gotha and Weimar: the FDP and Southeast Radio”) 

{Text} Erfurt, 31 May—Normally there 1s a government 
and an opposition in a land. In Thuringia that is dif- 
ferent: Gotha and Weimar are there. The munister- 
president lives in Gotha. There he consults with his 
closest friends, the powerful president of the rural county 
assembly, for example, who also resides in Gotha: there 
the actual political decisions are made. 

At least that 1s what is suspected by Andreas Kniepert, 
the Liberal coalition partner and chairman of the parlia- 
mentary party group, who resides in Weimar and suspi- 
ciously looks in the direction of Gotha. He considers i 
characteristic that the federal president was received in 
Gotha of all places, but he makes Weimar into a Liberal 
stronghold. Environmental Minister Sieckmann lives 
there, the media policy spokesman of the parliamentary 
party group, and in addition Foreign Minister Genscher, 
for whom Weimar has been a diplomatic outpost in 
addition to Halle for a long time, drops by all the time. 
This in turn worries the Christian Democratic chief 
mayor who almost feels as if he were in enemy territory 
in his own city. 

There is no direct connection between Gotha and 
Weimar. But sometimes when the climate of the coali- 
tion threatens to cool down seriously, the land chairmen 
walk together in the forest. Apparently the old question 
was involved recently: Who has to fear for his influence 
in Thuringia. 

When this topic arises the chief of the Liberal parliamen- 
tary party group always becomes wide awake, after all he 
can observe clearly whether a cloud is falling on his 
Liberal colleagues in the cabinet. In most cases he 
discovered one such cloud. In that case a Liberal coun- 
terblow appeared to be advisable and it had to be aimed 
at the center of the opponent's power, at the State 
Chancellery. The latter's chief had negotiated the State 
Treaty for the Central German Radio with the neigh- 
boring laender of Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt and, in 
doing so, as the Weimar Liberals quickly discovered, had 
given up Thuringian interests. There is the threat of a 
Greater Saxony corporation, protested the worried FDP 
[Free Democratic Party) immediately, that will leave 
Thuringia’s own radio without any real voice. What 1s 
involved here is Thuringia’s moment of truth, it was 
said, a suspicion that if it 1s directed against Saxony it 1s 
convincing every time in the land. 

The shot actually was supposed to have been fired 
immediately before the decisive cabinet session in neigh- 
boring Saxony. But the latter was postponed and thus it 
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was possible to bang first the coalition doors in Thur- 
ingia sO loud by the way that the poor SPD [Social 
Democratic Party] opposition with its defiant “We, too” 
hardly gained a hearing. 

Outsiders had trouble really in understanding the con- 
troversy. For in the cloud of dust in the thick of the battle 
it was difficult to determine that the FDP actually had 
recognized a sore point of the state treaty. Only if it is 
possible to separate a second audio chain regionally. the 

FDP rightly complained, does the land program have a 
chance to achieve a supenor level. Only a real service 
Station with international news can last in the long run in 
the field of tension that exists between the North 
German, Hessian, and Central German radio, not to 
speak of the private audio programs which have estab- 
lished themselves from the start in the new laender. Full 
freedom of cooperation should also be up to the land 
radio statrons which would leave the Hessian backdoor 
open to the Thuringians also with respect to the radio; 
they had become accustomed to choose what they want 

from among several neighboring laender. A demand, 
incidentally, which the chief of the Thuringian State 
Chancellery had first introduced at all in the negotia- 
lions. 

One crisis session followed on the heels of another until 
at the last moment they thought better of 1 and recog- 
nized that it was impossible to let a state treaty approved 
by the cabinets in Magdeburg and Dresden collapse 
unless there was a willingness to endanger seriously the 
basic service of the Thuringian people with public radio 
in the coming year. Thus a compromise was reached that 
took the Liberal objections into account 

Now nothing 1s being changed any more in the actual 
treaty text, but in the reasons which now mandatorily 

provide that both the regional window in the second 
audio program and also cooperation arrangements which 
do not significantly influence the character of the pro- 
grams are going to be the sole responsibility of the land 
radio stations. The assignment of frequencies—as 
usual—in the future 1s being controlled by a land media 
institution, the reports of the audi offices are to be 
directly accessible to the land parliaments, and ut wall 
also be possible to separate the Third Television Pro- 

gram in the individual laender 
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Since neither Dresden nor Magdeburg had any objec- 
tions to these changes, the minister-presidents flew yes- 
terday, Corpus Christi Day, to Erfurt to sign and seal the 
State treaty quickly there in the Electorate of Mainz. Also 
agreement apparently seems to have been reached on the 
name of the initial director: The name of the Bavarian 
radio director, Uwe Reiter, is being mentioned with 
noticeable frequency. He is regarded as capable of 
asserting himself—and that he will also have to be—in a 
multi-laender institution. They are still thinking about 
the name of the new institution. Suedostfunk (Southeast 
Radio) 1s already being talked about. 

* Agricultural Restructuring Law in Place 
YIGE0313A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German S Jun 91 p 30 

[Text] Bonn—The agricultural restructuring law, which 
1S Significant for the discussion of finances of the Agri- 
cultural Cooperatives (LPG's) in the new laender, can 
take effect before the summer recess. The mediation 
committee of the Bundestag and Bundesrat agreed on a 
compromise, by which claims on the members’ contrn- 
butions to inventory are to be met for the time being 
from the equity capital of the LPG's. 

For the so-called refurbishers of agricultural holdings— 
LPG members who would like to become independent— 
the inventory contribution will be due one month after 
termination of membership. The balance 1s to be paid 
out following presentation of the LPG balance sheet, 
which follows upon termination. When inventory con- 
tributions have been satisfied, claims for compensation 
for leases and payment of interest on capital will be 
considered. For settlement of work performed, an equity 
capital reserve will be established, of which half must be 
paid out to LPG members. According to a statement 
from Gottfned Haschke (CDU) [Christian Democratic 
Umion], parliamentary permanent secretary to the min- 
ister for agriculture, the responsibility of the LPG's has 
been clearly defined. 

Joint lability remained unchanged; however, as in the 
case of the law governing cooperatives, a five-year limi- 
tation period is being introduced at the request of the 

saender. The SPD [Social Democratic Party] fraction 
spokesperson on agricultural policy, Jan Oostergetelo, 
expressed his satisfaction with the compromise 
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Mitterrand Links EC Aid to SFRY Developments 

LD2906181291 Paris France-inter Radio Network 
in French 1600 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Text] Even if the calm remains precarious in Yugo- 
Slavia, Jacques Poos, the Luxembourg foreign muinisicr. 
thinks that the 12 have carned out their mission. It was, 
in fact, thanks to the intervention of the European troika 
yesterday evening in Belgrade that 11 was possible to stop 
the crisis. Francors Mitterrand 1s also satisfied, but he 
thinks that the 12 should monitor the Yugoslav casc. 
Listen: 

[Begin Mitterrand recording] It does not depend only on 
us. As far as what depends on us 1s concerned, i was 
decided to entrust the new troika—given the fact that as 
of 1 July the presidency will change and will be in the 
hands of the Netherlands. The new troika 1s entrusted 
with the follow-up on a day-to-day basis because al any 
moment new incidents could Iead to a new situation. On 
the other hand, the economic aid of the Community will 
also depend on this follow-up. [end recording] 

Dumas on Relations With Jordan, Peace Process 

IN 2906112691 Amman AL-DUSTUR in Arabic 
29 Jun Yip l4 

[Interview with Roland Dumas, minister of state for 
foreign affairs, by Hamadah al-Fara‘inah “on the eve of 
his visit to Jordan, which starts today” —place not given] 

[Excerpt] [Al-Fara’inah] How do you analyze Jordan's 
role in the Middle East and how do you view French- 
Jordaman relations and the scope of their development” 

[Dumas] | do not believe that anyone in your country 
will contradict me when I say that French-Jordaman 
relations are special in terms of the mutual trust that 
prevails in them and the intensive political dialogue 
which 1s not new. This course becomes further enhanced 
over the years. 

His Majesty King Husayn honors us by paying regular 
visits to our country, and hes excellency the president of 
the Republic believes that these visits are very beneficial. 
I meet with your foreign minister many times every year 
whether in Parts, at the United Nations, or elsewhere 
The French defense minister was in Jordan one month 

ago 
All this shows that the two countries are determined to 
hold a dialoguc, exchange views, and achieve harmony in 
their stands. All thes 1s on line with what cach of the two 
countries represents in its region. This brings me to the 
second part of your question, on Jordan's role im the 
Near East. In view of its geographic location, the 
Kingdom is a central link with respect to the principal 
causes, the Arab-Israch conflict and the Palestiman 
issuc. Jordan has the longest common border with Israc! 
The events over the past half century have very closely 
linked Jordan to the fate of the Palestiman people 
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King Husayn’s influence as the dean of the Arab heads of 
State and the responsible viewpoints he constantly cham- 
pions has given him a special credibility. For all these 
reasons, Jordan is a basic partner in any settlement. My 
visit to Jordan 1s a new sign that Fraace strongly believes 
im this. 

[Al-Fara‘inah] You support the Palestinian people's nght 
to self-<determination and you recognize the PLO’s role 
to represent these people. What tangible measure can 
you take to support the Palestinian people in their 
Struggle to win their independence and alleviate their 
suffering” 

[Dumas] France's first contribution was that u had 
proclaimed exphcit principles for settling the Palestinian 
issue. France abided by these principles. What are these 
principles’ The recognition of the Palestinian people's 
political mghts, the foremost being thew right to self- 
determination, in other words, the possibility of estab- 
lishing their own state. Our second contribution 1s to 
holding dialogue with the Palestinians, that 1, listening 
to them and telling them what we believe 1s logical and 
fair for umplementing the referent principles. This 1s 
what we do when we address those whom the Palestinian 
people view as their representatives. Our third contribu- 
tion has been to encourage reaching a settiement. France 
has not abandoned its efforts mm this respect. When the 
imiernational community's attention seemed to have 
been diverted to other situations im the world, France 
continued to remind them of the central importance of 
an Isracl-Arab-Palestimian settlement. 

Our contribution to alleviate the suffering of the Pales- 
tuman population 1s multifaceted. We intervene to urge 
the Israch authorities to respect thei obligations in the 
occupied territones im accordance with the fourth 
Geneva Convention. We do this—usually in coordina- 
thon with our European partners——whenever these obh- 
gations are ignored. Our assistance also takes the form of 
financial aid to the population, either directly, through 
the EC, or within a more comprehensive framework, 
such as the United Nations Relief and Works Agency 

Due to the exasperating plight of the population, thrs ard 
has markedly increased over the past years 

{Al-Fara nah] As a permanent member of the Security 
Counci, France has a special political and moral respon- 
sibility. You have helped formulate all Security Counc: 
resolutions on the Arab-Israch conflict. especially Reso- 
lutrons 181 and 242. This bemng the case, do you beheve 
that the Europeans should participate in the peace con- 
ference with the Americans and the Soviets’ In what 
form” And how do you envision the role of the United 
Nations” 

[Dumas] Together with our European partners, we made 
it very clear thal European participation, in our opinion 
imposes itself if we consider the diversified tres linking 
Europe to the region and Europe's active concern about 
a scitiement. The principle of participation 1s now cer- 
tain, although the exact form has not yet been fully 
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defined. Al any rate, Europe will play an active role: ut 
will not be only an observer because this docs not 
commensurate with what our countnes represent. Con- 
cerning the presence of the United Nations, this 1s not 
only favorable to us, but also natural. The issue has been 
on the United Nations’ table since its establishment. and 
the Security Council resolutions define the bases of the 
solution. The United Nations will also have to provide 
international guarantees for the agreements reached by 
the parties concerned. In sum, all considerations, im our 
view, justify UN presence. 

{Al-Fara‘inah] In the wake of the Gulf war, President 
Mitterrand proposed a mecting of the presidents and 
heads of governments of the Security Council member 
States to discuss the Arab-Israch conflict and all the 
region's problems. Because of the American position, the 
proposal had fell on deaf cars. Are the French and the 
Europeans today ready to propose President Mutter- 
rand’s initiative once again” 

[Dumas] The president's proposal rs still valid. no dead- 
line was set for the meeting and ut can be held when 
circumstances warrant and when the Security Council 
members are in agreement. The U.S. Government ts now 
exerting efforts to encourage settlement im the region 

We support these efforts because we beleve that US 

participation 1s very important for mitiating a dialoguc 
We wish the United States success. But if these efforts 
unfortunately do not succeed, we must then look for 
other seas and ways. It not acceptable to keep the 

road blocked for long. and the president's proposal can 
then be on the table. I hope this will not be construcd to 

mean that we now have alternative solutions. | repeat 

that we wish success for the current efforts despite the 
difficulties they are facing. France will not hesitate to 
exert efforts later, no matter what the situation may be 
[passage omitted] 
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Lithuanian President Reacts to Black Beret Attack 

LD2906133191 Paris Antenne-2 Television Network 
in French 1100 GMT 27 Jun 9! 

{Excerpts} Hello Vilnwws: no reply. For several hours 
yesterday the capital of Lithuania, a Soviet republic, was 
wsolated from the rest of the world. This ss a further 
demonstration of strength by the cite forces of the 
Sovect Internmor Ministry. the Black Berets. who took 
control of a telephone cxchange in the lie Baltic 
republic. It was an unpicasant shock for Baltic President 
Landsberg:s. who was on Paris. Here 1s Gilles Rabine: 

[Rabinc] [passage omitted] In Lithuama people have 
been living on the alert. om fear of the neat rand by 
Gorbachev's soldiers, for a year and a half now. This 1s 
what President Landsbergrs. on an official visit to Parts, 
tned to explain that very morning We have only two 
solutions—obtaining political cover from the Western 
countnes or obtaincng weapons. We evidently prefer the 
former solution, and this 1s what we told the president of 
the French Republic 

Landsbergis smiles at the departure of thes truck: 15 
tonnes of French books are being given to Vilnws 
University, and even if the Lithuanian president may 

have had the feeling that the UDF [Umon for French 
Democracy] opposition would willingly annex his fight 
for independence. he obeyed the laws of protocol and 
attempted to appear relaxed to please his wife, who 1 
exploring Paris—but hes heart 1s not in it. Vilnius no 
longer replies, he 1s on Paris, hes mansster for security 1s in 
Norway. the worst can happen 

[Begin Landsbergis recording im Lithuanian with super- 
imposed translation mto French] On the mght of 13 
January they did not dare cut of. telephone communica- 
tions. Thes tome they did «t. We do not know what may 
happen tonght. | hope that France will show cnough 
courage. and the government too [end recording] 

[Rabine] Edith Cresson reassured him a Iittie, and told 
him that the Black Berets had just returned to their 

barracks and that France has already officially protested 
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Finance Minister on Tax. Inflation Outlook 

P0107 104191 Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 

in Portuguese 25 Jun 91 ( Empresas” Special 
Supplement) pp 6-23 

{Intervicw with Portuguese Finance Minisicr Miguc! 
Beleza by Helena Garndo and Paula Cordeiro. place and 
date not given] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) 
What has the government done to reduce interest rates” 

[Beleza] Interest rates are high because i 1s essential to 
have a stringent monctary policy. and deflation 1s a hasac 
aim im Portugal. lt 1s essential as regards the budget. 
prices and moomes, and the cxchange rate. that there 
should be a set of factors which will make ut poswhle to 
deflate. and then interest rates will follow inflation 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Is ot essentially through mon- 
Clary policy that you are working to bring down the 
inflation rate” 

[Beleza] No. Right now. the interest rate reflects market 
conditions. The deflation policy offers a sct of mmstru- 
ments which are being used but which. unfortunately do 
not produce immediate effects. This involves a stringent 
budget. an uncompromising cxchange rate policy. an 
effort as regards prices and moomes, and monctary 

policy 

As inflation falls—which the indicators suggest will 
happen—lower interest rates will be possibic 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) Exchange rate policy also 
being used to combat inflation. Will caporters have to 
wait for the revaluation of the escudo” 

[Beleza] This set of policies 1s interdependent It cannot 
be sand that one 1s berng used more than another Ii wa 
fact that exchange rate policy forms part of the coord). 
nation of deflationary policies. but the am of devalua- 
tion remains, albert at an unannounced level 

Exports should not capect much assistance from 
exchange rate policy. thes 1s what has happened over the 
past few years. but ut did not prevent cxports from 
growing in 1989 and 1990) 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) But exports are mcreasng 
very slowly 

[Beleza] lt ws premature to draw conclusions on that 
matter nght now. There ss a fall in demand and a 
recession im markets important to Portugal We have no 
information about declining market shares. but clearly 
exports have performed less favorably in markets «here 
demand has slackened In markets where demand has 
continued to increase. they have performed normally 
Moreover, we are starting from a base in which we have 
already won considerable shares 
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[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Do you beheve a possibic 
that the revaluation of the cscudo has had no impact on 
caports’ performance” 

[Beleza] It s premature to assess thal sctuaton. Cibw- 
ously a weaker cscudo heips caports. bul ee cannot 
expect Portugal to modernize 6 caport sector and 

CAport om nontraditional sectors. and at the same tume to 

contenuc to hase exports solely on a weak cachange rate. 
which means. m particular, low costs 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] So are you admutteng that 
some cuport sectors ell face difficulties mm the ocar 
future” 

[Beleza] Like the industrial sector. a restructuring effort 
will on general be necessary. and morcover 1s happening 
lt ss the nontraditional sectors that have been growing 
most strongls mm caports 

[DIARIC) DE NOTICIAS] So a could lead the govern. 
ment to Geode on a greater revaluation of the escudo 

[Beleza] No. nght now the exchange rale policy 1s appro- 
priate 

|DIARIC) DE NOTICIAS] So the government will avow 
the revaluation of the cscudo 

[Beleza] The arm of exchange rate policy 6 to avert an 

crcessive appreciation of the escudo. | cannot tell you 
how much Moreover. that 1 something that snould not 
be told 

(DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) Are you satefied with the 
recent trend m wages” 

[Beleza] From the government's viewport, the essential 
thing rs to ensure the coordination cf the policies leading 
to a certamn result in inflaton. Right now. the inflaton 
results are positive overall 

As far as collective bargarning 1s concerned. | beheve that 
the figures have been somewhat above what was in the 
guidelines. This 1s probably a result of the situation of 
almost full employment which we are currently caper. 

enceng Moreover, according to estimaics. we are even 
above full employment in the technical sense 

It 1s clear that for proper integration ito ccomoma and 

monctary unron it 1s essential that we continue with the 

course of deflation consstent with the growth of real 
wages. but i 1s also important that moncy wages decet- 
crate Thes «= what we sought to achieve within the 
framework of the Economie and Social Agreement 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Returning to wages: Increases 
have reached 20 percent mm some sectors. Do you find 
this worrying” 

[Beleza] The mformation which | have on collective 
bargaining docs not suggest averages of that hind 
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The trend m wages could be worrying df a docs not 
follow deflation Cnherwesc. ot well be a factor hampering 
dcflatron 

[DIARIO DE NOTICTAS] Do you beheve that wages are 
couwng wflavon’ They were not doug # until quite 
recently 

[Beleza] Right now ot rs difficult to answer that question 
if we asses the combuncd trend m wages with other 
factors. ls fot reasonabic to present wages as a factor of 
mnflatronary pressurc It 1s possebic thai the situation 1s 

changing of «ill change mmsofar as uncmploy ment 1s very 
low Right now. there are no grownds for believing thal 1 
alread, has happencd 

(DIARIO) DE NOTICIAS) How docs the government 
mtcnd to resolve thes protien” 

[Beleza] The govermment docs not and should not have 

wage covlengs The means whech we seek to use, and 
whech | belewe has worked, = the proes and moomes 
agreement, m the contest of the Standing Council for 
Socal Consultaton We hope that, m view of what has 

happened and the deceicratron of wnflation, 1 will soon 

he poswblic to acheewe lower gundelines for collective 
hargaining 

[DIARIO DE NOTIC TAS) Do you bebeve that 1 1s mght 
to ash employers to pay the Portuguese poopie lews when 

the minymum wage rs 40.100 escudos and ministers and 
deputres’ carnengs are almost on a par with the EC” 

[Heleva] That would be a fine thong’ lt certammly « not 
truc 

[DIARIO DE NOTICTAS) But om terms of benefits 

[Beleza] ti = far trom ocong tree thal menesters carn 
anythong comparatlc with EC rates 

[DIARK) DE NOTICTAS) Do you beleve that the 
Portuguese people's moomes should remain so low” 

[Beleza] Not at all Overall, real carnengs in Portugal are 
below the Community average—60 percent below The 
cwsential thong 1 for the coonomy to grow as quickly as 

possible. so as to allow the average living standard and 
average carnings to approach those of the Community 

But it 1s aot worthwhole for us to seek nominal mcreases 
mm high carnengs, bcawse thes very soon results mm infla- 
thon and om a reductron m real moomes, as we caper 

enced a few years ago 

[DIARIO DE NOTICTAS] Vitor Constance recently 
tated that Portugal has grown m quantity bul not m 

quality Do you agree with thes assertion” 

[Beleza] No Until very recently —five of sia years ago— 

whenever the country grew faster than its maim partners. 
we had profiems with the balance of current account and 
needed to check the mcrease wh GDP. Currently thes 1s 
no longer happening 
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[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] But over the past five or sx 
years we have followed the cycle 

[Beleza] But well above a. A growth differential such as 
we have masntained has been more than cnough to cause 
problems 

| cannot say thal the structure of the Portugucse 
coonomy has changed overnight, or m five or sx years 

That 1s empossible by definition Bui now there 1s indeed 
a major qualitative change. there certam'y 1 

(DIARIO) DE NOTICIAS] What about other aspects of 
quality” For mstance, will we contenuc to have sums” 

[Beleza] As 1 have already stated. the country’s real 
carnings are unforiunatcly low. and we need to continuc 
growing rapedly. | do noi deny that there are sll 

phenomena of poverty, which are regretiable and whech 

must be combated. | do not think ft can farrly be sand that 
soctal mequalitecs have worsened over the past few 

years. The mndicators suggest exactly the oppositc 

[DIARIC) DE NOTICIAS] They are still averages 

[Beleza} There will always be some case or other on which 
it 1% NOT SO 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] The Portuguese people are 
still unable to buy homes 

[Beleza] It os certainly one of the problems which cxrsts 
and mm whech progress will have to be made. The govern- 
ment has adopted some measures in that arca which will 

still not be enough, but | beleve that more has been done 
than was being donc until a few years ago 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] With respect to vehicles 
when well the car tas end’ 

[Beleza] Not on the foresecable future Even at Commu- 
nity lewel,  recerves specific treatrnent. However, a 
change 1s envisaged in the composition of fhe car tax on 
ine with Community recommendations We are 

studying the matter mght now 

IDIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Will you reduce the tas 
burden” 

[Beleza] it would be dewrablc, but | cannot reply nght 
now. Revenue must be collected to finance the static. I 
we are goung to tax cars less, we must know whal we are 
going to tax more. | do not beheve that, specifically m 
terms of socsal pustice, we can say thal we are gorng to 

end the taxatvon of cars and increase taxes generally 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS) Taxes are already very high 

[Beleza] They are certainly higher than we would lhe— 
very high on average Portuguese carnings in comparison 
with our partners. Bul, deapiic that, we have a budget 
deficntt whech must be reduced, and for that very reason 
| behewe that the effort should not be made primarily 
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with respect to the tax burden. It seems to me important 

to have the utmost stringency with respect to public 
expenditure. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] You have always maintained 
that the budget deficit should be tackled mainly through 
expenditure... 

[Beleza] We should be particularly concerned about the 
expenditure side. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] But nght now you maimtain 
that it 1s not possible to change taxcs much more because 
we have to spend moncy. 

[Beleza] No. | am saying that i 1s unrealistic to beheve 
that we can reduce the tax burden. What | can add 1s 
that, as long as I am responsible for the field, | will do my 
ulmost to ensure that the tax burden 1s as small as 
possible. There was some reduction in direct taxes for 
1991... 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Has the budget for next year 
already begun to be prepared” 

[Beleza] Not in the technical sense. Moreover, it 1s too 
soon. There 1s a budgetary consolidation program. 
approved last year, which was the basis of the 1991 
budget and would be the basis from which | would 
proceed for the 1992 budget if I were responsible for 
implementing it 

The course which the government—this government— 
deems appropriate for the 1992 budget 1s the course 
embodied i that document. As for the specific dect- 
sions, they cannot be taken nght now, until there 1s a new 
government. 

The date envisaged for submitting the budget is three 
months after the approval of the government program. 
which means that it will not be over the next few months. 

What we will do when the nght time comes 1s to prepare 
the technical apparatus so that the budget can be pre- 
pared very quickly 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Will the 1992 budget come 
into force after the beginning of 1992" 

[Beleza] It 1s unavoidable on account of the clection 
tumetable 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] If you remain finance min- 
ister, how will you draw up the 199) budget” 

[Beleza] | would like ut to be in line with what has been 
approved, namely, to make a particular effort to secure 

the lowest possible increase in the public expenditure 

area, which would make possible a jower deficit than 

forecast for this year 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Some analysts have taken the 
view that 1992 wall be decisive in budgetary terms since 
i will have to be a vear of considerable restraint in order 
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to pursuc the aims of convergence necessary for full 
participation im coonomec and monctary union. Are you 
of the same opimon” 

[Beleza] 1 do not beleve that the 1992 budget will be 
particularly crucial on itself. 1 beleve that the budgets for 
the next few years, as was acknowledged im the 
QUANTUM [expansion unknown], should contunuc a 
course of reducing the deficnt and the public det 
burden. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Will the next budget have to 
be even more restrictive than this year's’ 

[Beleza} A restrictive budget will not be the most appro- 
priate, but 1 will certainly have to show a smaller deficit. 

[DIARIO DE NOTICIAS] Are you satisfied with the 
recent trend in inflaton” 

[Beleza] Satisfied, no. The inflation which we have nght 
now and that which 1s forecast are higher than 1s desir- 
able. In terms of conformity with what was forecast | am 
satisfied, since | believe thal we are within cxapectations. 
I can see no reason for calling into question the aims 
muitially land down. 

* Former Minister Barreto on PSD, CDS 

VIE SOS4S 4 Lishon SEMANARIO in Portueuces 

25 May 91 pp 4-5 

[Interview with former Prime Minister Alvaro Barreto 
by Dina Soares and Jose Teles: place and date not given: 
“Barreto Says: “A Right-Wing Party Is Advantageous to 
the Social Democratic Party” 

[Excerpts] Alvaro Barreto 1s prepared to return to active 
political life in the next legislature. He seems to have 
overcome his anger with Cavaco Silva, and the former 
minister of agriculture may even resum= his seat on the 
“orange” parhamentary bench—provided that there 1s 
time left for his business, obviously. 

[SEMANARIO] Are you still angry with Cavaco Silva” 

[Barreto] No. | worked with Cavaco Silva for many 
years, and | believe that he took an unfortunate position 
in his relations with me during five minutes of a talk we 
had at the time I left the government. Now, five minutes 
is very littl for two individuals who have worked 
together for so long. and who are friends able to be angry 
with each other. 

[SEMANARIO] Would you like to return to the govern- 
ment” 

[Barreto] At this time, I feel no inclination to return, 
after the 12 years I have spent in politics. | am too 
enthusiastic about and interested in my professional life 
to feel any such inclination. Obviously, however, if 
tomorrow an invitation 1s addressed to me, | will have to 
analyze the situation carefully, and then | will decide. If 
such an invitation came from Cavaco Silva, this would 
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not be a negative factor. | would prefer to be asked by 
him rather than by any other person. [passage omuticd] 

brperienced Deputies 

[Passage omitted] However, | am very familar with the 
ssucs in almost all of the cconomin sectors, from 
tourism to agriculture and fishing. and including 

[SEMANARIO] Apart from these areas, there also 
foreign affairs, which, according to what you sand when 
you icf the government, would be one of the sectors for 
which you would have some technical capacity 

[Barreto] I have no technical inchnation at all. [passage 
omitted] 

[SEMANARIO}] What about the EEC’ Do you not thenk 

that, with your capenence, you could make a vald 
contribution to Cavaco Silva m this areca. if he wens the 

election” 

[Barreto] Thes 1s something of which | am certain. Just a 
short time ago, I capressed the opimon that the PSD 
[Social Democratic Party] would win by a relative 
majority and would be obliged to engage im a coalrtron 
Today, in wew of what 1s happening im the CDS [Social 
Democratic Center Party], | am relatively certamn that 
the PSD will win with an absolute majority 

[SEMANARIQ] Does this mean that the government 
improved its mmage after your departure and that of 
other noted ministers” 

[Barreto] The go.crnmedt has done good and positive 
work, as a whole 

Neither Better nor Worse 

[SEMANARIO}] Is « better or worse than before the 
reorganization” 

[Barreto] Neither better nor worse The most important 
areca im the governing process «s the coonomn and 
financial sector, and, thus, with the replacement of 
Miguel Cadithe by Miguel Beleza. both being persons of 
equal value and competence. no substantial change was 

made Overall, many ministries umproved. Public Works 
is typrcal. The wmage the minister of public works has 
today 18 definitely better than that of hes predecessor In 
Health, the leadership of Leonor Beleza ted to conflict 
and. with her departure. there was substantial improve- 
ment, although I do not mean to challenge the work done 
by the former minister 

[SEMANARIO}] And on Agrculture” 

[Barreto] The goals of thes minister are different from 
mine. He has given certam agricultural sectors greater 
weight. with some controversy. but. regarding a substan. 
tial number of the problems with which Ariindo Cunha 
1s dealing, | would have dealt with them. as well, had | 
been there, because thes 1s happening in almost all of the 
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countnes m the Communnty. I bebcvwe that the Porte- 
gucse publ os lookeng at the challenges faceng the 
minisicr of agriculture om Portugal and 1s sccung that they 

are the same as those occurring m the other countries 
Therefore. thes 1s not a negative thing for the gov crament 
and will not have a great cficct on the votes 

Disagreement With |b revtas 

[SEMANARI()] If vou were a deputy and Ariindo Cunha 
were to Contenuc as menrstcr of agriculturc. 1 1s prohabic 
that you would find yourself im the postion of having to 
suppor! a policy arth whach vou are not m agreement 

[Barreto] | would never support a policy with which | do 
not agree. | mught. for example. refram from partn- 
pating in the dehate 

[SEMANARIH)] What your view of the political pro- 
posals of Frevtas do Amaral and the wtugtion m whech 

the CDS finds stectf” 

[Barreto] Frevtas do Amaral « a frend of mune We 
served im the same government m 1980. and the coop- 
craton he gave Sa Carneiro was exemplary and 
impressed me greatly | supported him om the pressden- 
tial campangn. However. for a very long tome. I have 
profoundly disagreed with the strategy he adopted for 
the CDS | belewe that there a very great difference 
between that poly and what the CDS voters want The 

vasl majority are endiveduals who are to the nght of the 
PSD. and Frevtas do Amaral wants to adopt a postion 
between the PS [Socealet Party] and the PSD. Now. a 
large proportion of the centrists are profowndly antrso- 

cals, and they will never accept an agreement on the 
same terms with the PSD of the PS. It 1 mevstable that 

thes situation of rupture will occur, and | am persuaded 

that thes strategy well result om a very small vote for the 
CDS. For that reason, | say that thes stuatron om the CDS 
provides a strong empetus for an absolute PSD majority 

[SEMAN ARIC)) But well thes nght wong choose the PSD” 

[Barreto] Given a chone between the PS and the PSD 
the mght wing obvrously prefers the PSD. Therefore. its 
voters will cxther abetam, of they will vote agam for the 

PSD 

[SEMANARICO)| But some of the individuals who were 
regarded as furthest to the mght on the PSD have recently 
been excluded Do vou beheve that the PSD os shifteng 
toward the left” 

[Barreto] There are people withen the PSD who have a 
clear center-rightrst view and ell contenuc to defend 
Al the present tome. the PSD «© showmg more of an 
mchnation toward the centerdefi, although « ranges 
from the center-right to the center-teft If 1 were to return 

to political life. | would not far to defend the seas I have 

always advocated 

[SEMANARIO)| Do you bebeve that the corms through 
which the CDS os passeng will lead to the breakup of the 

party” 
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[Barreto] it 1s my beleef that the voting mass of the CDS 
ranges between 15 and 20 percent. What has been 
lackong 1s leadership capable of responding to thrs mass. 
If the vote for the CDS im Cotober 1s low, as I predict. 
there will have to be someon who will take hold of the 
party and give a mghtist onentaton, so thal 1 can 
agai resume its place within the spectrum of Portugucse 
parties 

Mobilizing the CDS 
([SEMANARIO}] Can the PSD not do this’ 

[Barreto] | would not like thes to happen because | 
beheve that 1 1s very advantageous for the PSD to have 
a party to sts mght. There are great differences between 
the thenking of many of the voters im the one party and 
the other. Apart from this, I do not think « desirable for 
the PSD to cover the whole range from the center-lefi to 
the right 

[SEMANARIO) But. if the CDS were to succeed m 
winning the support of all of its potential voters, would 
that not be damaging to the PSD” 

[Barreto] In connection with the PSD. I do not know, but 
with regard to Portuguese political life, « would be very 
advantageous. | think, for example, that Morar Leitao 
would present a program with which the majority of the 
indi sduals on the nght would identify, and certainly the 
CDS would win a vote close to thes 15-20 percent 

[SEMANARIQ})) What about Basiho Horta’ 

[Barreto] In my opymon, Basilho Horta cannot rally this 
15 percent arownd him. There are many people who do 
not understand this attrtude of his very well The umpres- 
son | have of hom. for my part, 1s that, forescemg poor 
results for the CDS, he may have abandoned ship. And 
the people will not forgive this. The disagreements 
Basilio Horta says he now has with Frevtas do Amaral are 
moomprehensible because this 1s not the first tome Fre- 
nas do Amaral has cxplamned his strategy. and Basilio 
Horta has never before vonced his opposition to it. Leven 
became consineced that. after the presidential campaign. 

he would not resume the post of secretary-general and 
vee present of the party because he proposed a 

Strategy completely different from that of Frenas do 
Amaral 

[SEMANARIO] At the present time, your tine of 
thinkeng does not seem to have too much ssupport 
withen the PSD. Therefore, bearing in mind a certain 
shift on the part of Frevtas do Amaral toward the lef. 
and because so many people feel uncomfortable mm the 
CDS. how do you think your faction might be strength- 
ened” Do you think there are some m the CDS who 
would be welcome in the PSD” 

[Barreto] There are many mndiveduals mm the PSD with 
whom my differences im thinking are very small. | 

honestly think « would be bad for the country if 
everyone belonged to the PSD. The party would be too 
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confused and would lack a clear directional line. There 
must be a right-wing group to rally the people who are on 
the mght. 

Cavace Silva More Open 

[SEMANARIO] When you left the executive branch, you 

[Barreto] | think that the government and the prime 

: : 2 Fe ‘ : : 

also duc to the situation im the CDS. 

[SEMANARIO] Despite everything, you must admit 
that it 1s possible that the PSD will not win an absolute 
majority. Given that circumstance, what path should the 
PSD follow” 

[Barreto] | personally think that the democratic system 
wn Portugal 1s organized so that, as a rule, we have 
coalitions. i have worked im all types of goverr ment. 
and, indisputably, for anyone in government, an execu- 
tive branch with an absolute majority 1s by far the mosi 
efficsent. If the PSD wins a relative majority, 1 will have 
to engage im a coalition. With the challenges that are 
approaching. | do not think 1 would be good for the 
country if the government had to manage with a relative 
majority. Minority governments are always unstabic. 
and this s moompatible with what we are gorng to 
cxpenence im the coming four years. Therefore, in such a 
case, the PSD should engage in a coalition—with the 
CDS, naturally 

Central Bloc Now | awise 

[SEMANARIO}] And what if the CDS won such a small 
vote that, even with a coalition, the CDS would not have 

a majority” 

[Barreto] | do not foresee thes. But | do not in any way 
favor a return to the Central Bloc. There 1s a very great 
difference between the line of the PS and that of the 
PSD. and this would make it very difficult for them to 
cocaist im a government. There would be constant 
clashes and contradictions. | shared in the caperence of 
the Central Bloc, which, in an ini ial pervod, worked very 
well because only one policy, that which the IMF 
imposed, was possible, But, when came time for the 
basic chowes on labor and agricultural legislation, the 
great differences immediately surfaced. and there was a 
break It 1s not possible to have two political parties with 
such great basic differences governing the country in the 
next four years 
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[SEMANARIO] The leader of the PSD has already 
Stated publicly that he will not engage in a coalition. In 
such a case, who would” 

[Barreto] | am persuaded that, if Cavaco Silva achieves a 
good result, he will engage in a coalition with the CDS. If 
he does not want to do so, Fernando Nogucira undoubt- 
edly will. But have you thought about what a government 
involving a coalition between the PSD and the CDS 
would be like without Cavaco Silva? What stability 
would such a government have” 

[SEMANARIO] Do you mean that there ts no one in the 
PSD who could succeed Cavaco Silva? 

[Barreto] Cavaco Silva 1s the unchallenged leader of the 
PSD. It was he who won the absolute majority, with his 
populism and his language, which 1s so accessible to the 
people. Moreover, the polls show this. On the party level, 
the PSD and the PS seem very close, but there is a 

tremendous distance between Cavaco Silva and Sam- 
paio. 

Strengthening the Party 

[SEMANARIO] Would you work with Fernando 
Nogueira? 

{Barreto} | worked with him for a considerable time, and 
we always got along well. We had differences in certain 
sectors, but not insuperable ones 

[SEMANARIQO] Might not the PSD’s swing toward the 
left be due, above all, to the influence of Fernando 
Nogueira” 

[Barreto] Cavaco Silva has always said he was a man of 
the center-left. | think that the line he will follow 4s 
consistent with his thinking, and I do not think he would 
pursue a direction with which he did not agree 

[SEMANARIO] Some independents may be included on 
the PSD slate. From which sectors might they come” 

[Barreto] | do not really see why a party with so many 
people, and such very good people, would need to go in 

search of independents. But it depends. Proenca de 

Carvalho, for example, would certainly be an optimal 
addition 

An Opportunistic PRD 

[SEMANARIO] What about the PRD [Democratic 
Renewal Party] deputies who are likely to lose their seats 

in the Assembly of the Republic” 

[Barreto] This will be good. The opportunists should be 
punished, and I am profoundly opposed to the inclusion 
of any of them on the PSD slate. Initially, the PRD came 
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to the fore to defeat Sa Carneiro. And, subsequently, to 
steal voles opportunistically from the PSD and the PS. It 
has always had an anti-PSD policy. Moreover, | do not 
see anyone within the PRD who could contribute to what 
the PSD seeks to be, and I find its members’ cagerness to 
be included on the PS or the PSD slates grotesque. It will 
be very good if they are excluded. 

[SEMANARIO] Are you prepared to campaign for 
Cavaco Silva, even if you are not a candidate for the 
PSD” 

[Barreto] If he asks me to. certainly. I belreve that there 
are enough active people so that he docs not need my 
assistance, but, if he believes it 1s important that | 
campaign, | will. 

[SEMAN/.RIO] What do you think of the possibility 
that Cavaco Silva might run for the office of president of 
the Republic in 19967 

[Barreto] | do not see Cavaco Silva as the president of the 
Republic 

[SEMANARIO] But the PSD will have to find a candi- 
date for the that office 

[Barreto] And it wall, but I do not think 1 wall be Cavaco 
Silva. He is an executive, while the president of the 
Republic is a representative figure. | do not see what 
interest he would have in assuming that post. 

A Dispute Between Leaders 

[SEMANARIQO] Would the PSD support Ramalho Eanes 
if he were to run again” 

| Barreto] General Eanes has already fulfilled his mission, 
and I would not agree that the PSD should nominate him 
as a candidate. He played a very important role in the 
stabilization of the country, but what 1s needed today 1s 
a president with another external image, one who has 
international contacts and 1s known. I do not see that 
Eanes as an individual could benefit the office of the 
president in any way 

[SEMANARIO] What is your view concerning the rela- 
tive unease that has now developed between Cavaco 

Silva and Maro Soares” 

[Barreto] | think there 1s blame on both sides. Onc wants 
too much credit for victory, and the other believes that 
he, too, played a role... It 1s a pity. One of the things that 

led me to support Mano Soares was his exemplary 
conduct during his first term of office. However, | am 
convinced that the misunderstanding will be temporary, 
and | do not think that this new legislature will be 
characterized by less satisfactory relations between the 

two. Mario Soares has no reason to want to leave public 

life with an image different from the one he achieved 
during his first term of office 
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President Gonzalez: PSOE Entering New Stage 

LD2706175291 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spainish 1200 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Blanca Aguirre report} 

[Text] We now turn to the thoughts of Prime Minister 
Felipe Gonzalez and the first timid reactions to emerge 
from his party. As the basis for any type of judgment, 
what he said last night in an informal conversation with 
a group of journalists has to be recalled. He made this 
announcement: A new stage 1s opening up in the PSOE 
[Spanish Socialist Workers Party] devoted to clearing up 
uncertainties, which will lead to many leaders falling by 
the wayside. 

[Aguirre] The PSOE federal executive meeting last 
Thursday was, according to the prime minister, a point 
for change in the party. As will be recalled, the meeting 
discussed the alleged irregularities in the PSOE’s funding 
and the results of an internal investigation were made 
known, leading to the resignation of Carlos Navarro and 
the temporary suspension of the party's finance man- 
ager, Guillermo Galeote. This opening up of the party 
should, according to Felipe Gonzalez, break its natural 
tendency to close ranks and help clear up uncertainties. 
In thes stage there will be many socialist leaders who will 
be left by the wayside, something which the prime 
minister says could even happen to him. 

Felipe Gonzalez said that he does not know of any 
mancuver to replace him as party leader although he says 
that it would be legitimate for others to aspire to posi- 
tions of power. It seems more logical for him to believe 
that these mancuvers against him and his government 
are hatched outside the PSOE. Felipe Gonzalez also 
admits that, to renew the state of the party, there must be 
hard work and the party has to learn to win and to lose, 
although one must always fight to win. Criticism, he said 
finally, has to be purged so that only constructive criti- 
cism remains and the resi 1s rejected. 

Basque Premier Sees No Early End to Violence 

P10107092591 Madrid YA in Spanish 24 Jun 91 p 18 

[Interview with Basque Country Prime Minister Jose 
Antoni Ardanza by Cayetano Gonzalez in Vitoria, date 
not given] 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] [Gonzalez] Over the past few 
months you have made increasingly forthright state- 
ments condemning violence and against HB [Herr Bata- 
suna—tU nited People} and ETA [Basque Fatherland and 
Liberty}. Why 1s this? 

[Ardanza] That perception could perhaps stem from 
some very spontancous statements of mine made on the 
occasion of the attack in which Coro Villamudria died. 
Perhaps at that moment I forgot that | was a politician, 
and what I did was simply to allow my feelings, my heart, 
to speak quite spontaneously. Moreover, with the brutal 

actions which ETA is committing, you no longer know 
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whether you must restrain yourself too much or say what 
you really feel. | say what I feel. knowing what is 
happening inside too. So | appeal not to ETA but to all 

those people who vote for them and who somehow wish 
to keep their consciences clear, to tell them that they 
cannot have a clear consc:ence because ultimately their 
votes are involved in all this. 

[Gonzalez] Somebody said after the attack in Vic that 
society asks the politicians not to condemn violence but 
to solve that problem. Where do you see the solution to 
that problem nght now? 

{Ardanza] The answer ts quite clear to me, and I also 
believe that it 1s quite clear to all of us who signed the 
Ajuria Enea agreement—lest we forget. The Ajuria Enea 
agreement says: Until ETA clearly shows its renuncia- 
tion of weapons, there will be no negotiated solution. As 
soon as ETA clearly shows its intention to renounce 
weapons, then we will be prepared to seck a solution, 
within limits. What was removed from the vocabulary at 
that point was the term “political negotiation,” because 
it was constantly creating confusion. 

[Gonzalez] Do you have hopes that ETA will offer that 
truce in the near future? 

{Ardanza] I could answer you by saying: | do not know; 
ask ETA. Another reply could be that, in principle, ETA 
seemed to have some intention of proposing some truce 
after the elections, if the results were good for 1. ETA has 
always believed that it could offer a truce from an 
apparent position of strength. It has always feared that, if 
it did otherwise, its grass roots and its interlocutor could 
infer that it was making the offer out of weakness. 
Following the 26 May election results, it 1s not easy for 
them to offer a truce, because internally they acknowl- 
edge that things are not going well for them: so they 
decided to force the pace, and the Vic incident occurred. 
| wish that ETA would offer a truce, because any 
possibility of beginning seriously to consider seeking 
solutions depends on it. 

[Gonzalez] What about movements within HB and the 
MLNV [Basque National Liberation Movement] in gen- 
eral” 

{Ardanza} I do not believe that they will occur in the near 
future because, following Inaki Esnaola’s climination, or 
rather dismissal from the Nationa! Soard, everybody 
there 1s aware that anybody who makes a move will 
immediately be dismissed. Right now they are living 
under the rule of terror internally, people are scared, and 
even many of those actively involved are scared and 
undergoing psychiatric treatment. Some feel liberated 
when they are caught; they even want the police to 

expose and catch them, so they can say: “Now | have 
finished.” But, of course, they dare not take the step. It 1s 
a pity that these things cannot be discussed. If some day 
we were to relate the dramas which many people are 

experiencing, some people's eyes would be opened. What 
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I see clearly is that, until they are able to organize some 
joint action among the dissidents themselves, it will be 
difficult; let us wait. 

[Gonzalez] Do you agree with the pact that your party 
leadership has made with the Basque Socialist Party- 
Spanish Socialist Workers Party for municipal and pro- 
vincial councils? 

{Ardanza] | fully agree. I have recently noted that some 
insinuations are being made, but | imagine that those 
who make them will be well aware that I attend my 

party's meetings week after week as well as all the 
sessions at which my party 1s engaged in processes of 
reflection and decisionmaking; therefore, decisions are 
unlikely to be made behind my back. The fact is that 
consensus 1s sometimes forced on you by mathematical 
realities—as in this case, if you analyze the 26 May 
election results. It has been shown once more that the 
Basque Nationalist Party is a party capable of reaching 
agreement with the country’s entire political spectrum, 
apart from HB. | hope that my party will be able to 
maintain this open attitude of ability to reach agreement. 

[Gonzalez] Ardanza went beyond the autonomy pact. 
which must never run counter to the Guernica Statute 

and proposed discussion of the state model for the next 
century. 

How do you see the shape of the autonomy state pact 
that Felipe Gonzalez wants” 

| Ardanza] I do not know how they want to formulate it. 
We have always approached it on the basis of the 
Statute’s explicit content. If they want a more compre- 
hensive approach, they will have to remember that there 
1$ a Statute here and that all subsequent formulations will 
necessarily have to meet the minimum requirements 
already existing in a law which forms part of the consti- 
tutional core, that must not be diminished. Moreover, it 
IS NOT just a matter of how to organize the state of the 
autonomies. Nowadays, the debate cannot proceed from 
the state inward, it will also be necessary to discuss how 
the state itself 1s organized and what the state means on 
the eve of the 21st century. The solution will come as a 
result of a dynamic process and could take years, but it 

requires the harmonizing of political intentions in 

advance 

{Gonzalez} Do you have any suspicions that that hypo- 
thetical pact will not respect Basque individuality” 

{Ardanza] It will have to be respected because, if not, 
there will be no agreement, so we will continue with a 
conflict. There are times when I cannot understand what 
prevents agreement, although I believe that the main key 
to explaining it 1s the central government's proprictorial 
view of the state. The central government is inconsistent: 

It accuses me of not wishing to commit myself to 
building the state, but it does not accept me as a party 
because it believes that it must monopolize the state. 
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Fernandez-Ordonez, Israel's Levi Hold Talks 

LD2806094191 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 2200 GMT 25 Jun 91 

{Announcer introduced report by Rosa Jimenez on talks 
between Foreign Minister Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez 
and Israeli Foreign Minister David Levi in Spain on 25 
June, including recorded remarks by Ordonez and Lev. 
Levi speaks in Hebrew with superimposed Spanish 
translation] 

[Text] Israeli Foreign Affairs Minister David Levi ts in 
Madrid on an official visit. King Juan Carlos has 
accepted an invitation to visit Israel, although no date 
has been set for the visit, and Prime Minister Felipe 
Gonzalez may travel to Tel Aviv this year. Today Levi 
had dinner with his Spanish counterpart Francisco 
Fernandez-Ordonez at the Fuensalida Palace, and 
doubtlessly the Sefarad 92—the celebration of the Jewish 
tradition in Spain—was one of their subjects of drscus- 
sion. Levi also talked about imternational politics and 
peace in the Middle East, a report on this from Rosa 
Jimenez: 

[Jimenez] War 1s avoidable, and Israel 1s doing every- 
thing possible to bring peace to the region. This was said 
by Israeli Foreign Minister David Levi followoing his 
meeting with his Spanish counterpart, Fernandez- 
Ordonez, a meeting at which, in addition to bilateral 
matters, the ministers had an in depth discussion about 

the situation in the Middle East and the prospects for the 
success of the plan proposed by US. Secretary of State 
James Baker for the commencement of a regional dia- 
logue. For this to happen. and following the approval 
already given by the Soviet Union and the European 
Community, the response from Syria 1s now awaited. We 

hope, said David Levi, that the response will be positive 
and that the negotiations will then begin immediately 
However, in reply to the question of how Israel views the 
fact that Arab countries, specifically Syma, are increasing 

their arms strength following the Gulf war, David Levi 
said that it views this with concern, although with this 
qualification: 

[Levi] We hope that Syna understands that any military 
campaign against Isracl will endanger. first and fore- 
most, Syria itself. 

[Jimenez] With all reservations which experience 
advises, it seems that, at the moment, the important 

thing 1s that the first step proposed by the Baker plan be 

taken, and this was reiterated by Spanish Foreign Min- 

ister Francisco Fernandez-Ordonez 

{Fernandez-Ordonez] It 1s important to begin the dia- 
logue, and the setting in motion of the dialogue will make 
peace minevitable—words which Levi himself used at his 

meeting with me this morning. So, the dialogue 1s 

important. Second, we are concerned that there 1s no 

worsening of the human situation in the occupied tern- 

tories, because this could further complicate the conflict 

and make it more difficult. | am not sure that we shall 
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soon see, let us say, a beginning to the end of the 
problem, but the Israelis have been very explicit in the 

sense that if Syria were to say “yes.” 1 seems that they 
are willing to advance in the next round of talks with 
Baker. 

Servicemen Return From Kurdish Aid Mission 

LD3006111691 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 1700 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Inmaculada Loeches report from Alcala} 

[Text] A group of Spanish paratroopers who carned out 
humanitarian aid missions for the Kurds in Iraq 

returned to Spain this afternoon 

SPAIN ” 

[Loeches] A first contingent of Spanish servicemen, 69 
men, sergeants, and privates, armved at the Torrejon 

Airbase on board a Spanish Air Force Hercules, back 

from the Gulf region where they went on a humanitanan 
mission to help the Kurdish people. The group was made 
up of members of Alcala’s Parachute Brigade, motorized 
forces based in Colmenar Vicjo. a communications 
group from E! Pardo, and ligistical and supply support. 
As they explained on their arrival, during the nearly two 

months they were there. they were responsible for sup- 
plying water and food to the Kurdish people and pro- 

viding protection to them from the Iraqi Army. With the 
return of these men, a company of Spanish servicemen 
still remains in the region, forming part of a group of 
around 1.000 men belonging to various forces 
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Foreign Ministry Condemns JN A’‘s Use of Force 
L.D3006 180491 Bern Sais Radio International 

in Engitsh 1530 GMT 30 Jun 91 

[Text] The Swiss Foreign Minestry has condemned the 
use of force by the Yugoslav Army [JNA] saying Swut- 
zerland would support all efforts armed at settling the 
crises pcacetully 

The monrstry also sand 11 1s cramming ways of evacuating 
Swiss holiday makers from Yugoslavia 

A spokesman sand there was a possibility that Swiss 

nationals might be able to leave the country aboard four 

ships which the German Government ts hoping to send 
on Monday. However, the spokesman said that for the 

tome being. Swiss nationals should remain where they are 
and stay om regular contact with the Swrss Consulate mm 

Zagreb 

iranian Foreign Minister Cancels News Conference 

LD2606162191 Bern Swiss Radw International 

in Enmelish 1530 GUT 6 Jun 9] 

{Text} lraman Foreign Minister Al: Akbar Velayat: has 
canceled a news conference mm Geneva aficr a violent 
demonstration by supporters of an Iraman opposition 
group An estemated SO militants attacked a car convoy 
carrying Mr. Velayats and smashed the rear windows of 

one of the cars. One member of Mr. Velayati's entourage 
was shghtly myured and si people were detained for 

questioning. The demonstrators carned pictures of an 

Iraman dissident. Kazam Rajayi [brother of Mojyahedin 
leader Mas ud Rajayi| who was killed on Switzerland last 
year The opposition Mojahedin movement has accused 

the Iramian Crovernment of being behind the assassina- 
thon near Creneva. but Tehran has denied the charge Mr 
Velayat: came to Switzerland from London to attend a 

conference organized by the World Economic Forum 

Foreign Ministry Rejects ‘Arafat's Demands 

LD2 706091691 Bern Swiss Radio International 

in Fnelioh 1530 GUT OS Jun 91 

[Text] Swrizeriand has reyected a call by the leader of the 
Palestine Liberation Organization, Yasir ‘Arafat, for an 
action to montor comphance with the Creneva Conven- 
thon on the Israch occupied territory The spokesman for 
the Swiss Foreign Ministry sand there was no provision 
m the convention for Switzerland. as the depository 

Mate, © imitate mternatonal action. However, the 

spokesman sand Switverland was willing to host an 

international conference on comphance with the Geneva 

Conventoon if the United Nations should decide to hold 
such a meeting 

Mr ‘Aratat sand on Sunday that Switzerland had a moral 

and political obligation to watch over the application of 

the convention. Mr ‘Arafat sand leracl was not 

respecting the convention 
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Agreement on Return of 40,000 RSA Exiles Reached 

82806133091 Johanneshure Radio RSA in Enelish 

1100 GMT 28 Jun 91 

[Teat] The Unnted Nations High Commussion for Retu- 
geces has announced that « has reached agreement with 
South Afnca on the return of about 40,000 South 
Afmcan political cases 

The head of the African burcau of the UN agency, Mr 
Nicolas Bwakera, sand in Geneva that agreement had 
been reached on a text that would allow for the return of 
the refugees. thanks to an amnesty law 

Mr. Bwakira was mm charge of the LN messson that had 
discussions in Cape Town with South Afncan Forcign 
Affairs and Justice officials recently. He sand the fine 

print of the agreement still had to be approved by the 

South Afncan cabinet but that a decision was cxpecied 
within a day or two 

Mr. Bwakira said the draft agreement provided for cules 
who were deprived of ther South Afrocan citizenship, to 

benefit from special provisions to recover thew nation- 
ality after them return 

* French Efforts To Promote Mirage Purchase Seen 

VIENOOILA Zunch DIE WELITWMOCHIE in German 

16 May 91 p oY 

[Von Stefan Barmetiler article: “If Not Through Pertor- 
mance, Maybe Through Charm” 

[Text] Companies whose product inne mcludes “smart 
bombs.” self-propelled howrzers. and tactical aicrafi 

have received a great deal of free advertising during the 

past several months. These days. almost every child 
knows that Patrrot guided missiles knock sovici rockets 

out of the sky. Now it 1s tome to convert the high degree 
of famharity with Western armaments that the world 
gained from the media's coverage of the Gulf war into 
sales and profits. Since mid-February, foreign arms 
dealers have been knocking at the door of the Swiss 

Department of the Military (EMD) at the Swiss Bunde- 

shaus Fast Operation Desert Storm and its commercial 

fallout have invaded the Alpine Republic 

The cost of new tactical aircraft « a whopping 3} bilhon 
Swiss francs [SFr]. makong thes the Swess Army's largest 

weapons deal And the Federal Counc: will soon make 

the final decrsson on which aircraft to purchase 

Thus. the visits by the weapons manufacturers are beau- 
fully timed They all want to sell the Swiss their 

Crulf-tested aircraft systems In these days of diminishing 
orders. mass layofts, and enormous development costs 

even third-rate clents with small orders are courted 

The first to come knocking in February, was Ceneral 
Dynames, with four-color brochures of thew F.15 and 

F-16 fighters They were followed by the American 

armament firm Raytheon, which argued thal its new 
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bestselling Patriot 1s a low-cost alternative to manned 
aircraft, bringing a sparkle to the eye of many a military 
man. Before the state visit by Michel Rocard in late 
March of this year, ministerial officials emphasized the 
outstanding performance of French weapons technolo- 
gies during banquets with hand-picked parliamentar- 
1ans. 

The last group to take a ride on the Bernese merry- 
go-round was a delegation from the U.S. Navy, complete 
with admiral, which arrived ten days ago. They, for their 
part, knew how to present the wartime achievements of 
the McDonnell Douglas Hornet F/A-18 in the best 
possible light. 

The attention of the foreign guests was focused primarily 
on the Defense Services Group (GRD), the EMD pur- 
chasing section. In January, the GRD submitted its 
post-evaluation report (“New Tactical Aircraft”) to 
Kasper Villiger. To the astonishment of everyone. the 
head of the EMD had decided late last summer on 
waterproof footgear (“Combat Boot 90") instead of the 
F/A-18. 

The Swiss weapons testing and evaluation report, classi- 
fied secret, clearly concludes that the Hornet outper- 
foi ms its competitor, the Mirage 2000-5. Nonetheless, 
the French can still pull off the deal if they reduce the 
price of their 34 fighter jets (current price: SFr 3 billion) 
by several million francs, to well below the magic SFr3 
billion mark. 

Apparently the French heard that the results of the 
report had been unfavorable for Dassault Consortium, 
Thomson-CSF, Matra, and Snecma. As a result, in what 
an armaments expert termed “taking the bull by the 
horns.” they activated their advertising budget, which 
they had augmented by $00,000 francs. Their full-page 
newspaper ad was full of talk about Europa, about the 
controversial 40-10n corndor, and about the high speed 
train connections, which are so coveted by the Swiss. 
Absent, however, were the all-important performance 
comparisons between the French aircraft and their 
strong U.S. competitor. Such comparisons would have 
been somewhat problematic at any rate. The Mirage 
2000-5, shown in the advertisement in a steep climb, is 
not due to make its first flight until next fall. Josef Maria 
Merk. lobbyist for the Mirage and member of the 

Thomson board of directors, was forced to admit: “I do 
not know myself which aircraft it 1s in the picture. Ask 
the military magazine “Miliz.” 

Well, if the French cannot sell planes on the strength of 
their performance, maybe they can sell them on charm 
alone. In a personal letter to 3,000 VIP's in the Army, 
politics, and public relations (PR), Merk lauded EMD- 
chief Villiger for his “remarkable foresight” and “tre- 
mendous political asiuteness.” However, these qualities 
cannot readily be attributed to the Zunch PR office that 
was entrusted with the mass mailing of the letters. The 
energctic advertising personnel apparently felt that some 
of the personalities were so important that they deserved 
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three copies of the advertising blast, each with a different 
version of Merk’s signature. As a final touch, the Mirage 
lobbyists managed to mistake one parliamentarian, a 
colonel by rank, for his wife. 

Hans-Rudolf Feigenwinter, president of the National 
Council Military Commitice, 1s not led astray by this 

excessive zeal. As though roading straight from a Das- 
sault advertising brochure. he stated bluntly: “The 
Mirage 1s just as good as the F/A-18. It 1s equipped with 
a new kind of radar, ultra-modern Mica guided missiles. 
and an improved clectronics system. Where the Amer- 
ican fighter was concerned, however, he mentioned a 
drawback: “An additional SFrS00 million would have to 
be spent to fit the reinforced bunkers to the aircraft.” 

Such claims raise eyebrows even in the Bundeshaus. 
After all, it 1s likely to be September 1991 before the 
Mirage 2000-5 is equipped with its new radar. the 
electronics system 1s presently being tested on a different 
aircraft. The Mica guided missile, by Matra, rs still in the 
developmental stage. According to EMD calculations, 
the cost of the reinforced bunkers for the F/A-18 would 
be well under SFrS00 million. Nor could the bunkers be 
fitted to the Mirage 2000-5 without considerable 
expense. 

Above all, the Mirage lobbyists, with their obtrusive 
Europa-arguments, have irritated many politicians and 
military personnel, and not merely because parlhamen- 
tarians are touchy about political pressure from powerful 
neighbors. No, in linking armaments to the transit cor- 
ridors, the lobbyists have furthered the cause not of the 
Mirage, but of those opposed to the purchase of any 
aircraft. SPS (Social Democratic Party) party president 
Peter Bodenmann 1s cxultant: “Now we know the real 
story behind the purchase of aircraft.” The fact that 
Europe is getting ready to coordinate not only jurisdic- 

tion, economics, and currency, but also security and 

military policies will give Bodenmann further ammuni- 
tion. It 1s perfectly conceivable that if Switzerland were 
to enter the EC, e:ther the German or the French Air 
Force would take over the mission of the 34 Swiss 
fighters. This possibility has also sobered Air Force 
officers infatuated with the F/A-18. Under the motto 
“Better a Mirage in the hand than two hornets in the 
bush.” they have backed off from the dogfight between 
the French and American acronautics companies. After 

all, further disputes over radar, cockpits, and jets could 
shoot the aircraft program out of the sky completely. 

Assembly To Allow End of Broadcasting Monopoly 

LD2906090891 Bern Sviss Radio International 
in Enelish 1024 GMT 27 Jun 91 

[Text] In Switzerland brew’ ™¢ On a national scale ts 
limited to the Swiss Broa -orporation [SBC], of 
which Swiss Radio Internat»snai 1s a part. However, a 
number of local FM staterooms operate on a commercial 

basis. The Swiss parliament has decided to allow on effect 
the termination of the SBC national broadcast monopoly 
by passing a new law on radio and television that’s been 
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several years in the making. But the law has its contro- 
versial points and due to Swiss direct democracy 1s still 
far from being implemented. Here's a report by our 
parliamentary staff: 

[Unidentified announcer] At this moment only the SBC 
1s authorized to broadcast nationwide in Switzerland. 
but foreign stations make their way into this country, 
either directly from across the border or through cable 
distribution systems, bearing in mind that Switzerland 1s 
one of the most heavily cabled countries in Europe. If 
and when the new law comes into force ut will be 
theoretically possible for the private sector to break the 
SBC monopoly, create new national networks. Televi- 
sion would be most likely, but radio networks would also 
be possible. 

The political left 1s sceptical about this, fearing the 
advent of an ultra commercial system of radio and 
television along American lines. At this port it must be 
said that i 1s not at all certain that private interests 

would be able to find the necessary financing for an 
entire network. As a matter of fact, several projects have 
already failed. 

Other features of the new law are highly controversial 
For example, a journalist deemed to have committed 
what is termed repeated and grave imacurracies in 
reporting can be fined up to 5,000 Swiss francs. Equally 
contested 1s the legalization of program sponsorship. A 
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sponsor underwrites programs financially. Journalists 
umons and the political lefi are worned thal sponsors 
would not limit their involvement to financial assistance 
but would also directly or indirectly influence program 
producers and curtail their independence. 

Another hot issuc 1 permitting the imiecrruption of 

programs for commercial announcements. Until now 
commercial breaks during programs were prohibited 
But after considerable battling in parliament ut was 
decided that programs of more than 90 minutes in length 
may be interrupted for advertising. The price of an 
agreement over this issue was the acceptance of a clause 
of a rather ideological nature which obliges radio and 
television in this country to take mio account, as i 1s 

termed, productions orginating in Europe, and im as 
large a measure as possrble. 

Thrs clause 1s clearly armed against American-style soap 
operas, and sernes like “Dallas” or “Dynasty.” Thes falls 
somewhat short of sumilar legislation cxrsting im the 
European Community, but should Switzerland apply for 
membership in the EC, it 1s understood that the more 
specific EC legislation would have to be adopted 

Although the new law has been passed in parliament 1 1s 
still an open question whether nu will receive the final 
approval of the Swiss electorate should ut be put to a 
referendum. 
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Gevernment Statement Supports \ ugosiay L nity 

LD2906112191 Helsinka Radio Finland in English 
0830 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Text] The Finnish Government also supports Y ugosla- 
vian unity. In its statement the government notes that 
the full participation of Yugoslavia in the process of 
Strengthening democratic development and cooperation 
in Europe 1s extremely important. (Jaakko Larhia). of the 
Finnish Foreign Minisiry, told reporters on Friday that 
Finland had taken a stand emphasizing Yugoslavian 
unity already last week, when 1 jorned in the statement 
of the CSCE last week which emphasized the country’s 
support for Yugoslavian unity. The Finnish Government 
statement, which came before reports of the cease-fire in 
Siovemia, also expresses regret over the loss of life and 
the use of force, and that the problems of Yugoslavia 
should be resolved peacefully according to CSCE princi- 
ples, and thus indirectly denounces the action of Yugo- 
slavia'’s central government in the Republic of Slovenia. 

Finland's Ministry of Foreign Affairs says that all 
Finnish citizens in Yugoslavia are safe. The minestry has 
Grafted a plan for the possible evacuation for the approx- 
imately 40 Finns living in Yugoslavia, but says that there 
i$ NOT vet any need to enact the plan. Package tours from 
Finland to Yugoslavia were cancelled in carly May 

Prime Minister Meets With Baltic Presidents 
LD2906 102391 Helsinki Suomen Yievsradio Network 
in Finnish 1500 GMT 27 Jun 91 

[Text] After the discussions by the Council of Europe, 
the presidents of the Baltic countnes met Prime Muenester 
Esko Aho at Kesacranta [prime minister's official resi- 
dence]. During the meeting, increasing contacts between 
the Baltic countries and Finland was discussed Thes 1s 
Prime Minister Aho 

[Begin Aho recording) We discussed the Baltic situation 
as well as ways we could develop mutual cooperatron 
between Finland and the Baltic republics Quite practical 
questions also came up—data communications and 
transport questions—and we stated that contacts well 
continue, so that Minister [of Communications} Norr- 
back will travel after the middie of July to all three Baltec 
republics, as a representative of the Finnish Government 
and also as chairman of the Nordic Council of Menesters 
[end recording] 

Deplores Violence in Lithuania 

LD2906 102691 Helunki Suomen Vileisradio Network 

in Finnish 1800 GMT 2° Jun 9! 

[Text] The presidents of the Baltec countries regard thew 
countries as occupied by the Sovect Unon At the 
Council of Europe meeting in Helsinki, the presidents 
demanded that the Soviet Union agree to consultations 
on the position of the countnes. Finnish Prime Monester 

ation. In the talks between Aho and the Baltic presidents. 

they agreed to micnsify bilateral cooperation at parha- 
mentary level, among other things 

Iceland 

* Poll Shows Public Concerned With Eavironment 

VIENOGOVE Revigawsk MORGUNBLADID in Iceland 
19 May 91 p 48 

[Unattributed article: “Social Scrences Institute 
National Issuct Survey: Icelanders Put Greatest 
Emphasis on Environmental Protection” | 

[Text] The Iceland people put the greatest emphasis on 
environmental protection, according to the conclusions of 
a new national survey conducted by the Social Scrences 
Institute about what a new should emphasize 
Improved financial condition of the nation 1s also high on 
the list among the people, and a large number of the 
respondents want the government to tackle many rssucs 
The fishenes policy seems to be unclear to many people 

In an artecle in today's paper [not presented here} by Dr 
Stefan Olafsson, director of the Social Scrences lostitute 
of the University of Iceland, 1 comes forth that environ- 
mental protection and health appear to be the greatest 
issues of mnterest to loelanders at present, which « m 
accordance with prevatling views on quality of life in our 
neighboring countnes 

Economic improvement of the nation 1s also uppermost 
m the minds of many and closely follows the environ- 
mental protection The same applics when they are asked 
about tax smsucs. About 77 percent think thal taxes 
should not be raned, and the same number of peopic 
think that the no-tax margyn should be rarsed 

The ratio of undecided 1s generally low except then they 
are asked whether they want to change the fisheries 
policy. Then, 24 percent of the respondents say that they 
do not know or refuse to answer 

The Women's List supporters and the People’s Alhance 
supporters pul greater emphasis on environmental pro- 
tection than the supporters of other parties. The Inde- 
pendence Party supporters, noticeably pul greatest 
emphasis of all partes on the rssuc of not rarseng taxes. 
and they are at the bottom of the Int concerning the 
collection of taxes and special high mmoome tax 

Norway 

Center Party View on EC Membership Explained 

PVU010 OR S08! Stackholm STENSAA DIGALADET 
in Swedish 25 Jun Ol p § 

[Report wterview with Norwegian Center Party leader 
Anne Enger Lahnstein by Bobo Scheutz un Oslo. date not 

given] 
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[Text] Oslo—When Anne Enger Lahnstcin says th at her 
whole party «s opposed to Norway's jornmng the F.C. she 
8 able to rely on fairly universal support amyeng her 
party's sympathizers—uniike her fellow party leaders to 
right and Icfi 

The predommantly pro-EC partes—the Conservative 
Party and the Progress Party (the well-cstabiished Norwe- 
gian verwon of New Democracy}—contain ants-EC muinor- 
sees of around 20 percent. plus ranks of those who are 
undecsded. Antr-EC partes like the Christian People’s 
Party and the Socialist Left Party have considerable pro- 
EC factions to consider, and the governing Labor Party has 
split dramatically into two more or less equal halves. In the 
opimon polls, the Center Party ss able to boast that 96 
percent of 1s supporters say “no™ to the EC: 4 percent do 
not know, and not a single supporter says “yes.” 

The Center Party 1s definitely the party of the country- 
side, well established among farmers and fishermen. the 
humble folk im the valicys and by the fjords, who see an 
coonomically and politically centralized Europe as a 
threat to them carstence 

“Here om Norway we have decided that the whole 
country must be inhabited and that we should have food 
production throughout the country. We want this to 
contenuc to be the case. | usually encourage the unde- 
cxded individuals to go across to Sweden and see what 
the sparsely populated areas there look like. Then they 
would quickly realize what  « we have to protect.” 
Anne Enger Lahnstein said. 

“In the final analysis your approach to the EC question 
is about one of two different visions of soceety. The 
vison | want to fight for ss founded on democracy. on 

the decentralization of power and capital. and on a 
significant public sector which makes possible to 
regulate and allocate society's resources.” 

“The EC’s model, on the other hand. 1s founded on free 
market forces and what 1 calls the four freedoms.” Anne 
Enger Lahnstemn continued. “What are these freedoms. 
really’ Within the EC people have been skillful mm 
manipulating salue-charged words 

“Freedom sounds good—who does not want nt” If you 
look ito what the four freedoms could mean. howe scr 
you get a pecture of less freedom 

‘For cxampic, the freedom for people to move. This 
sounds very good. bul mm my view it 1 a deception. We 

want people to be guaranteed work where they belong. 
where they have thew networks of personal contacts In 

my view. that «5 freedom. In the EC, however, freedom 
means that people have to move to where the work is 

and that will be to where capital with us freedom of 
movement finds 1! most profitable to invest. That 1s not 
freedom That leads instead to a centralized and burcau- 
cratived socecty which 1s actually also undemocratic” 
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Is thes not really largely a case of beleveng in the onc 
scenario of the other, since no one—acither supporters nor 
opponents—<an really know how the EC wall turn out” 

“Yes, « os bebef mm the seose that you have to decide 
whech real values are the most mmportant.” Anne Enger 

Lahnstem replied. “When « comes to profitability, you 
can draw curves and count kroner and ore and arrive at 
a pocture that seems real. But if you take people's lives as 
your point of departure, what 1s profitability then” Then 
you are concerning youself with other valucs which are 
Nol Guile so casy to Capture om curves, but which are just 
a$ important, if nol more wmportant.” 

As 2 representative of tradmtonally environmentalist 
groups in Norwegian socicty, Anne Enger Lahnstein has 
also looked at the EC from the environmental viewpoint, 
and her conclusion 1s clear: 

“Those who say that the EC is the answer tc the 
environmental challenges facing us are the victims of a 
short corcust. The EC wall mecrease the burden on the 
environment with increased transports, increased pro- 
duction, and increased energy consumption. Building up 
anew bloc mn the nch part of Europe to compete with the 
United States and Japan can never be a way to resolve 
our environmental problems.” she said 

“Here in Norway there 1s a strong general consciousness 
of both the positive and the negative potential of a 
United States of Europe. Our society 1s berg flooded by 
information and propaganda, some of which 1s pretty 
chehed. This applies to both sides. At least we are 
discussing EC problems and we are drawing conclusions 
about them 

“That «= why | am unable to comprehend why you im 
Sweden do not have any real debate about something so 
crucial and central,” Anne Enger Lahnstein said 

Sweden 

Bid lo Free Citizens Kidnapped in Kashmir Fails 

LD28061217°91 Stockholm Radio Sweden in Enelish 
1120G MT O8 Jun 9! 

[Text] A special envoy from Sweden's Foreign Ministry 
has left the Kashmir Province om India after failing to 
secure the reicase of two Swedes kidnapped by Kashmin 
separatists three months ago 

The two Swedes are being held hostage by the Mushim 
Janbaz force. which has demanded that Amnesty interna- 
tional and the United Nations investigate charges of atroc- 
ites by Indian security forces om the Kashmir Valley 

Earler thes week Sweden's prime minister Ingvar 
( arlsson made a personal appeal to the kidnappers to 

release the Swedes 

* Government | adecided on Security Policy 

VIE NO64E2D Stackholm DAIGENS NVHETER 
im Swedish OY Vay Yi p 2 

[Ednonal: “Confused Over Neutrality”) 
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[Text] As long as the foreign affairs minister and the 
deputy minister cannot decide what to say about ncu- 
trality, st 1s unclear as to whether or not Sweden actually 
wants to become a member of the EC. 

In Monday's SVENSKA DAGBLADET Pierre Schon 
said, “For us, military cooperation 1s the dividing linc.” If 
we were to say that we accept miliary cooperation within 
the EC, then the aspirations of the Balts for independence 
would go up in smoke once and for all, he added. 

In this way, he 1s simply inviting such urgent questions as 
those that were asked by Riksdag mem*xrs from the 
Center Party. the Environmental Party. «nd the Lefi 
Party during the Foreign Affairs Commutice’s public 
hearing last Tuesday on the EC and security policy. 
What guarantees do we have that. on the long run, we will 
not be drawn into military cooperation” Such guarantees 
cannot be given. As Schon himself has said, no one can 
predict what the EC will do in the future. This obvious 
fact was also known to the Riksdag in December of last 
year when t decided we should seck membership while 
retaining our policy of neutrality. Interpreting this deci- 
sion as a demand for guarantees throughout the entire 
future 1s the same as declaring null and vor our mitcn- 
tion of becoming a member. 

The majority on Riksdag based its decision on facts and 
not on speculation. Whal we want to enter 1% not a 
defense umon and we have no intention of abandoning 
our policy of neutrality. That 1s not the same as ruling 
out any change mm the unforeseeable future, bul i 1s a 
good rule for the government and for Riksdag to refrain 
from making hypothetical considerations concerning a 
completely different security policy om the future That 
which 1s obvious need not—and sometimes should not— 
be said, since i gives rise to unnecessary speculation 

When the deputy munister speaks of a “dividing line” and 
uses phrases such as “once and for all,” he 1s provoking an 
impossible discussion. In this arca. we can speak only of 
assessments. probability. and the foreseeable future 

It must be assumed that even the Center Party members 

know what the EC is. They have supported Swedish 
participation im progressive imtegration with a heavy 

dose of supranationality and without any defined ulti 
mate goal. If they believe that opening the door to a 
different security policy im the future 1 tantamount to 
bargaining away neutrality. then they themscives have 

participated in the bargaining 

* Army Lait’s Problems Reflect Overall Situation 

VIE NOO40B Stackholm DAGENS NVHETER 

in Swedish 2S May 91 p 

| Anders Ohman article: “One Soldver Out of Sia Unfit, Ly 
41n Ystad Subject to Major Lowses and Many Discuplinary 
Infractions” ] 

[Text] Out of 800 conscripts at the Lv 4 Aw Defense 
Regiment in Ystad, 125 had to finesh thei basic tramung 

NORDIC COUNTRIES 

before they were fully trained soldiers. The losses were so 
great that 60 new conscripts had to be specially called up 
after the first day of reporting. They were taken from the 
queue of young men who are waiting to do thew raitary 
service. 

During the largest callup to Lv 4 mm October last year, the 

According to the officers, they should never have been 
approved by the Conscription Office. 

Half a platoon was given exemptions a few weeks after 
the most recent callup. 

( reates Problems 

“The screening seems to be much too poor at the 
conscription offices,” says Henrik Sjoberg. one of Lv 4's 
troop officers im the most recent issuc of OF FICERS.- 
TIDNINGEN, the union organ for the TCO [Central 
Organization of Salaned Employees] affiliated officers. 

“We must reduce the attrition rate. Au defense has a low 
priornty at enlistment compared to the other mulrtary 
services. This year's contingent of conscripts m about 
800 soldiers, 125 of whom are forced to break off ther 
traning for various reasons. This | 5-percent attrition 1s 
S percent higher than the natonal average.” 

Ly 4's probler™ ilustrate the wmbalance that prevaris 
today within the system of conscription, based on the 
cconomec criss om the defense, observers say. Al the 
same time as approximately 40,000 young men are 
watting to do thei military service, 20,000 of whom 
have been wasting for two years or more, three out of 10 
do not complete them basic trarneng for varrous reasons 

DAGENS NYHETER asked Lt. Col. Bo Were, head of 
the planning divisson of the Southern Conscription 
Office im Kevstianstad, whether would not be possible 
directiy to select the most surtable ai defense soldrers. 
who will remain for the entire traming period 

Difficult To Distinguish 

“We attempt to separate out presumed atiritron cases, 
but ot os difficult.” says Bo Weine 

During the callup about 3,000 different requirement 
specifications are apphed to the conscripts. Each spect 
fication has a “requirement profile.” a pattern that 
determines what qualities are required If the requere- 
ments are raised too high, a regiment runs the risk of not 
getting any conscripts at all 

Commander in Chief Bengt Gustafsson has appornted a 
study panc! which 1s to propose measures to reduce the 
attrition rate 

In addition to high attrition rates. Lv 4 on Vetad has had 
other problems with the conscrnpts. About 200 disce 
plinary cases were processed during the year, whech 

five tomes higher than normal 



” CYPRUS 

Turkish Cypriots Answer Perez de Cuellar Letter 

142906112591 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1030 GMT 29 Jun 9! 

[Text] The Turkesh Cypriot sede has responded to UN 
Secretary General Perez de Cuciiar’s letter sent some 
tume age to Turkey, Greece, and the two sides in Cyprus 
Prewdemt Rauf Denktas today received General Miincr, 
commander of the UN forces on Cyprus, and submitted 
to hum the Turkish Cypriot response 

In a statemeat to reporters after the Denktas 
said that the reply informed Perez de Cucilar that the 
Turkish Cyproot ssde accepts the proposal for a quadr- 
partite conference. Denktas noted that im the letter, he 
Stated that the mssuc of guarantees cannot be a subject for 
negotiation and drew the attention of the secretary 
general to certamn matters. The president refrained from 
commenting any further on the reply conveyed to the 
UN secretary general 

Denktas: Deadlock If UN Vields to Greek Request 
142906115591 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
te Cyprus 1030 GMT 29 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] In a statement to members of the media today. 
Presdemt Rauf Denktas recalled that the Greek Cypriot 
wide informed the presidency of the UN Securtty Cowncrl 
that «t well attend any future conference on the Cyprus 
problem as the Government of Cyprus. Denktas 
declared that the Turkish Cypriot srde ms ready for the 
recogmitron of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
and 1s willing to attend an imternational conference 

Denktas remarked that the Greek Cypriots and Greece 
had launched an mutiative to obtain official confirma- 
thon from the UN Security Council of thei 28-year-old 
deception The problem ell comtenuc for an additional 
280 years unless the Security Council gives a legal, 
moral, and acceptable answer to thes request, Denkias 
declared. The president pomted out that the Greek 
Cypnot Administration has been struggling for 28 years 
to place the Turkish Cypriots under its sovereignty but 
has fasled om the face of the Turkish Cyprot people's 
rewstance. He added that the Greek Cypriot Adminis- 
tration, whech calls stself the Government of Cyprus, 
hopeng to acherve this now with a false certificate 4 
wishes to extract from the Security Council 

Replying to questions by a TAK [Turkish News Agency 

m Cyprus] correspondent concerning recent develop- 
ments on Cyprus mm the UN Security Council, Denktas 
stressed that the Turkish Cypriot sede will never concede 
to wach an owtcome Denktas saed that a formula, which 
was proposed in goodwill by Turkish Pressdent Turgut 
(zal for the solution of this long lasting problem eithout 
violating the rights and status of both sides, cannot be 
turned into a trap to enable the Creek (Cypriots to usurp 

what they have fared to achreve for 28 years. Denktas 
declared that the Turkish Cypriot side is alert to this 
matter 
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The pressdent warned thai if the Greek Cyprnot Admin- 
istratvon 1% accepted as the government of the whole of 
Cyprus. the problem will become deadlocked a1 thal 
pont. Everyone should be aware of thes fact, Denktas 
sand. He cxplained that the crror committed m recog- 
mizing the Greek Cyprot Administration as the legit 
mate government of Cyprus for 28 years 1 now 
becoming blatant. adding It 1s our so-called frends who 
are responsible for thes. lt 1s high tome to pul a stop to 
thes deception and tel! the Greek Cyprnot side that «t does 
not represent the Turkish Cypriot side. [passage omitted} 

Paper Criticizes Initiatives on Cyprus Problem 

VC 2806115391 Nicoma HALKIN SESI in Turkish 

27 Jun 91 p & 

{Erden Erel column: “Dear Abmet'"”) 

[Excerpts] U.S. Secretary of State James Baker's letter to 
[Turkrsh] Foren Minister Ahmet Kuricebe Alptemocin 
began with the words “Dear Ahmet.” For the past week. 
Turkish newspapers have been discussing the very 
farmmhar way the letter to Alptemocin was addressed 

IX & common knowledge that the United Statics has 
launched an mmtensive effort to find a solution to the 
Cyprus problem. We have also observed that an effort ss 
berg made for the EC and the Soviet Union to become 
mvolved Will thes guarantee a powtive outcome” 

Because of the way the problem 1s being approached, a 
positive outcome from the mertiatives 1s umpossible. Let 
us pornt to three reasons that have led us to arrive at this 

concluswon. Resolving the Cyprus problem on the basis 
of the approach maintained by the countnes involved 1s 

impossitle because “democrat” principles are berg 
violated The principle of the equality of the two peoples 
mm Cyprus—athe Turkish and the Greek Cypriot comme- 
nities—munt be heeded from the very beginning because 
it has been accepted by a UN Security Counce resolu- 
thon. However, the tendency « to equate the Crock 
Cypriot sede with the “Government of Cyprus” and the 
Turkish Cypriot wade with “nothing” The admuinrstra- 
tron has been clected by the Greek Cypnots and does not 
have authority over a section of the people living on the 
mland. therefore the “Government of Cyprus” m a 
violatron of democracy and of the UN principle on the 
“egualety of peoples.” No progress can be achrewed on 
the ( yprus problem with thes type of approach 

Another part of James Baker's letter, which was not m 
tune with the realities of the world, « relaaged to the 

“number of Greek Cypriots who will be allowed to 
resettle om northern Cyprus.” Greek Cypriots will sot 

resettle om northern Cyprus, and Turkish Cypriots wall 
not resettle im southern Cyprus after the problem is 
solved. We say thes clearly because two diverse ethnic 

peoples do not live in an intermingled state anywhere in 
thes world Let us look at Eorope. Which communnty 
lives om an mmtermengled state with another im Yugo- 

slave” Is Mr. Baker wnaware of the clashes taking place 
im that country’ The situation «= even worse m Asa. Is 
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Mr. Baker unaware of the immigration of peopics from 
Azerbayan, Uzbekistan, and Armenia” The situation in 
Africa 1s disastrous. The tribes on that continent are 
killing cach other. Is Mr. Baker unaware of this state of 
affairs’ Do the locals live in an intermingled state or side 
by side with the people of French ongin on Ascension” 
Does Mr. Baker have any sdéca about this’ The situation 
on the Amencan continent 1s no different. [passage 
omitted] 

All people worldwide are making an cffori to preserve 
their homogencous sdentity. This being the situation. 
Mr. Baker's effort to have “Greek Cypriots resetiied in 
northern Cyprus” ss a useless endeavor, Or does Mr. 
Baker wish to make an arrangement which will place 
us—the Turkish and Greek Cyprots—at cach other's 
throats once agai im two or three years” 

The concept of percentages on land concessiwns is 
merely a means to conceal the realities. What standards 
are being considered on the land question” What should 
the correct standards be” The agreements reached in past 
summit meetings are quite open and clear. The concept 
of ownership, productivity, and security will be the 
standards on the land question. An agreement to resolve 

the matter on the basis of percentages docs not cxrst 
Agreeing 10 imitiatives that place us im difficulty or 
deprive us of the opportunity © independently carn a 
living ts impossible 

These are the three facts we wish to bring into the light 
for the tome being. Even these problems demonstrate 
that the current mutsatives on the Cyprus problem will 
not yicld positive results 

Parties Comment on Perez de Cuellar LN Report 

NC 9006113291 Nicoma O FILELEVTHEROS on Greed 

30 Jun 91 pp itz 

[Text] Andreas Mavrommatis, Cyprus’ permanent rep- 
resentative to the United Nations. has sand that Perez de 
Cvellar’s recent briefing to the UN Security Council was 
bettcr than the previous one because. as Mav rommatrs 
put +t, “the fact that Turkey 1s responsltlc for the current 
deadlock in Cyprus was made more clear” 

Mavrommatis also noted that the UN S urecdl 
pressdent's statement. which follows i 

porns out that i 1 moonceivable for a ' coal 

conference on Cyprus to be held without th rus 
Crovernment 

Mav rommatrs also said that we should not lose sight of 
the fact that what = emportant here 1 the substance of 

the Cyprus msue steclf, not the holding of a conference 

and thal no progress has been made on the problem 

because of Turkish mmtransigence 

He also noted that we should not enter the vicrous cycle 

m whech the Middle East newe has entered: Instcad of 
discussing the problem. everyone ms discussing who will 
partecipate mn ot and how 

CYPRUS 

Mavrommatis pointed out the security of Cyprus was 
also noted and that everyone knows from where the 
danger in Cyprus originates. 

Cypriot political parties released statements com- 
menting on the UN secretary general's report and the 
Security Council president's statement. 

The Restorative Party of the Working People [AKEL] 
says that Perez de Cucilar’s report is characterized by 
elements which might bring positive movement in the 
Cyprus issue. This 1s based, the statement notes, on the 
secretary generals suggestion to convene an imiecrna- 
tional conference. Perez de Cuctlar 1s wasting for Ankara 
and Rauf Denktas to answer some basic questions on the 
rssuc. The party also says that the report predicts carnest 
movement in the neat two months. 

AKEL also says that i 1 imperative for the country’s 
political forces to note the positive pounts of the report as 
well as rts negative point: The statement’s reference to 
the presence of Greek and Turkish malitary contingents 
of reasonable and equal size as a substantive clement for 
the security of Cyprus 

The battle to be waged. the AKEL statement adds. 
concerns the form and composition of the conference. 
which would have a tremendous bearing on the nature of 
the solution 

The AKEL statement stresses that the government and 
the political forces should follow the developments 
closely and consistently promote the National Council's 
proposal for an imternational conference as was agreed 
during the Greek prime minister's vesit 

The Democratic Party's [DIKO] statement says that the 
concerns the party previously capressed are now con- 
firmed. These concerns were that the solution being 
promoted behind the scenes 1s the signing of an outhine 
solutvon within the framework of a Perez de Cuctlar 
document which all the parties continuc to describe as an 
unacceptabic basis for a Cyprus solution. 

The DIK© statement says that focusing on the territorial 
and refugee issues would actually result im an agreed 
humet of the nght to return and would not safeguard the 
all the refugees’ return 

DIK adds that discussions are not gorng to be heid on 
the withdrawal of troops but on legalizing thew presence 
by amending the 1960 treaty 

The statement also capresses DIKG)'s concern that the 
National Council was not brnefed, did not approve. and 

did not authorize any concessions on our part to achreve 

a rapprochement to which the UN secretary general 
refers. The DIKO statement concludes by noting that 
any deviation from the principles and framework of the 
1989 proposals would be unacceptate and prove drsas- 
irows 
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The Socialist United Democratic Umon of Cyprus 
[EDEK] describes the Perez de Cuctlar report as drsap- 
pomting and notes that the cupectateon the he would 

assign responsibility and assure hes truce role om umpie- 

menting the principics of international law and resolu- 

toms has been pul to rest 

The EDEK also says that the promese that curr: at efforts 
would be directed toward Ankara has proven to be false 

The EDEK statement adds that the report treats the 
Cyprus sue as a bicommunal dispute. mnores viola- 
tbhons of internatronal law and UN resolutrons., lemrts the 
rmssuc to settling specific questions, and makes no men- 
thon of the occupation, troops, or settlers 

The EDEK adds that Perez de Cuctlar has ignored the 
Cyprus Government, recognized the Turkish Cypriot 
“state.” put off the question of demuilitarization., 
endorsed the permanent oresence of Greek and Turkish 
troops on the sland. and written off the refugees mghi to 
return. The party recommends that the Cypriot Govern. 

ment react to the report to prevent further pressure on us 
give Concessions 

Liberal Party Charrman Nikolaos Rolandhes sad that 
the report pustifies hes position that the Natronal ( oun- 

cil’'s decrson for an mternational conference was map- 

propriate and took the country from a bad situation to a 
worse onc 

Rolandhis notes that an acceptable procedure for a 
dialoguc 1s being put aside ond we are beng taken on an 

adventures. He wants the disputed questions on the 
( »prus issuc enter “within range of agreement” for a 

dialogue and possible solution 

The Democratic Socialist Renewal Movement 
[ADTSOK] says that accepting the sdea for an imterna- 
tronal conference constitutes a significant positive devel- 
opment and creates new possibilities for progress toward 
a solution 

ADISORK also stresses that it 1s wmperative that Turkey 
submit concrete alternative proposals on the territonal 

and retugce rssucs. The party also beheves that the Creek 
( ypreot side's starteng port should be the January 1989 

proposals which arm to reunite Cyprus on the bass of a 

bicommunal. bizenal federation which would ensure the 
withdrawal of the Turkish troops and settlers, the nght of 
refugees to return, and the implementation of human 
rights 

Newspaper Warns Against ‘| nacceptable Solution 

NCOJ0 19108! Nema ELEVTHEROTIPI | 

mdtireck I Jul Vi ps 

[\ natinbuted report from the “Views” column: “They 
Must Wake Up”) 

[Test] lt «= evedent that developments m the Cyprus 
rmsuc are leading toward a solution hased on Turkish and 
US. mterests. The UN secretary general's reports of 
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recem years are aircady comudered to form an outline for 

the Cyprus solutvon. and « appears that the solution well 

mmclude all the unacceptable poms whech Perez de 
( wellar has proposed om hes reports 

Some peopic. however, are qurck to port out the pow- 

tive clements. and some are rusheng to blindly follow thes 
course, whch will lead to an unacceptable solutron 
satesfying the Turkish demands Thes 1s more worrnseome 
than the policy berg followed by Turkey's alles. and 
unicss we all wake up soon. we will cortamly find 

ourselves Im a WOTS POSIT ON 

Vasiliow Departs on Official Visit to Malta 

VC 2806143691 Nicowa Cyprus Broadcating 

Corporanon Radw Network in Greek OF GMT 
28 Jun 91 

[Text] Presser Yooryios Vasshow has left on a three. 
day official veset to Malta at the savetation of President 
Vincent Tabone. The two presedents will hold thew first 
mecting shortly after the Cypriot president's arrival. and 
m the eveneng the Maltese leader will host a demner mm 
honor of Pressdent Vasihou 

Vasihou will hold talks tomorrow with Maltese Prme 

Munster Eddve Fenech Adam: and then attend an off). 

cial luncheon. Vasihow later will give a news conference 

(in Monday. Pressdent Vasilrow will speak at a congress 
on the Mediterrancan. which 1s organized by the Mahan 
mstitute ASPEN [expansion unknown) 

President Vasihou rs accompanied by Foreign Monster 
Yeoryos lakovow and Government Spokesman Ahn 
Fands 

Notes US. Interest in lesee 

NVC 0107101091 Necoma AMARALDDI DHETITER AS 

m Gereck 1 Jul Yi ppl. 2 

[Excerpts] Presedent Vcoryros V asshow stressed the need 
that Turkey answers the main questions which compose 
the Cyprus mewe. These questions are The withdrawal of 
foreign troops and setilers. and the terrtornal arrange: 
ments which would allow the return of refugees to ther 
homes 

During bis officral viet to Malta, both at hes talks with 
the government and in varrous statements the presedent 

stressed that “a political solutvon to the ( yprus meur ma 
preornty, and a solutvon that would guarantce the respect 
of human nights and fundamental freedoms 1s powstlc — 
[passage omitted] 

Speaking a1 a news conference yesterday. Vawhow 
referred to the latest UN scoretary general's report to the 
Seournty Counce and sand that Perez de ( wellar made 
clear he wants satesfactory answers before procecding 
with an international conference that addrewes a Cyprus 

solutvon. Vashow also tiressed that the Security ( ownc: 
presedent’s Matement constitutes a repostroning of the 
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imicrnational community. that a solutvon to the Cyprus 

msuc has bong been delayed. there 1s a desire to assest the 

secretary general mm cvery possible manner, and there ss 

an cupectation that Turkey well take the necessary steps 

[rossage omitted] 

Answering a question on the US. role, Pressdent Vasihou 
referred to hus mectings with President George Bush and 
Secretary of State James Baker, as well as to the laticr’s 

comtacts with the Turkish Govermment—a fact. he stressed. 
that endecates thew active micrest om a Cyprus solution, and 

therefore makes rt difficult not to achieve true progress 

CYPRUS 9 

Speaking yesterday at an official luncheon hosted by the 
Maltese prime menister om hes honor, Pressdent Vasilou 

sand 

“We are encouraged by the mmterest of the imtcrnational 
community. the U nnted States. the Sovect U non. and the 

European Community. li  m everyone's mtcrest to 

achieve a solution to the Cyprus msuc so Greck Cypriots 

and Turkish Cyprots can live together peacefully im a 
federal Cyprus.” 



SO GREECE 

Government Approach to Bush Visit Discussed 

NC3006173391 Athens KIRIAKATIKOS RIZOSPASTIS 
in Greek 30 Jun 91 p 10 

[Panayiots Kakalis report] 

[Excerpts] [passage omitted] The government's attention 
in the next few weeks will be focused exclusively on US 
President George Bush's upcoming visit to Athens | 7-19 
July and to Ankara 19-21 July. [passage omitted] 

As the prime minister has announced, the agenda for the 
talks includes the Cyprus issue, Greek-Turkish relations. 
and the situation in the Balkans. It 1s also hoped that 
there will be an unofficial discussion of the situation of 
the Greek economy, with the goal of ai:racting US 
investment to our country. The government's position 
seems to be limited to one of “we will take whatever we 
can get.” continuing the traditional role of une “good and 
faithful servant” of the United States. Although the 
Greek side believes that the current climate and concat- 
enation of circumstances are favorable, by adopting this 
approach it will undermine its negotiating position from 
the outset. The government sees Bush's decision to stay 
at the prime minister's residence in Khana as a good 
omen, but it 1s trying to prevent expectations from being 

raised too high, as can be seen in the press specultion that 
“it would be naive to expect nothing but good things 
from the Bush visit.” [passage omitted] 

Government Lodges Official Protest With SFRY 

NC 3006115991 Athens ERA Tessera Radio Network 

in Greek 1100 GMT 30 Jun 9 

[Text] The Greek Government has lodged a verbal and 
written demarche with the Yugoslav Foreign Ministry in 
Belgrade demanding confirmation or denial of a report 
in the newspaper BOR BA which cited a statement by the 

Slovene defense minister saying that Greek trucks were 

hit by fire from the federal Army or Air Force, killing the 
drivers. It should be noted that the Yugoslav Forcign 
Ministry spokesman had earlier announced that it did 

not have any similar reports 

Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis gave a news 
conference in Luxembourg yesterday afternoon aficr the 
end of the EEC summit and said that the Greek Embassy 
in Belgrade had notified all the Greek students in Slo- 
venia and Croatia to leave those arcas immediately 

Mitsotakis said that the Greek Government had secured 

our trucks’ passage via Hungary and instructed Greek 
drivers to avoid the dangerous area of Slovenia 

Referring to the Yugoslav issue, Mitsotakis said that 
Europe has, for the first time, acted with speed, deter- 
mination, and success. The Greek Prime Minister's 
intervention played an important role in the EEC's 

decision to send its troika to Yugoslavia. At the summit 
Mitsotakis stressed that negotiations on the Balkan bor- 
ders should not be conducted, because this rssuc sti: Js 

to turn the region into a European powder keg 
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Samaras Appeals to SERY on EC Mediation 

VC 9006194191 Athens Eliintls Radhiotonia Radiw 

Network in Greek ISS0GMT 30 Jun 9] 

[Text] Foresygn Minister Andoniws Samaras has said in a 
Statement that Greece appeals to Yugoslavia as a 

neighbor and fmend to comply with the conditions 
proposed by the EC. conditions that our country fully 

support. Samaras stressed: Acceptance of these cond- 
tions not only conforms with Cireece’s policy, but also 

represents the only way to restore peace and to avert 

developments that will have a negative cffect not just on 

Yugoslavia but also throughout the entire Balkan region 

Samaras contacted the EC (rorka foresgn menisters who 

are holding talks in Belgrade three tomes today to 
ex hange views 

No Citizens Among Casualties in \ ugostavia 

\c SIG TOS ‘y/ Tren / j iad Radhiotonia Radi 

Network in Greek ISSM0GMT 9) Jun 9) 

[Excerpt] According to the mtormation obtained by 

Gireck diplomats im Belgrade so tar. no Greek citizens 

were among the casualties resulting trom the clashes in 

Slovenia and Croatia. The diplomats are im constant 

contact with the pertinent Yugoslav federal authorities 

Forcign Minister Andonios Samaras has instructed the 

Gireck Embassy on Vienna to do everything possible to 

assist the Greek truck drivers stranded along the Yugo 

slav-Austnan border after their trucks were scized im 

Slovenia. [passage omitted] 

Iranian Delegation ( ontinues Official Visit 

( ooperation Discussed 

LD2706060491 Tehran IRNA in Enelish 1389 GM1 
JS Jun 9! 

5 

[Text] Athens, June 25. IRNA—The Islamic Republic of 

Iran and Cireece have expressed complcte satistaction on 

the course of ther relatrons. following talks between 

visiting Iranian Housing and Urban Development Min 
ister Scrayeddin Kavcrum and Crreck Foreign Minister 

Andonis Samaras Tucsday. “The path of relatrons 1s on 

a Straight line upwards. We are completely satusfied and 

the developments have even crossed all our cxpecta 

tions,” Samaras told IRNA after the meeting. He added 
“we are optimistec that the new trendship which we 

have developed between the two countries will progress 
cooperation and 

Kazerun: sand 

Csreece § good stanc Republi 

during the last | 2 vears and the recent high-level contacts 

have created all 
ties. “I thank Mr. Samaras for hrs efforts that have led to 

good ronda tac al tres between the two 

every day on practical basis, authentx 

Speaking to IRNA 

towards the Islamn 

real treendship 

conditions for expansion of bilateral 

development of vers 

countnes,” he sand. Kazcrum noted that although cco 

nomic tres have reached acceptable levels they were still 

not very satistactory and there was much room for 
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expansion. Earlier the Iranian minister met the Greek 
alternate minister of trade, Sotirios Khatzigakis, and 
discussed ways to promote trade exchanges between 
Tehran and Athens. Present at both the meetings were 
Gholam “Ali Shahraki, chairman of the Housing and 
Urban Development Commitice of the Majlis (parlia- 
ment), Hamid Reza Asefi, director general for Western 
Europe at the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Habi- 
bollah Biazar-Shirazi. Iranian ambassador to Athens. 
and Greek ambassador to Tehran Dhimutrios Vidhoris. 
Kazeruni arrived here Monday at the head of a 24- 
member delegation for a S-day visit armed at expanding 
economic and political relations with Greece. 

Civil Aviation Accord Signed 

LD2806143891 Tehran IRNA in Enelish 1833 GMI 
26 Jun 91 

[Text] Athens, June 26, IRNA—The Islamic Republic of 
Iran and Greece Wednesday evening signed a civil 
aviation agreement which foresees regular flights 
between Tehran and Athens by Iran Air and the Greek 
Olympic Airways 

The agreement was signed by visiting Iranian Minister 
for Housing and Urban Development. Serajeddin 
Kazeruni, and the Greek Minister for Transport and 
Communications, Nikolaos Yelestathis, announcing that 
Greece has decided to issue one thousand tourist visas 
monthly to lramans 

The flights to the two capitals will begin as soon as 
technical formalities were completed 

A weekly Iran Air flight from Tehran to Athens stopped 
operating last year duc to lack of passengers 

The Greek minister underlined that i was the first 
complete civil aviation agreement to be signed between 
the two countries aimed at promoting common interests 
of the two peoples 

Kazeruni cxpressing joy that 1! was the second agreement 
he and Yelesthatis were signing within cight months, 
said this underscored strengthening of ties between the 
two countries 

During Kazeruni’s visit to Athens last December Greece 
and Iran signed a road transport agreement 

“Te ground has been fully prepared for deepening of 

political, economic and cultural ties.” Kazerum said 

Referring to the close relations between the two coun- 
tries. he sand Tehran was selling o1! to Athens at a special 
price, and that the two sides were seriously discussing to 

cooperate im jot ventures in production of alumini. 
aluminium, and in other sectors like shipping. oil, fish- 
eres, constructions, etc 

Kazerum earlier met Greek Alternate Minister for 

Economy, Efthimios Khristodhoulou, and discussed 
ways to boost cconomic Rrelations between the two 
sides 
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He also held talks with Minister of Trade Athanasios 
Xarkhas. It was agreed during the meeting to exchange 
delegations of the two countries’ chamber of commerce 
and industry, set up a data bank in the Athens and 
Tehran chambers, facilitate businessmen wishing to 
establish joint ventures and arrange for the participation 
of each country in the international trade exhibitions of 
the other. 

Kazeruni arrived Monday at the head of a 24-member 
delegation for a S-day visit aimed al expanding cco- 
nomic and political relations between Greece and the 

Islamic Republic of Iran. 

U.S. Air Force Base at Ellinikon Closes 

NC2906172991 Athens ATHENS NEWS in Enelish 

29 Jun Yip? 

[Text] The Stars and Stripes came down for the last time 
at Ellinikon Aur Force Base Friday, ending a bitter-sweet 
44-year American presence near the Greek capital 

“We are ushering in a new era, an era in which a base al 
Ellimikon ss no longer needed.” US. Ai Force Col 
Arthur G. Edge. the base's outgoing commander, said 

The closure 1s part of wordwide defense cuts announced 
by the Defense Department last year. It was the second 
US. base to close in Greece the past | 2 months when the 
Nea Makn U.S. Navy communications facility near 
Athens was handed over to Greek officials 

Six airmen lowered the flag as a bugler sounded retreat at 
a special handing over ceremony to the Greek Air Force 

U.S. Ambassador Michael Sotrrhos and Greek and 
American military officers attended the ceremonies 

Only 40 U.S. Air Force personnel were on hand to watch 

the base close, down from a high of more than 4.800 
including dependents when it was fully opertional 

Since 1947, Ellimikon grew into a giant facility that 
supported American bases from Spain to Turkey as a 
staging point for reconnaissance flights of the Soviet fleet 
in the Mediterrancan. It also served as a transit pont in 
support of US. troops in the Gulf War, Associated Press 

reporied from Athens 

“The closure of Ellintkon and other bases in Europe 
shows after ali these years that NATO was a success,” 
May. Gen. Gerald Daniels, commander of the 16th Air 
Force, sand 

The U.S. still retains two military installations on the 

island of Crete—an Air Force communications facility 

and a support base for the 6th Fleet 

Ellinikon’s prominent location in the suburb of Glifadha 

10 miles (16 kilometers} from the city center, made the 

base the focus of anti-American demonstrations and 

terrorist attacks against its personnel, AP reported 
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Greek leftists, AP added, viewed Ellinikon and other 
U.S. bases around the country as a sign of Greek depen- 
dency on the United States 

According to the U.S. Air Force, the base contributed 
more than 66 million dollars a year to Glifadha. 

“The Americans might be gone but we still want the 
base,” and the land 11 sits on, Glifadha Mayor Theod- 
horos Spondilidhis said. 

Spondilidhis and other local mayors want to turn the 
base into a recreation center. The government plans to 
use part of it to expand adjacent Athens International 
Airport and develop the rest for residential use. 

* Changes Advocated in National NATO Policy 

YIESO794B Athens 1 KATHIMERINI in Greek 
12 May Yi p4 

[K. lordanidi article 
Greece” ] 

[ Text}Deficiencies in the Alliance's New Force Structure 

The structural changes in NATO Military Forces and 
Command presently being studied by the Alhance’'s 
appropriate agencies—the Military Commitice (MC), 
the Defensive Review Committee (DRC), and the Per- 
manent Representatives’ Council—would be of tech- 
nical interest only, had Greece's credibility, depicted 

because of awkward differences in recent years during 
PASOK administrations, not created reasonable con- 
cerns about the country’s marginalization in the new 

security system being established 

“Changes in NATO Trouble 

It 1s obvious that the position held by the Greck Gov- 
ernment during the Gulf crisis has somewhat strength- 
ened Western support, but duc to the friction between 
the two large bourgeors parties over basic political posi- 

ons vis-a-vis the Allies. Greece continues to be a 
country on which “the West cannot rely for the estab- 

lishment of a longtume strategy.” a rehable source indi- 
cated to KATHIMERINI 

In general terms, considering the new “dangers” (risks) 
emanating from a broader region as was demonstrated 
during the recent Gulf crisis, NATO 1s working within 
the new strategic framework on structural changes in the 
Alliance's forces that will henceforth be divided into 
three categories: reaction forces, primary defensive 
forces, and reinforcement forces 

Reaction Forces 

Reaction forces, which constitute the basic imnovation 
will be multinational and will have great mancuver- 
ability. For every reaction force, a “leader country” will 
exist which will constitute the basic body to which forces 

from other Allied countries would be added and whose 
role it would be to complement the “leader country’s” 

forces 
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Reaction forces will exist in Central Europe—according 

to information, the development of a reaction unit based 
in Germany with Britain being the “leader country” 1s 
being studied—as well as in NATO's southern region. 

The Greek Government 1s obviously worried about the 
possibility that Turkey wall be given the “leader coun- 
try’s” role in one of the southern region's reaction forces, 
thereby requiring Greece to “contribute” to a Turkish- 
led allied force, though such a development should not 
be considered likely as well-informed sources in Athens 
point out. 

In spite of this, Turkey wall undoubtedly demand and 
achieve a greater role im the West's new defensive 
system, not only because of its common borders with the 
USSR and Middle Eastern countries, nor because the 
West nourishes anti-Greek sentiments, but because this 
country, despite its rumored or real disagreements 
between its President Mr. Turgut Ozal and the military 
establishment, provides guarantees in foreign policy con- 
tunuity under conditions that satisfy the West, to a 
degree. 

Based on these facts, and on the wide differences pre- 
vailing between the two large bourgeors parties on for- 
eign policy, the Greek Government will have to shed at 
the regional level the “independence” syndrome fostered 
by the criticism of an essentially inexistant opposition, 
and must adopt an “Atlantic cooperation™ policy which 
constitutes the only “conceivable choice.” as rehable 
sources in Athens indicate 

More Active Participation 

The same sources add that, on a practical level, the 
Greek Government should pursuc, as much as possible, 

a more active participation im the reaction and other 
NATO military forces and contribute the utmost to the 

needs of the reaction forces within the contest of 
NATO's new strategy and the new dangers facing the 
Alliance 

Al the same time, the disbanded Special Forces Division 
must be reestablished because it would constitute the 
elite force of an army that 1s exhausting itself by pro- 
viding “social services” during strikes and natural disas- 
ters 

Finally, the Greek Government and the entire political 

leadership, in hopes of rsolating Turkey, should decide 
between the desirable—the Western European Union's 
(WEL) transformation into an EC defensive mecha- 
nism—and the realistic, which means that the WEU's 
role will probably be restricted to regions outside 
NATO's traditional area of responsibility and to Central 
and Eastern Europe's “vacuum.” During the foresecable 
future, the European defensive system will remain 
Atlantic, as military sources mm Athens point out 

Reliable sources estimate that this is the only way in 
which the country’s depleted credibility can be counter- 

balanced to some degree, a process which will not result 
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only from the government's actions or efforts, but 
depends mainly upon the overall image of the country’s 
entire political leadership. 

Dhamanaki Opens Panhellenic Coalition Conference 

NC2806173691 Athens ATHENS NEWS in Enelish 
28 Jun 91 p 3 

[Text] Coalition of the Left and leader Mania 
Dhamanaki yesterday told the opening of the Panhel- 
lenic Coalition Conference that the Coalition will forge 
ahead despite reaction by forces which are out of touch 
with reality. 

Addressing over 2,000 delegates present at the Confer- 
ence, Dhamanaki outlined the Coalition's policies on 
both domestic and foreign affairs. The Conference is duc 
to last until Sunday. 

She said that Greece's foreign affairs should focus on 
Europe, evidently indicating that the country should not 
remain attached to the U.S. sphere of influence. She 
stressed the importance of fnendly relations with neigh- 
bouring Balkan nations but accused Turkey of being 
provocative in relat.ons with Greece. 

Commenting on the visit to Greece U.S. President 
George Bush will be making from July 17 to 19, Dha- 
manak: sard that the government was keeping opposition 
parties in the dark of this matter. 

Referring to domestic issues, she said that the country 
needed a progressive government. She said that the 
constitution should be amended and so should parlia- 

mentary regulations and taxation systems. She also 
expressed opposition to the privatisation of ailing com- 
panics. 

On the question of a possible future cooperation between 
the Coalition of the Left and Progress and the main 
opposition Socialist PASOK Party, Dhamanak: stressed 
that PASOK required modernisation and indicated that 
after this took place the qustion of cooperation could be 
considered. She said that at the present moment PASOK 
tended to look more at the past than the future 
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Dhamanak: strongly pointed out that what was required 
was a modern Lefi and that this would have to be 
achieved with the assistance of all lefissts forces. 

Addressing the conference on behalf of the N_D. govern- 
ment Deputy Premier and Justice Minister Athanasios 
Kancllopoulos expressed the wish that the Coalition 
maintains its unity but added that should keep in 
touch with modern trends. 

Speaker of Parhament Athanasios Tsaldharis stressed 
that the way with which the Coalition and the ruling New 
Democracy Party handled cach other mdicated that 
democracy was healthy. 

The conference 1s being attended by delegations from 
both the New Democracy and PASOK Parties while US. 
Ambassador to Athens Michac! Sotirhos was present at 
yesterday's opening session. However, the Soviet 
Ambassador to Athens Anatoliy Slyusar did not appear 
yesterday. 

The Conferece comes at a time when conservatives and 
reformers in the Greck Communi Party (KKE) have 
heightened their controversy. KKE 1s the maim partner 
in the Coalition of the Left and Progress. KKE hardliners 
are boycotting the Conference which they claimed 
should have been postponed until a more surtable time. 

Dhamanak: quit all her posts in the KKE last Saturday 
and said she will continue to remain an ordinary party 

member 

Dhamanaki 1s duc to address a Coalition rally in down- 
town Omonia Square on Tuesday 

Mitsotakis Undergoes Operation in Germany 

VC0107122191 Athens Elina Radhotoma Radio 
Network in Greek 1130GMT 1 Jul 91 

[Text] Prime Minister Konstandimos Mitsotakes under- 
went a diuretic prostatectomy at 0900 today at the 
University Hospital of (Uimu) Hes attending phys- 

cians—-Haldman. urology professor at (U imu) Univer- 
sity, and Raptis. pathology professor at Athens Univer- 
sity and (Ulmu) University in Germany—issued a 
medical bulletin saying that the operation was successful, 
lasted 35 minutes, and that the patient woke up from 
narcosis without any complications, and adds that the 
prime minister 1s on excellent condition 
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Yilmaz Reads Government Program in Assembly 

142006170691 Ankara ANATOLIA im Turkosh 

1445 GMT 30 Jun Ol 

[Excerpt] Ankara (AA}— The Mesut Yilmaz government 
program was announced by the prime munrsicr at the 

Turkesh Grand Natronal Assembly today The program 
ests the domestic and foreign policy principles to be 
followed and the economic targets of the government 

The essential need to pursue an “active” foreign policy 
was siressed. and i was stated that the government will 
cxplon the wide possibilities created by Turkey's special 
and privileged geographical position The program said 
“Turkey, whech «s a European country. 1 also a Med- 
terrancan. Black Sea. Balkan. and Middle Eastern 
country. Therefore, « has an extremely central positon 

in the development of interregional cooperation (Our 

country s exceptional qualities make it essential for us to 

pursuc a multidimensional and active foreign policy ~ 

The program refers to the quadmpartite summit pro- 

posed om connection with the Cyprus problem. and 
Stresses that the government will contenuc to resolutely 

support the constructive attrtude patiently maimtained 
by the Turkish Cyprot side until today. The program 

says “Past capernence shows that using the Cyprus 

problem to achreve other politcal anms has not helped 

solve thes problem.” [passage omitted] 

Further on Program 

11010-05000! Ankara TRI Televimon Network 
m Turkokh 1600 GUT 20 Jun 91 

| Text] The Mesut Vsimaz government program was read 
at the Turkish Grand National Assembly [TGN A] today 

The TUNA convened im an extraordinary session under 
speaker Kaya Erdem at 1500. The program for Turkey's 
44th government was read by Prime Monister VY rimaz 

Mesut Yilmaz pomted owt that the mam aim of all the 
Motherland Party government programs up until now 
has been to ensure stability—the most mmportant cic- 
ment om the life of a soceety. Yilmaz stressed that hes 
government has also remained loyal to thes arm and is 

determined to mamntain stability on hight of carer pol 
crs and capenences 

The prome menester stated that the basin factor m a 
secret) s moral and maternal development rs the human 

berng Yilmaz added 

[Begin recording) It 1% our arm to ensure that our 
children and youth—who are the guarantee of our 

tuture——are ransed as civilized, educated. screntific- 

minded. loving. respectful, and tolerant people who are 
loyal to the seal of a modern and advanced Turkey. to 

\laturk s princeples and reforms, and to our natronal 

and moral values [end recording] 

Prme Minster Yilmaz sand that the defense mndustry 

will be developed and the Army's offensive capabulity 
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mcreased. While the number of Armed Forces personne! 
will be reduced. he sand. thes trang will be improved 

Yelmaz sasd that hes government will give priority to the 
development of regional cooperation proyects with 
Middle Eastern countries 

On Turkesh-oreck relatvons. Yilmaz sand 

[Begin recording] Our government sincerely beleves mm 
the necessity of establishing and marntaining a stabic 
and lasting fnendship between the two coasts of the 
Acgcan, based on a balance of mutual mghts and imiecr- 
ests. We beleve that the varus problems that carst 
between our countries can only be resolved through 
serious negotiations based on realism. common sense, 
and foresightedness. We expect the Greek side to wn- 
cerely share the view that «t would be beneficial to both 

countnes if Turkish-reck relatrons are approached with 
the long-range imterests om view that lnk the two coun- 
tres and if a lasting unity of understanding and cooper- 
avon established between the two countries. fend 
recording] 

V shmaz saed that Turkey approaches the Cyprus problem 
from the angle of the two Cypriot peoples mghts and 

status based on inicrnatronal agreements He sand that 
the Turkish CGroovernment supports the resolution of the 

problem through cqual negotiations to be held by the 
concerned sides within the framework of the UN secre- 
tary general's goodwill mrsswon 

The prime munister sand that the government is deter- 
mined to prevent the anarchy clashes with scparatists— 

who communicate with certamn circles abroad—in 

eastern and southeastern Turkey. by remaming loyal to 
the principles of the supremacy of law 

Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz declared that the govern- 
ment 1s determined to launch a new mobilization process 

mm the field of national education and. to this end 
allocate more funds than m the past two years to this 

field and improve the system 

(on the subject of labor affarrs. Yilmaz sand that the 

government will exert every possible cflort to ensure that 

the working sector and the cmployers—the most impor- 

tant factors om labor aflairs—will conduct a dialogue 

hased on mutual respect and interests. He pownted out 
that collective wage negotiations must take coonomn 

means mito account and must ensure that wages are not 

eroded by inflation and that dividends from increased 
prosperity are recernved Yilmaz added that the govern- 

ment will conduct a dialoguc with worker and employer 
Orgatizations to chminate any confusion of concepts 

during collective wage negotiations Vilmaz sand The 
main goal of our social security policy rs to gather all our 
working population. mcluding workers, civil servants 

small businessmen. artisans. and tarmers, under the 

socsal security umbrella. The government will specifi 

cally work to secure the mmtegration of the norms and 
standards among the social insurance nghts appearing in 

the varrous socsal scourity laws The stipends of our 
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pensioners, widows, and orphans will be adjusted to 

counter inflation, in line with the financial means of the 
social security organizations 

The prime minister explained that in the coming penod. 
priority will be given to health affairs. especially to 
preventive health services, and that health services will 

be rendered effective. reliable, accessible, and devoid of 
formality 

Yilmaz went on to say that exports will be encouraged at 
the production level and incentives will no longer be 

monctary. cacept im certain cases. The government will 
eflect an cxport imsurance sysiem to guarantee export 
security, Yilmaz remarked, adding that the Turkish lira 
will not be revalued im order to increase exports. He 
noted that the planned restructuring of the system 1s an 

indication of the importance the government attaches to 
foreign trade 

The prime minister announced that a grain exchange will 
be established to enable grain sales to be conducted in 

line with the interests of the farmers, and efforts will be 

made to enact the Nera [not further identified] draft law 
as soon as possible 

After Yilmaz concluded reading the government pro- 
gram. TG;NA Speaker Kaya Erdem announced that the 
debate on the program will be held on 3 July, in 
accordance with the Constitution and the Assembly 

Statute. A vote of confidence will be sought one full day 

after the conclusion of the debate. If the debate 1s 

concluded the same day. the vote of confidence 1s 

expected to take place on 5 July 

Prime Minister on Future Plans, Priorities 

NVC 206164097 Istantul MILLIVET in Turkish 

2” Jun 91 pil 

l“Exclusive” mmterview with Prime Minister-Designate 

Mesut Yilmaz by Deryva Sazak in Ankara on 23 June] 

[Teat) Ankara—The Mesut Vilmaz System 

{Sazak| Y ou began to observe the religious fests al as the 

new prime minister of Turkey. Considering the possi- 
tility of clecthons in the near future, the Motherland 

Party |ANAP] clected vou as the new party leader with 

the hope that you wall change. renew, and strengthen the 

party What program will you offer to the people during 
thes new cra’ What are you planning to achieve” 

[Yilmaz] | have already sand that the party congress was 

a competition within the party framework. What 1s 

normal at the present time 1s to believe that thes compe- 

tithon has ended with the conclusion of the congress and 

to move to maintain the unity within the party beginning 

the day after the party convocation. This 1s the approach 
which 1s on our interest. Nevertheless, the strong compe- 

tition during the congress has created a number of 

problems mn the aftermath of the convocation. This state 
of affairs can emerge in all the political parties. In fact, 11 
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should be regarded as normal to a certain degree. | am 
convinced that ANAP will be able to quickly heal its 
wounds through the outcome of the congress and embark 
on an outward onented political struggle quickly. 

As the new party leader, | am aware of my responsibili- 
ties and | will spare no effort in fulfilling them. Although 
the concept of politics should provide for a civilized and 
democratic competition among the political parties, we 
have regrettably established that personal motives and 
psychological! factors have caused the political situation 
in Turkey to deteriorate. | believe that ANAP has a 
significant task to fulfill in that direction. This is due to 
the fact that the concepts of tolerance and reconciliation 
were first introduced in Turkey's politics by ANAP. We 
are the party in power, therefore, | am convinced that 
our approach will be the determining factor in the 
maintenance of contemporary political relations in 
accordance with these factors. 

However, this must not be taken to mean that we will 
abandon our principles and philosophy, which we have 
upheld mght from the very beginning and which have 
been confirmed by imternational developments. On the 
contrary, the difference of views among the political 
parties 1s a factor which makes Turkey's politics colorful. 
Nevertheless, 1 1s our people's most natural mght to 

expect the political parties to view national matters in 

particular as being more important than party interests 
and agree on the common denominators in that regard. 

Within this framework, |, as the prime minister and the 
leader of the ruling party, plan to enthusiasticly support 
the views ANAP has maintained until now. | also plan to 
support the work carried out by our party. Meanwhile, | 
plan to establish a constructive dialogue with the oppo- 
SiLlON Parties to prevent a new impasse and unproduc- 
tive disputes in Turkey's politics. 

Early Elections and the Opposition Parties 

|Sazak] The concept of normalizing relations 1s a posi- 
tive approach, however, the relations among the political 
parties are based on the concept of competition. ANAP 
has been in power during the past two terms. The 
Opposition expects you to make a decision on the ques- 

tion of early elections. In addition to your goodwill, the 
normalization of relations will depend on a number of 
concrete decisions. What is your opinion on the question 
of carly elections’? Will you contact the other political 
parties or include a binding statement in your governm- 
ment program on the matter’ 

[Yilmaz] | have not said that we cannot hold carly 
clections. | made my stand on the question of carly 
clections public before the ANAP congress was held. My 
approach 1s linked with the understanding | wish to 
introduce in ANAP vis-a-vis the administration of the 
party. | have sand that the decision on the matter rests 
with the pertinent organs of the party, that 1s, the central 
decrssonmaking and executive organ and the Assembly 
|parhamentary] group. The central decisionmaking and 
executive organ has only just taken office (Sunday). We 
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shall debate the question of early elections in the council 
of ministers and the central decisionmaking and execu- 
tive organ. We shall decide on the date which will be in 
the interest of our country and party and then we shall 
have it debated by the ANAP parliamentary group. Once 
we get the approval of our parliamentary group, we shall 
submit a proposal to the general assembly of the Turkish 
Grand National Assembly. Effecting changes in this 
procedure or making binding disclosures on the matter 
would conflict with the statements we made earlier. | will 
avoid this. 

[Sazak] Are you saying that you will not bargain with the 
opposition leaders on the question of early elections? 

[Yilmaz] We would get the views of the opposition 
parties on the question. However, the opposition parties 
must agree that the right to fix the date of the elections 
belongs to ANAP. 

The Program and Date 

[Sazak] Will the government program include a commit- 
ment that carly elections will be held? Will there be an 
indication im that regard” 

[Yilmaz] There should be no doubt that ANAP will hold 
elections, it 1s only a question of when the date will be. | 
can say thers much that the government program will not 

include clear-cut and binding clauses on the matter. The 
date of the elections will be established by our pertinent 
organs on the basis of the procedure | have already 
explained and on the light of the views of the opposition 
parties. 

[Sazak] You have mentioned a time period of less than 
one year. Would you say that next autumn would be too 

early” 

[Yilmaz] No, | have not said anything related to a time 
period of less than one year. This administration is 

probably an clection government. It probably will be an 
election government because clections are duc in 17 
months time. Any government which comes to power 17 

months before the clections can be regarded as an 
election gov ernment 

What We Deem Right 

{Sazak] According to the public oprmion within ANAP, 
Mesut Yilmaz is a new person who has not been weak- 
ened. It 1s now sand that ANAP can at least be a member 
of a coalition government if it holds elections in its 
present situation. What is your opinion in that regard. 
and can you explain the concept of an “election govern- 

ment?” 

[Yilmaz] What I mean by an election government is a 
government that will hold elections im the country. | do 
not mean a government that will shoulder the responsi- 
bility of the mistakes that have been made in the past to 
be able to win the clections 
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I Do Not Promise a Miracle 

[Sazak] Are you saying this from the point of view of 
economic decisions” 

[Yilmaz] No, from the point of view of the general work 
that has been carned out. 

{Sazak] Regarding the question of general work, what 
will your prorities be? What do you plan to do m 
connection with economic problems, the situation of the 
“middie class.” and the improvement of the economy” 
What do you plan to do to create the economic condi- 
tions which will enable the people to live as human 
berngs” 

[Yilmaz] We have a perspective for economic develop- 
ment in the future. This may be one of the most 
important aspects which makes us different from the 
other political parties. In view of this, we shall maintain 
economic growth. The policies armed at achieving cco- 
nomic growth will be maintained. Nevertheless, 1 1s a 
fact that the people im the fixed income bracket im the 
current stage of development are confronted with serous 
problems in their daily life. We plan to alleviate the 
burden of their problems in accordance with a calendar, 
a specific period of time 

{Sazak] You maintain a rather realistic approach. You 
are not saying that you will resolve thes matter 

{Yilmaz} No. Actually ! disclosed this after 1 was elected 
as party leader. | am not promising a miracie to anyone 

[Sazak] You have mentioned a calendar. You do not 
have much time left. The elections are drawing near 

[Yilmaz] We shall establish this specific period of treme in 
accordance with the probable duration of the term of 

office of the new government 

A State of Ruin and Inflation 

{Sazak] What will happen to the state of inflation” 

[Yilmaz] | prefer to avond making binding statements on 
figures and time related to the question of inflation 
What 1s important 1s to implement serious and conss- 

tent measures and reduce the negative effects of this 
policy on cconomic growth to a minemum level 

{Sazak] Do you believe thal you have taken over a State 
of ruin” 

[Yilmaz] No, we were aware of the carsting situation 

when we decided to compete for the job. We were 

confronted with many problems im our struggle until 
now. Nevertheless, we are aware that we shall meet with 
more serious problems during the forthcoming days. We 
shall spare no cffort mm trying to surmount these prob- 

lems 
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Neo Concessions on Cyprus 

[Sazak} You have a different horizon on foreign polvtecs 
Furthermore. you have your own views and assessments 

as a former foreign ministcr. Turkey 1s confronting two 
important problems im its foreygn policy at the present 
tume. the Cyprus rsuc and the problem of northern Irag 
Turkey has to consider the possibility of accommodating 
a rapid-reaction force. the task of which wall be to protect 
that Kurds. On the other hand. a has to conmuder 
Pressdent Bush's vest. Can you disclose your views on 
the ( yprus problem, which has entered a critecial stage” 

[Yulmaz] We must agree that the miternatronal cond)- 
toms have created an opportunity for a ncw wave of 
activity armed at resolving the Cyprus problem The 
l neted States and the EC om particular seem to want to 
have thes problem resolved In view of thes, we can asses 
as constructive the mrtiatives made by the UN secretary 
gecncral within the frarmework of the agreements reached 
by the sedes concerned, that «. provided that the LN 

secretary general's mrtiatives remam withen the frame- 
work of hrs goodwdli miswon Nevertheless, both the 
Coreck Cypriot sade and Greece have avonded making the 
contribution which rs required from them toward the 
new wave of activity. It 1s common knowledge that UN 
Security Counc Resolutron No. 649 agreed that the two 
communities in Cyprus have equal nghts and called on 
them to agree to a solutron which well establish a 
hoommunal and tuzonal federal system The Cireck 
( \ prot sede has not vet disclosed whether 1 supports the 
UN Securty Councd resolution, which was adopted on 

the bases of a unanimous vote. In vwew of the. I am 
convinced that the Greek Cypriot side lacks the will for 
a solution 

|Sazak| Although you beleve that the Greek Cypriot sede 
docs not have the will to have the Cyprus protiem 

resolved. Turkey has become the target of pressure and 
not Crreece. How do you aveews thes state of affairs” 

[Yilmaz] A concrete cxaample cannot be given to prove 

that Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern 
( yprus do not want to have the Cyprus problem resolved 
and. therefore, marta an ereconcilable approach om 

that regard. Al least, thes has been the case sence ANAP 
has been om power m Turkey sence 1983. tt well be 
recalled that the Turkish Cypriot ade supported tN 
Secretary Greneral Javect Perez de Cuellar’s framework 
agreement om 1986. The Greek Cypriot ade reyected a 
Ever sence Veoryios Vasihouw came to power on the 
Crreck Cypriot wide, the Turkish Cypriot ade has been 
making proposals for a solutvon. also agreeing that reso- 
lutven no. 649 can be regarded as a haws. However. the 
(rreck Cyprot wde has fared to adopt a constructive 

approach. The need to comsder the varrous aypects and 
chements of the problem as a whole 1s the most wmportant 

maticr on which Turkey cannot make concessons 
during the negotiations process. Separateng any of the 

aspects from the whole with a view to bringing i to the 
foretront will endanger the powssbulity of a final solutron 

TURKEY i 

Hhew Was the ( abenct | stableshbed 

[Sazak| The estabinshment of the cabenct was difficult A 
Siruggke was waged during the ANAP congress Vour 
colleagucs supporicd you however, sore of them have 
nat been uncluded m the cabenct. Nor have many from 
the former govcrament What were the balances vou had 
m mind when you cMabinshed the cabunct and what rs the 

characteristic you wrshed to give to the new gov crament” 

[Yelmaz] | comudered the general balances wethen the 
party which had weight om the congress when | moved to 
emab’ sh the new cabinct | ignored the groupings arownd 
the candidates who contesicd the clection held durung 
the congress | comudered that to be a temporary move 
Nevertheless. the regronal balances were taken into con- 
wderatvon, as the caw of the estabinhment of any 
government My otyective eas to estabirsh a government 
which will create a favorattc wmpreswon m the publ 

opmon and work m harmony—a goverament on whech 

cxupenence and dynamin «ill be weneted mm a balanced 
way 

[Sazak] What rs your operon on the trends’ I scerms that 
a number of them are more powecrtul 

[Volmaz| | have treed to estabiesh a gowerament ehach 

would be composed of the general balances wethen 
ANAP When comudered together with the other bal 
ances, | behewe I have succeeded om doug wo 

The Question of Deputy \Minrsters 

[Sazak}] When vou disclosed your cabernet. you sand that 
you would ect ep posts for deputy muonters What « 

your otyective om that regard” 

[Vilmaz] We have 27S colleagues om our parhamentary 

group A large number of them arech to assume crcoutrv< 
responwitulitres however we omly have 4) moenesteral 

posts in the government Nevertheless. the work on 1S of 

the menistncs 1 so mach that « difficult to manage 

with a senghe muenester The state of affaers apples to 
ministres whoch have to make mmvestments seach as the 
ministry of foreign atlas and the menmtry of agricul 

ture. The mstetetron of deputy mremesters cart om all the 

countries whech are ruled on acoordance with the parha 
mentary dematracy stem m the Western world Par 

hamentanans are given the Matus of deputy menrstcrs om 

thes system The potrtical respomerbelits of the moenestres 

are given to more than onc person erthowt moongrurts 

and im accordance with the norms of hecrarch) In veew 
of the success acheeved throwgh thes system om the 

european cowntrees. « has heooomme widespread We 
planned te adem thn wetem when we fiw came to 
power mm 198) However a number of our comsitutron’s 

proven prevented ws from dorng so All the potrtecal 

partecs are making a pount effort te have the Comstrtetron 

changed at the present time We shall convey our pro 
posals to the oppestron partes | heheewe that they well 

adopt a powtive approach and a coneenss well be 
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reached on the change whech 1s necessary from the point 
of voce of executive responsibility. regardicss of which 

party & 1m powcr 

[Sazak] Dod the pressdent interfere on the cstabirshment 
of the government” 

[Yelmaz}] | recenved the recommendations of the 
esteemed presedent on the administrative Changes that 
were to be realized during the establishment of the 
government. | benefited from his recommendations 
however | used my own judgement on sclecting names 
The pressdent trusted me m that regard. and | am 
thankful The reports published in a number of ncwspa- 

pers are merely speculation 

[Savak| (an you say anything on what you wish to do 
frst” 

{[Yelmaz] | can give you a gencral reply. We plan to 

estabinsh and enhance the concept of an cflective publx 

adminmiration, that «. a frank. serious, and consistent 

government which will avon squandering We shall pul 

concrete measures into effect stage by stage with a vicw 
to achreve our ofyective 

{Savak| Can vou tell the crizens as the prime monisicr 

that you will lessen thew complaints’ 

[¥ ehemaz] 0 course I can, but all the governments can say 
the same thong The emportant thing 1s to sce to i that 
what 1s sad does not remain as a mere promise What 1s 
important « for the people to sce that the number of 

proticms which cause complaints rs reduced Of course 

I trust that the people will support the government | havc 
yust described. regardicss of the fact that a number of 

problems ell comtinuc to cxrst 

Vote of ( onfidence 

[Sazak]} The estabirshment of a government may upsct oF 
anget a number of individuals There may also be those 
who beleve that they have been icf outside As the new 

prome minster, vou have to seck a vote of confidence 

How «ill you appeal to the ANAP parhamentary group’ 

[Vsimaz] The government I have estabirshed will not be 
ANAP’s first government Individuals who were not 
mcluded in the former governments were also angered 

and upset | am confident that our colleagues will act 
with a sense of responsibility as they have done so in the 

past ) giving Preority to the party's mterests over ther 

personnal capectations In short, the estabinshment of a 

government rs pust lhe the change of guard duty The 
question 1s the selection of the cadres who will work ina 

most agrecatic wey and not the sclection of the mos 

competent mdiveduals. | am confident that our deputy 

colleagues will wnore personal factors and support the 
gov crament 
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Goverament Pleased With Perez de Cueilar Report 

142806163291 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

SOV GMT OS Jun 9i 

| Teat) Ankara (A. A}—Turkes 1s picased about a report 

UN Secretary General Perez de Cuctlar submitted to the 
UN Security Council on Thursday im which he proposed 
the convenmg of an international conference for a solu- 
thon to the Cyprus problem. Turkish officials sand on 

Froday 

In hes report. Perez de C uellar sand he flavors an inierna- 

tonal conference tor Cyprus and proposed preliminary 
talks on July and August with “all concerned.” 

Turkeys has favored an micrnational meeting under 
jword undestenct]. comprised of the Turkish and Greek 
Cyprot communities. Greece and Turkey 

The Greek side favors a larger group including represen- 
tatives of CGoreece, Turkey. representatives of both com- 

munitees and the five permanent members of the Secu- 

rity Counci—the United States, Britain, China, France 
and the Sovect U mon 

Turkish officials who asked not to be wentified told A.A 
that Perez de Cucilar’s proposals are mm general in linc 
with the Turkesh thesss 

The secretary general's expression of “all concerned” tor 
participants of the conference was reflecting a tendency 

toward the Turkish thesss. they sand 

toreign Minister Voices Concern Over SFRY 

False ours! inkara Turkce Radvolan Network 
m Turkokh THOGMT OS Jun 9 

| Text] Foreggn Monester Sata CGrray has sand that Turkeys 

supports the unity and territorial mtegrity of V ugoslavia 

and that unilateral steps that endanger this will make a 
solutron to the problems more difficult 

Replying to a question on the situation in Yugoslavia, 
(vray savd that Turkey os followrng the developments 
closely and with concern. He ported out that the devel- 

opments on \ ugosiasia are as emportant for the people of 

that country as they are for the protection of peace m the 

Balkans and Europe He sand: Our government sincerely 
believes that the best solutvon to Vugoslavia’s problems 
can be reached by the peoples of Yugoslavia themselves. 
and through dialoguc. therefore, we are concerned about 
the reports that the sides have resorted to force. We hope 
thes method « abandoned and the sides concerned 
merease thew efforts to resolve the existing problems 
through negotiations. We beheve the ways of finding 
solutions through negotiations have not been cvhausted 

We follow the devclopments carctully also because of the 
problems that might face our citizens who live and work 

im Western Europe and who come and go to Turkey 
through ¥ ugostayia as well as for the continuation of our 
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transportation of goods and passengers to Europe We 
hope our citizens can transit Yugoslavia without great 
difficulty 

Ministry Advises Citizens To Bypass \ ugosiavia 

T4010°0° 4991 Ankara TRT Televison Network 

in Turkish 1700 GMT 30 Jun 9! 

[Text] The Foresgn Ministry mssued a statement today 
~~teng that Turkish citizens who live in Europe and who 
i -hew country of residence to spend thei vacation im 

Turkey are recommended to take alternate routes. such 
as Vienna, Budapest. and Beigrade. because of the recent 
tevelopments in Yugoslavia. The necessary requests to 
upply Turkish citizens with visas at border crossings 
have been lodged with Austra and Hungary. the state- 
ment declared 

The Foreign Ministry statement added: According to 
information received from our missions in Yugoslavia 
approximately $.000 Turkish citizens. who had crossed 
the border into Yugoslavia at the start of the racedents in 
that country, are currently stranded im Slovema. Our 

missions in Yugoslavia have undertaken initiatives with 
the relevant Yugoslav authorities, and our munrstry has 
applied to the Yugoslav Embassy im Ankara im a bid to 
ensure these citizens safe pourncy home The Yugoslay 
ambassador in Ankara was summoned to the Foreign 
Ministry today and asked to guarantee the security of our 
citizens stranded in Slovenia and ensure thew safe 
return 

Silopi Rapid Deployment Force Not Approved Vet 

TALW06164991 Ankara ANATOLIA im Emelish 
IS2R GMT 29 Jun 9! 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Forcign Ministry spokesman 
Murat Sungar said here on Saturday that the deploy ment 
in Turkey of a “rapid force” detached from the coalition 

forces 18 not a concluded matter yet 

“The final decision depends on our government's 
endorsement,” Sungar added. US. Under Secretary of 
Defense, Paul Wolfowitz, currently visitng Turkey, had 
said in Washington prior to hes visit here that he would 
discuss with Turkish officials a “rapid force” to be 

deploved in Silop: im the southeast of Turkey near the 
Iraqi border for the protection of Kurdish refugees in 
northern Iraq 

TURKEY “ 

Woltowenz, who arrived m Ankara on Froday. had talks 

with Turkish Foreagn Ministry Undersecretary Ordem 
Saberi and later with National Defense Moenistry 1 nder- 
secretary General Dogan Celhkkaya 

He will be recerved by Pressdent Turgut (zal mm Istanbel 
thes afternoon 

He will proceed to Silom: from Istanbul on Sunday 

He will be recerved by Foreign Monester Safa Gray after 
hes return to Ankara and depart Turkey on 2 July 

BBC Journalist Della Casa Reportedly Alive 

VC 2806111091 Parcs AFP in English 1048 GV 

28 Jun 9! 

{Text} Ankara, June 28 (AFP)}—Britesh BRC journal 
Rosanna Della (asa. who diuappeared on March 2}. was 
seen alive carleer thes month. the Turkish newspaper 

Hurriyet reported Friday 

Ms. Della Casa was spotted on June |! om a hotel wm OF 

m the northern Turkish province of Trabvon on the 
Black Sea. the daily sand The 41-year-old journal 
spent one might mm the hotel. accompanied by Iraq 
Muhammad al-Husayn. They ieft June 12. the news 

paper sand. quoting the hoiel receptionist who assured 1 

was Ms Della Casa 

The journalest was lest seen alive on March 2) acoom 

pamed by her husband Nick and her brother ( haries 

Maxwell trying to enter Iraq secretly from the Turkish 
border province of Yuksckova. The bodies of the two 

men were found mm Iraq. bul no news of Ms. Della Casa 

had surtaced so tar 

The BBC and Ms. Della Casas famuly have offered 70 
millon Turkish pounds (16.600 dollar) in reward for any 
miormation leading to her recovery. Authorities m 
Ankara capressed concern thal the news from © was 

triggered by the reward offer 

The British paper THE GUARDIAN reported m carly 

June that Ms. Della Casa had been killed after filming 
men im military uniforms mistreateng trag: Kurdish 
refugees in a Turkish controled camp om northern Iraq 

The Turkish foreign ministry had firmly denied this 
accusation saying that there were no camps om northern 

Iraq under Turkish control 
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